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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The analytical compilation of comments and observations made in 1966 and 1967

with respect to the final draft articles on the law of treaties has been prepared

by the Secretariat in pursuance of operative paragraph 8 of General Assembly

resolution 2166 (XXI) relating to the International Conference of Plenipotentiaries

on the Law of Treaties. Its purpose is to enable participants in the Conference

to find promptly the comments and observations concerning the particular provision

under discussion at a given time.

The final text of the draft articles on the law of treaties was submitted

to the General Assembly by the International Law Commission in the report on the

work of its eighteenth session.* It was discussed by the Sixth Committee in

1966 during the twenty-first session of the General Assembly and in 1967 during

the twenty-second session. In addition, written comments on the final text were

submitted in 1967 by Member states, the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

specialized agencies and !AEA in pursuance of operative paragraph 9 of resolution

2166 (XXI). The present compilation covers the observations made by representatives

of Member States during the debates in the Sixth Committee in 1966 and 1967 and

the written comments submitted in 1967. It consists of excerpts from the

fol~owing documents:

1. Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-First Session, Sixth

Committee, 903rd to 9l7th meetings, held from 4 to 21 October 1966 .

2. Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-Second Session, Sixth

Committee, 967th, 969th, 971st and 97~,th through 983rd meetings held

from 11 to 26 October 1967.

3. Report of the Secretary-General on the written comments concerning the

final draft articles on ,the law of treaties: document A/6827

and Add.l and 2.**

* See, Official, Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-First Session,
Supplement No. 9 (A/6309/Rev.l), part II, chapter II.

** There is a corrigendum to the English text of the comments by Japan published
in document A/6827.

I .. ·
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An effort has been made to render the compilation as complete as Possible.

Like most other analytical compilations, however, it does not purport to be

eXhaustive and does not obviate the need to consult the documents on which it is

based.

The compilation is composed of two chapters. The first is devoted to comment

and observations relating to the draft articles as a whole, the second to comments

and observations relating to :parts, sections and individual articles of the draft.

In the second cha:pter, the comments and observations concerning a :part or a

section as a whole are quoted under the title of that :part or section. Those

concerning an individual article are quoted under the title of that article.

In both chapters the comments and observations are followed by references in

parentheses indicating the documents from which they are quoted. All references

to summary records relate to those of the Sixth Committee. Thus, for instance,

the reference llXXIInd session, 98lst meeting, para. 20 11 means that the passage

quoted a:ppears in paragraph 20 of the summary record of the 981st meeting of

the Sixth Committee, printed in the Official Records of the Twenty-Second Session

of the General Assembly.

Because of its length, the :present document is issued in two volumes.

Volume I consists of Cha:pter I (comments and observations on the draft articles

as a Whole) and of those :pages of Chapter 11 containing comments and observations

on parts I to III of the draft (articles 1 to 34). Volume 11 consists of the

remainder of Chapter 11.

/ ...
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COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE DRAFT ARTICLES AS A WHOLE

MEMBER STATES

Afghanistan

Mr. Siddiq said his delegation considered that the draft articles on the law

o~ treaties provided a satisfactory basis for the work of the forthcoming

conference of plenipotentiaries.

(Mr. Siddiq, XXlInd session, 982nd meeting, para. 32)

The Government of Afghanistan ..• greatly appreciates the progress achieved

by the Conmnission in regard to the codification of the norms and principles

relating to the vital question of the law of treaties.

The Government of Afghanistan considers that the conclusion of a convention

next year on this vi tal problem undoubtedly contributes to friendly relations

among nations and may place the law of treaties upon the widest and most

secure foundation.

Among the articles of the draft, the Government of Afghanistan considers that

article 2 (Use of terms), article 5 (Capacity of States to conclude treaties),

articles 30, 31, 32 (General rule regarding third States), article 40 (Fraud),

article 47 (Corruption of a representative of the State), article 49 (Coercion of

a State by the threat or use of force), article 50 (Treaties conflicting with a

peremptory norm of general international law), article 59 (Fundamental change of

I .. ·
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circumstances) are the basic principles of the draft which should be maintained

" by the future conference, .••

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations,

(A/6827/Add.l, p. 2))

,
.: ';
, i:

Algeria

Mr. Haddad said that given the difficulties involved in the codification of

the law of treaties, the International Law Commission had succeeded in maktng its

draft articles a sound basis for further work.

His Government would base its position at the diplomatic conference on the

la,v of treaties on two main principles: the strict equality of States and the free

will of states in the conclusion of treaties. His delegation considered that some

of the articles required further attention and spould be given greater substance.

(Mr. Haddad, XXlst session, 908th meeting, paras. 32-33)

. " I

Argentina

His delegation .•• wished to state at once that in its view the draft

articles - which as the Indian representative had said struck a proper balance

between lex lata and de lege ferenda considerations - represented an important

contribution to the progressive development of international law and to the

adaptation of juridical norms to the profound changes that had taken place in the

international community.

(Mr. Buceta, XXlst session, 9l2th meeting, para. 13)

/ ...
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Australia

Draft articles as a whole

Sir Kenneth Bailey said that the draft articles prepared by the Commission

constituted a fully up-to-date :ot"tement of the la'" of treaties, comprising both

lex lata and proposals de lege ferenda) but 'ttisely refrained from atteml:!ting to
-distinguish those elements \11hich belonged to the one or the other. The Commission

undoubtedly best promoted the progressive development of international lm·, and its

codification by proposing draft articles that represented its members I vie"ls of

what the la'l1 should be, in the light. both of their knoldedge of what it "Tas and

of the views of Governments. It ',·ms to be conunended for putting for\oTard a

recommendation wherever it could and for refraining from doing so only in those

cases where international opinion, professional and governmental) ",as known to

be so divided that it would be unrealistic to expect any proposed solution at the

present time to meet 'dth general consent. J'. case in point '\0185 the Conunission 1 s

d~ision regarding participation in multilateral treaties.

(Sir Kenneth Bailey, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 20)

LMr. Schuurmany said that the debate in the Committee had shmm clearly that

the final draft articles adopted by the Commission (.4./6309/Rev.l, part II, chap. II)

still raised several difficult problems ~ some of ",hich touched directly on

fundamental principles of international !cHi.

(Mr. Schuurmans, XXlInd session. 982no meeting,!2ara. 1)

... the Commission has succeeded in extracting from the very general and

extremely complex material of the la,,, of treaties a set of clear abstract principles

Which appear to be generally acceptable to most States.

(~tter of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

JJ../6827 , p. 4))
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Bolivia

{He said thail while most of the draft articles merited approval, his

Government reserved the right to submit at the appropriate time any observations,

amendments or additions which it might consider necessary.

(Mr. Morales Aguilar, XXIInd session, 980th meeting, para. 27)

Botswana

The Government of the Republic of Botswana welcomes this codification of the

law of treaties and is of the opinion that it would help in the future should

this codification become the basis for a convention.

(Note verbale of 5 July 19q7 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A/6827, :p. 7))

Brazil

I

••. The objective of .the United Nations was to lay down guidelines for states E

in the matter of treaties. In the work of codification, some provisions were, so to C

speak, ready-made, because all the necessary rules already existed, but there were F

other fields in which customary rules were lacking.... c

He wished to stress that the draft articles on the law of treaties were not 1

the work of the Commission alone. The latter, faithful to the spirit of General

Assembly resolution 174 (11), by which it had been established and defined as a

body representing the chief forms of civilization and the basic legal systems of

the world, had, of course, consulted all States, both large and small - as indeed

it was required to do under article 16 of its Statute and their opinions had

been incorporated into the text that had been prepared. That method of work b

derived from the way in which the Commission conceived its task. From its very c

first session, it had refused to envisage codification as the mere formulation of (

a number of customary provisions in a body of written rules intended as an

I .. ·
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)ns

to

instrument that would both record and reform positive law. Recognizing, in the

wordS of its first Special Rapporteur, Mr. Brierly, that law was often uncertain

and contained. omissions that must be rectified, it had realized from the outset

that codification must proceed not only de lege lata but de lege ferenda; i.e.,

it must expand law and not merely formulate existing rules.

(Mr. Amado, XXlst session, 904th meeting, paras. 19, 22)

Bulgaria

..• Pursuing its main objective, as defined in its statute, the Commission

had endeavoured to reiterate and formulate existing rules and to draft new,

expanded and revised rules as required by the changing international situation.

He noted with satisfaction that the dominant principle throughout the draft

articles (see A/6369) was that the consent of the parties, as a free expression

of co-ordinated wills, constituted the legal basis of the treaty and determined its

effect and existence. On many matters the Commission had departed from traditional

concepts and had succeeded in framing, with much caution and flexibility, certain

new legal rules. That had been the case with respect to reservations, consent to

a part of the treaty, conflicts with peremptory norms of international law (jus

cogens), the suspension and termination of treaties and other important points.

He particularly approved the caution and restraint shown by the CommisEion in its

attempt to elaborate specific provisions on the highly controversial doctrine

rebus sic stantibus.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIst session, 9l0th meeting, para. 6)

In his delegation's opinion, the draft articles represented a satisfactory

basis for future consideration by the conference of plenipotentiaries on the law

of treaties.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIInd session, 979th meeting, para. 2)

j. ..
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The Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria considers that> on the

whole, the draft articles on the law of treaties are a valuable contribution and

could serve as a satisfactory basis for the preparation of a convention on

international treaties. In this connexion it should be noted that the draf't

articles reflect efforts both to codify existing rules in this field and to

introduce new rules reflecting the progres sive development of contemporary

international law.

However, some essential amendments, deleting inadequate provisions and

supplying omissions, should be made in order to improve the draft.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the Dni ted Natiomi:

(A!6827!Add.l,p. 4))

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

Mr. Stankevich was gratified that the work of codifying the law of treaties

was about to end in the conclusion .of an international convention that would heIr.'

to eliminate unjust agreements obtained by force, by fraud or by various forms of

coercion, including economic pressure •... Although r;ot entirely satisfied ~·,ii::~

the text of certain articles, he approved of them on the whole as a basi s f'or the

future convention ....

He welcomed the fact that the draft articles embodied the principles of'

sovereign equality of States, the right of peoples to self-determination> the

prohibition of the threat or use of force and good faith.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIst session, 908th meeting, paras. 10, 12, 14)

Mr. Stankevich observed that it was generally agreed that a convention shc1l1ti

be drawn up on the basis of the draft articles on the law of treaties· (A/6309!Rev .1,
part II·, chap. II) ....

The obstacles to successful codification of the topic lay, not in the fact

that certain provisions were not ripe for codification, as the representat:i.ve of

i
{ ......

(

1

11.

s::

,...

(
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the United Kingdom maintained, but in the efforts of certain States to preserve

outmoded colonial privi leges and treati es that were not in keeping with the spirit

of the times or with developments in international law. Happily, the draft articles

represented a complete break with the old colonial practice of concluding unequal

treaties imposed by force .•••

The draft articles established the general legal norms to which states should

adhere in concluding, not all treaties without exception, but only those treaties

which were international in character. However, the prospective title of the

convention did not reflect that distinction and went beyond the scope of the subject

to be dealt wi th. It would therefore be better to use the title "Convention on the

law of' international treaties". In order to avoid repetition, the word

t1international" need not be mentioned in the individual articles.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIInd session, 975th meeting, paras. 1, 2, 5)

ties

help

DS of

i.th

l' the

hould

/Rev.l1

et

of

I .. ·

The competent authorities of the Byelorussian SSR have examined the draft

articles on the law of treaties, and consider them a suitable 'basis for discussion

at the international conference on the law of treaties. They note that the draft

articles on the law of treaties contain a number of articles (48, 49, 50, 62
and 70) which are of great importance for the progressive development of

international law, since they establish the invalidity of unequal and colonial

treaties and of treaties concluded by means of the threat or use of force, and

uphold the principle of international responsibility in respect of aggres sion.

At the same time, the draft articles on the law of treaties contain a number

of articles which require further refinement and modification.

The draft articles on the law of treaties lay down the legal norms to which

States should adhere in concluding, not all treaties without exception, but those

treaties only which are international in character. However, the title of the

document does not reflect this situation and goes beyond the scope of the subject

dealt with by the instrument. It would therefore seem more correct to entitle

the document: IIDraft articles on the law of international treaties".

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

iA/6827!Add.l, p. 7))
/ ...



Canada

Cameroon

I ...

Cambodia

Draft articles as a whole

The text of the final draft articles concerning the law of treaties expresses

the major principles which derive from the practice of relations between States

bound by conventions to which they have freely acceded.

(Letter of 23 May 1967 from the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (A/6827, p. 7))
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Mr. Gotlieb said that the draft articles on the law of treaties (A/6309/Rev.l,

part 11, chap. II) represented the culmination of almost two decades of outstanding

efforts on the part of the International Law Commission. States must now complete

that work, at the plenipotentiary conference to be convened pursuant to General

Assembly resolution 2166 (XXI) through the conclusion of a successful

international convention.

Since divergent views existed on even the most basic questions, as the

Commission's Special Rapporteur on the topic had pointed out in his statement at

the 964th meeting of the Committee, it would not be easy to obtain broad

international agreement on the rules of law and the procedures which were in

Mr. Engo said that the law of treaties was a matter of particular interest to

countries which, like his own, had just emerged from colonialism into independence

and had found themselves bound by a number of treaties and conventions that had

been concluded previously without their consent and had had and were still having

adverse effects on their political and economic structure. It was therefore time

for a clear statement to be made of the rec-ognized international law governing

treaties.

(Mr~ Engo, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 19)



future to govern treaty relations, and to produce a convention acceptable to all

States. If the conference did not succeed in that task, the consequences would be

very serious. However, the very Willingness of Governments to join together in a

conference for that purpose was in itself an indicati::m that they were confident

that it could achieve its aim.

(Mr. Gotlieb, XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, paras. 1-2)

expresses

States

Draft articles as a whole
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Ceylon

The International Law Commission had succeeded to a high degree in

systematizing the law of treaties in terms applicable to most international

agreements.

(Mr. Sanmuganathan, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 2)

Mr. Pinto felt that the draft articles, which. were the result of mere than

seventeen years of work, would form an excellent basis for discussion at the

conference on the law of treaties.

(Mr. Pinto, XXlInd session, 969th meeting, para. 8)

Chile

Mr. Vargas noted with satisfaction that the Commission had drawn up the draft

articles (see A/6309) ,'7ith a vieVl to making them readily acceptable to the great

majority of States; that was particularly true in the case of articles 16, 17, 18,

19 and 20. The draft articles possessed the further merit, as the representative

of India had already pointed out of providing a proper balance betw'een lex lata

and de lege ferenda considerations. Also worthy of praise was the recognition of

the primacy of the United Nations Charter vis-a-vis any treaty, particularly as

stipulated in articles 26, 49 and 50 of the draft.

lMr. Vargas ,XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 27)



Mr. Chen congratulated the International Law Commission, .•• on the draft

articles on the law of treaties (see A/6309), whi,ch represented an important step

forward in the progressive codification of international law.

(Mr. Chen~ XXIst session, 909th meeting, para. 1)

- . , '\

ii

! ;
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China

Colombia

The draft articles on the law of treaties opened the way to a convention that

would be drawn up by a diplomatic conference and would influence the economic

future of the world, by strengthening solidarity among states.

(Mr. Herran Medil).a, XXIst session, 907th meeting, para. 12)

Congo (Democratic Republic of)

With regard to the draft articles generally, he noted with satisfaction that

the Commission had not confined itself to recording the customary norms on the Imf

of treaties but had proposed new norms to the General Assembly and to Governments.

In the view of his delegation, those norms must 'be judged in the light of their

implications for, and repercussions on, the right of self-determination, the

equality of all States in the formulation of international law and the right of

each country to sovereignty and independence. A convention on the law of treaties

that gave proper heed to those three principles would do much to remove the

anomalies of the past, when the simultaneous existence of large and small, strong

and weak states had resulted in the conclusion of hundr~ds of unequal treaties.

(Mr. Mutuale, XXIst session, 909th meeting, para. 38)

I .. ·
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In general, the draft articles had been carefully drawn up, and they set out

systematically all the necessary elements for the progressive development and

codification of the law of treaties, following the lines laid down by experience

and doctrine. Regard.ing past experience, it should be remembered that established

usages and practices reflected to an overwhelming degree a long tradition that had

served the purposes of the dominant Powers, which had tried to impart to

stipulations imposed on small .and weak states by severe and unjust pressure the

status of universally accepted rules.

(Mr. Alvarez Tabio, XXIInd session, 974th meeting, para. 20)

Cyprus

Mr. Jacovides congratulated the International Law Commission, particularly

its Chairman and Special Rapporteurs, on its work relating to the law of treaties,

vlhich had not been confined to codification but had included elements of

progressive development.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXlst session, 910th meeting, para. 43)

In general,the final draft articles constituted a sound basis for discussion

with a view to the adoption of a convention.

(MV' Jacovides, X]JInd session, 980th meeting, para. 53)
I

Czechoslovakia

So far as the law of treaties in particular was concerned, Lthe

International Law Commissiori! had .•• been do~bly right in rrerering draft articles

capable of serving as the basis for the conclusion ofa legally binding instrument

/ ...
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Tather than a mere expository code. That procedure also had the advantage of

allowing all the new states to participate directly in the formulation of the norms

of treaty law.

(Mr. Potocny, XXIst session, 906th meeting, para. 9)

••. the draft prepared by the Commission as a whole significantly contributes

both from the vieWIJoint of its contents and form to the progressive development

of the respective branch of international law and represents a solid found a tion

for the work of an international diplomatic conference which is to prepare an

international convention on the law of treaties.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affaires a.i. to the United

Nations (A!?827, p. 8))
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His delegation approved of the essentially pragmatic approach of the

International Law Commission in endeavouring to seek practical solutions compatible

with the general nature of treaties and extensive State practice. Although the

SUbject-matter lent itself to controversy, the Commission had largely succeed~d

in its task. Both in content and in form, the draft articles on the law of

treaties represented a noteworthy contribution to the progressive development

of that branch of international law and provided a sound basis for a convention ••••

••. Any radical change in the structure of the draft might lead to a

deadlock and delay the work of codification indefinitely.

(Mr. Smejkal, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, paras. 19, 28)



Mr. Mjibade said that the draft articles prepared by the International La'"

Commission represented an imp:n'tRnt contributiol; klche codification of the lav1 of

treaties and the progressin; develofment of international lcl1-l (see .:)6309).

His country, like many of the ne~·; 81:3 te~, tool\. a particular interest in the la'"

of treaties and believed that all State~" SilOUld participate directly in its

cCldifica tion ....

ble (Mr. Adjibade, XXIst SeS2:l0n, ~:'12th mcetinr~, para. 7)

Ecuador
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Dahcmey

Draft articles as a whole

/ ...

Mr. Alcivar said that the final. draft articles on the la,': of tres.ties

(see A/6309) constituted not only a valuable vlork of legal ::dence but an important

contribution to the codl ficat.jon and progressive develol:iment of international law.

In many respects they broke the old moulds of tradi tional laH to make i'lay for new

principles consonant ',oli th the reality of the times, which demanded a more equitable

legal order for the intern~\tional ecn:muni ty....

His delegation supported the P1'01:0:::0.1 that the preamble to the convention on

the lai1 of treaties s]l:)uld strf:'SS the rule pacta Bunt servanda and urged that it

should also dress 0 ther basic principles, inc lnding those concerning the use of

force and violation of the norms of ,-1 us cop;ens as causes of the nullity of

treaties. The I1rcnmble not only Gcrv\::r1 to interpret the document but Has, to

I!ome extent, a source of legal ob ligntions. There ~'ler<'! in the ,",arId many

agreements i'1hich had despoiled ,'!cair. countries of territory or imposed economic

burdens on them. Those unjust :in.':1truments - the frui t.s of force - could not endure.

The ancient rule that no one ;.\Ught to enrich himself at another':: expense 'vas

still valid.

(!1.r. Alclvar, XXI.st .sessiclll, Si14th meeting, paras. 18,35)

rms
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Finland

;,

;
··,i

The latest draft articles on the law of treaties prepared by the International

Law Commission can, in general, be considered quite satisfactory. They are the

result of negotiations, in which the observations on previous drafts have been

taken into account .•••

Although the treaty under preFaration is especially intended as a codification

of the law on treaties, it contains some provisions referring to the sFhere of

customary international law. In article 34 it is stated that a rule set forth in

a treaty can become binding upon a third state as a customary rule of international

law. Articles 50 and 61 deal with a norm of general international law which may

also enter into the sphere of customary law. Thus the importance and influence of

the customary international law is in this regard confirmed by the treaty.

As the treaties and customary law are of equal importance as sources of

international law, one may ask whether it was necessary to include the provisions

of customary law in the treaty under consideration.

(~ote verbale of 11 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827, p. 18))

France

Mr. Jeannel said that he was glad to see that the International Law Commission,

having surmount~d most of the obstacles in its path, had succeeded in drawing up

the draft articles on the law of treaties (see A/6309), which, taken as a whole~

represented a most constructive contribution to the codification of international

law. His delegation had been particularly impressed by the fact that the Commission

had almost always succeeded in formulating precise rules while maintaining the

flexi'bili ty that was indispensable if States were to retain their full sovereignty

and continue to Flay their essential role in the formation of international law.

The draft articles formulated a series of rules among which States could

choose, but indicated which rule should apply if the parties to a treaty

deliberately or involuntarily amitted certain clauses ,such as those relating to

/ ...



ratification, accession, termination, duration or revision. That was a wise

procedure, because the absence of such clauses tended to provoke disputes. His

philosophy in the matter could be summed up as follows: States, in full

sovereignty, determined the economy of the treaties that they concluded; if

they refrained, wholly or partially, from doing so, it was because they agreed

to the application of the rule, or the several rules, provided in the proposed

articles. That was why the French delegation could not quite see why the

application of provisions that were in such close conformity with the requirements

of positive law and reason should be restricted to certain categories of treaties

or certain clauses of those treaties.

(Mr. Jeannel, XXIst session, 910th meeting, paras. 52-53)
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Mr. de Bresson said. that the draft articles on the law of treaties prepared

by the International Law Commission (A/6309/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11) seemed

destined to become a general convention which, being above treaties in the hierarchy

of law, would, in the eyes of the international community have the standing of a

veritable constitution.

It was important to distinguish between separate aspects of the draft

articles. First, they represented to a very large degree a work of codification,

and in that category might be placed part I (Introduction), part 11 (Conclusion

and entry into force of treaties), part III (Observance, application and

interpretation of treaties), part IV (Amendment and modification of treaties),

the provisions of part V dealing vQth the termination and suspension of the

operation of treaties, and part VII (Depositaries, notifications, corrections

and registration). Subj ect to some
o

modifications or technical improvements, the

French delegation had no fundamental objections to those clauses.

(Mr. de Bresson, XXIInd session, 969th meeting, paras. 1-2)

to I· ..
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The advent of the draft articles filled a great gap in the evolution of

modern international law, since the rules governing that area of the law had

originally been laid down at a time when national sovereignty was the privilege

•.. the codification of the law of treaties, .•• was of particular importance

at the current time when so many new states had recently become members of the

international community. The conclusion of a multilateral convention would give

those states the opportunity to participate directly in the formulation of the law,

which was extremely desirable if the law of treaties was to be placed on the

widest and most secure foundations.

The Commission could not have found a better justification for its work and

all tIle countries that had just shaken off the colonialist yoke were delighted

with its achievement, for they saw in it proof that international law was becoming

a set of legal principles that applied to all countries and not simply to a few

favoured states. In that connexion, he pointed out that most African countries had

'been colonized as a result of It gin-bottle lt treaties concluded between African

chiefs and the colonial Powers, which, whenever it suited them to do so, elevated

those treaties to the status of solemn international agreements or reminded their

luckless partners that the agreements which they had thus concluded had no standing

in international law.

In its draft articles, the Commission had aimed primarily at the stabilization

of the international legal order.

On the credit side, .•• the Commission's work on the draft articles

. constituted both codification and progressive development of international law ••••

... His delegation, while praising the Commission's efforts to stabilize

the international legal order, would like it to fill in the lacunae to which he

had just drawn attention and take a position on the controversial points of the

law of treaties.

(Mr. Van Lare, XXIst session, 905th meeting, paras. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
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Of a small group of States. Most treaties concluded in that period reflected the

vnequal relationship between the parties. However, since the emancipation of

the countries that had once languished under the colonial yoke, it had become

~ecessary to establish new relations more in keeping with the realities of

contemporary life. That noble task had been accomplished by the International

:Gm,,- Commission.

(Mr. Savane, XXIlnd session, 982nd meeting, para. 26)

,
Honduras

Hi th regard to the draft articles on the law of treaties contained in the

report of the International Law Commission on the work of its eighteenth session

(A/6309/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11), his delegation felt that the topic still

required further study.

(Mr. Cadalso, XXlInd session, 975th meeting, para. 12)

Hungary

Mr. Prandler congratulated. the members of the International Law Commission

and, in particular, the Special Rapporteur and the Chairman for the important

work they had accomplished in preparing the draft articles on the law of treaties.

It was true that in eighteen years the Commission had already shown on several

occasions how capable it was of carrying out successfully the tasll.:s entrusted to

it; but the present undertaking had been especially delicate and difficult, for

the field concerned -\,78S one in which practice, precedent and dcctrine were

particularly complex.

(Mr. Prandler, XXIst session, g07th meeting, para. 2)

/.; .



conclusion of a convention.

(~r. Prandler, XXIlnd session, 978th meeting, para. 1)

Mr. Prandler thanked the International Law Commission, and in particular

Sir HumphreyWaldock, for the tremendous work they had done in preparing the

draft articles on the law of treaties (A!6309/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11). The

text constituted a satisfactory basis for further discussion and the eventual

A/CONF.39!5(Vol. I)
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India

... tte ~rime merit of the draft articles was that they offered a solution

based on legal logic and the criterion of general acceptability. The reports in

which they were contained had been intended to be as comprehensive as possible

but without any sacrifice of preciseness.

Moreover, the proposed codification provided a proper balance between lax l'31"ta

and de lege ferenda considerations. Over-emphasis of one or the other aspect migl~t

have l2d to misunderstandings and misapprehensions, having regard in particular

. to the fact that new States were anxious to know what the law was before agreein~

to develop it as it ought to be. There was, of course~ unanimous agreement that

any attempt at codification must involve the developmental process. The codifier

fnevi tably filled in gaps and amended. the law in the light of ne,,, developments.

The Indian delegation, for its part, was glad to see that the draft articles

represented a judicious combination of the two elements and that those of

their provisions which related to the progressive development of international

law were both justified and necessary.

It was also a source of satisfaction to his delegation that articles 26, !~~;

and 50 of the draft, together with the commentaries on them, proclaimed the

pre-eminence of the Charter in relation to the law of treaties, in view of the

important part the United Nations could play in promoting the future development

of world order.

(Mr., Singh, XXIst session, 906th meeting,. paras. 2, 3, 4)

/ ....



Iran

/ ...

The text before the C~mmi ttee marked an unprecedented advance touards the

codification and progressive clevelopnent 01' international law. Nevertheless, it

could not be regarded as El perfect instrument.

(Mr. Fartash, XXlst session, ')l3th meeting, para. 24)
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The COmmission's most significant contribution to the codification of

international law and its progressive development was its draft articles on the

law of treati es (see A/6309). They "rere of particular importance at a time when

the international community had taken into its ranks new members to which the

conclusion of a multilateral convention would offer an opporttmity to participate
d' ,
lrectly In the formula tion of the law of treaties.

Differences of opinion existed nbout the scope and the wording) in the draft

. articles, of the rules an reservati('n~, interpretation) right~ and obligations of

third states, invalidity due to errc'l', fraud and coercion, conflict 1vi th

JUS cogens, denunciation of treaties contairling no provi~ion regarding terminati:m,

supervening impossibility of performance, fundamental change of circloostances, and

the :procedure to be follm.;ed in cases of invalidity, termination, withdrawal from

or suspension of the operation of a treaty. ~"dmit tedly, the draft articles were

by no means perfect, because of the imperfections existing in customary

international law and state practice in that regard. The Commission had tried to

make its draft reflect new d~weloplilent::.' and, on the ,Loie, it had struck a

judicious balance bet1ieen lex lat.a and lex ferenda.... In controversial matters)

the Commission had stated a rule in general terms) to the extent that it was

found acceptable to a majority of States]! and had left itf:1 full content and

application to be 1lorked out by State practice and decisions of international

tribunals.

(Mr. Rao, XXIInd session. 979th meeting, para. 13)
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His delegation believed in the existence of certain overriding rules which

were essential to safeguard the interests of the international community .•..

... the draft as a whole was a very good basis for consideration by the

proposed diplomatic conference which should be able to remedy some deficiencies.

(Mr. AI-Anbari~ XXIst session~ 9l3th meeting, paras. 6, 7~ 8)

As stated by the Belgian Government in its comments on the draft articleS'

(see A/6827, p. 4), the Commission had succeeded in extracting from the very

general and ,extremely complex material of the law of treaties a set of clear

abstract principles which appeared to be generally acceptable to most States;

On the substance of the draft articles, he first strongly urged that they be

examined not only from the point of view of what they omitted but, above all, fr~c.

the point of view of what they contained. More important~ it must al'l'1ays be b::H'&~"2:

in lnind that they were closely integrated and constituted a single whole ...•

Secondly, his delegation attached considerable importance to paragraph 35 of thE';

Commissionfs report (see A/6309). That paragraph had been included very

deliberately and should not be regarded as a mere routine statement. It had

important political implications; for it meant that each provision must be

considered on its own intrinsic merits, in its context in the articles as a ,.,he i.·~

and in the light of the re'luirements of contemporary international society, and

not on the basis of preconceived and possibly outdated notions of what the la,·;

was or purely idealistic conceptions of what it ought to be. It also seemed

premature to divide the articles into categories and attach to them epithets

having a doctrinal nuance, for that might easily deflect attention from the r(!~l

issues that the articles posed.

(Mr. Rosenne, XXlst session, 909tb meeting~ para. 14)

: I,,'
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yet it was in that very fact that. his deletJlt.i :::m S8\'; tbe chal1enge which the

. d'plomat;c' coy-ferPl'>~t" pr,ult'" ~"'r"'('er'," t~- (,n'''lt''''''p'ora'''- '!;"lomacyforthcomlng 1 .,L U -- .'" " .- '" l' 0",," ," ''- ",)' '-,M' "'.; '-le" •

d ,'..., "".] t'-- 1'" " .... '"'' ,.... 1;')(Mr. Rosenne, XXIIn sessJ.vn, ')1-' ,I. ...l,.:·'~\'~"I•• \ ~ra. '",
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aI: iLternational convention •.. · In the Japanese

Draft articles as a whole

could be adopted in the forr.l

... The draft articles en t\:,:- la',,; uf treaties (see :,/630')) were unquestionably

a masterly achievement; n:Jt~r;ly '.':er~ tl,,;;;:: tb:: -product cl' lone and laborious

effort, but they gave evidenc(~, first. and fGrelr.o~t, of the spirit of co-operation

that had prevailed in the IlJt(~rm;tic.r:;al Lm,: C:::~;nj~u:ion ••••

However, the draft artielet in their present f{)rm '·;ere r;ot yet an expression

of the will of states, which must. rut tb..:.' finishilii; toudH:!~; to them before they

Government's view, the purpose c,r ~U1y codification was tc define l'ules of

international law and build t2jem int·:; a l1a.rr.,cmious m:d l)alanced system of precise

and easily applicable provi::;iolls. Hc,·,ever, therl~ ',,,as a Hmi t, 'particularly in

the codification of the lmi' of tl'I:~at:LC!s, b.::yond "·'bid1 custnmnry lm·, and the

aeve'lopment of international pra.ctic.:.:: ::;hould be 1l110\01ed to operate. If arbitrary

applications which might be det:cimental to the legi ti.mate interests of the parties

and the stability of relations t1mcng Btu tes were to be prevented> the provisions

of any international conventiun on thE' law of treaties must be precise and

balanced.

The draft articles invol\ed certair: Juridical notior,s) such as that of

peremptory norms and that. of' fundomental change of' circumstances; and their

provisions referred to ideas, such as the ab.ject and purpc.se of treaties, fraud,

error and coercion. But some of those ideas, although the draft articles invested

them with important legal effc!t:'ts, '.:ere r,ot defined \"ith the r.ccessary precision.

Also, in connexion Hi th the set.tlerr.ent of conflicts \~hich might be caused by the

application or interpretat.ion of those provisions, the text went no further than

to state that the partien should seek a Eolution by the means indicated in

Article 33 of the United Nations Charter - ,vhich \vould not appear to be enough
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to ensure objective solutions. The provisions concerning an aggressor state were

similarly inadequate. His Government, therefore, would prefer to remove from the

draft any ideas or provisions that might upset the balance of the text as a whole

or introduce an element of uncertainty .•••

(Mr. Tsuruoka, XXIst session, 9llth meeting, paras. 1, 2, 3)

LThe draf!? articles, which had been drafted after mature reflection and

careful consideration of all views submitted by states, offered the proposed.

conference a good. basis for discussion, but care must be taken not to subject them

to hasty amendment.

(Mr. Mwendwa, XXIst session, 9l3th meeting, para. 36)

..• Codification of the law of treaties was of particular interest to

Governments and international organizations, which were frequ~ntly faced with

problems created by the absence of uniformity in the rules and practice of states.

The work of the International Law Commission had the great merit of shedding new

light on the procedures for contracting and enforcing international legal

obligations.

(Mr. Al-Jasem, XXIst session, 9llth meeting, para. 38)

Mr. Brewer said that the preparation of the draft articles on the law of
I

treaties (see A/6309) was one of the International Law Commission's most outstandin~

accomplishments. Inasmuch as treaties regulated man's behaviour in his relations

with his fellows, their importance in international law could not be stressed too

greatly.

(Mr. Brewer, XXIst session, 9l2th meeting, para. 1)
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Libya

Draft articles ae a whole

Mr. Koita congratulated the International Law Commission on the uraft

articles on the law of treaties (see A/6309), ~.;rhich would constitute a solid

basis for a general convention reflecting modern trends in international law.

(Mr. Koita, XXlst session, 9l4th meeting, para. 36)

Mr. El Sadek said his delegation considered that the draft articles prepared

by the Commission constituted a satisfactory basis for the proJ;:osed convention on

the law of treaties.

(Mr. El Sadek, XXIInd session, 980th meetinP1;, para. 22)

The Commission I s reports and the draft articles that it had prepared

(A/6309) constituted an excellent basis for the \~ol'l{ of the forthcoming conference

of plenipotentiaries.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXIst session, 9llth ll1eetinp;, para. 31)

Mr. TI1ashbat said that the draft articles on the law of treaties prepared by

the International Law Commission were, on the whole, a sound basis for an

international convention.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXIInd session, 276th meeting) para. 44)



/ ...

Comparing the present draft articles (A/630g/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11)

with the former drafts, his delegation was of the opinion that there had been an

improvement both in matters of substance and in formulation. However, while some

ambiguities had been taken out and some formulations had been made more precise,

some misgivings still remained ....

The present draft could be said to rest on two pillars: one was consent, and

the other was the principle of good faith. Apart from the impact of article 50

concerning rules of ~us cogens, the autonomy of the will of the parties remained

the overriding feature of treaty law. However, as soon as consensus had been

brought about, more obj ective criteria came in, and the autonomy of the. will

••• Hi s delegation had been particularly impressed by three things: first,

the coherence of the articles as a whole, which made it difficult to decide on a

natural division of the material for its allocation to different committees;

second, the special character of the law of treaties as compared with other topics

of codification, such as the law of the sea or the law of diplomatic and consular

intercourse; and, third,the fact that the current draft, in its totality, appearec

to touch upon problems of fundamental significance not only for the law of

treaties but for international law as a whole. In the latter connexion, it was

sufficient to mention the existence and effect of peremptory norms, the

consequences of the prohibition of the threat or use of force, the role of

estoppel and silent consent, and the relation of treaties to law from other

sources, such as international custom and national constitutions.

If the law of treaties was considered as an indivisible whole, it would

hardly seem possible to decide on the codification and progressive development of

only one or several parts of it, as had been done in the case of the law of

the sea ....

(Mr. Tammes! XXIst session, g03rd meeting, paras. 11, 12)

Netherlands
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might not lead to arbitrariness and insecurity. In some instances (e.g.,

articles 24, 25 and 32), there was a presumption of consent.

In the case of such legal presumptions, the principle of good faith was

already involved.

(Mr. Kooijmans, XXIlnd session, 977th meeting, paras. 1, 2, 3)

Nicaragua

Mr. Montenegro Medrano said that his delegation approved the draft articles

on the law of treaties which set forth standards based on the just principle of

the juridical equality of states ....

The draft articles would certainly provide the conference responsible for

drafting the convention on the law of treaties with a satisfactory basis for its

work.

(Mr. Montenegro Medrano, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, paras. 9, 10)

Nigeria

Mr. Ogundere said that the draft articles on the law of treaties fulfilled two

functions. The first was to protect the weak states against the strong: that was

the aim of part V, section 2 (Invalidity of treaties), in particular articles 45-50,
and also of part V, section 3, in particular article 61 dealing with the emergence

of a new jus cogens. The second function was to act the part of an impartial

umpire seeing to it that the treaty obligations and rights of states with regard

to treaties they had concluded were upheld: such was the aim of article 23
(Pacta sunt servanda) and, inter alia, articles 10-20. The forthcoming conference

of plenipotentiaries would have the task of conciliating those aims with a view

to the conclusion of an international convention on the law of treaties.

That objective had been shared by the International Law Commission in the

accomplishment of its magnum opus which was a landmark in the progressive

codification and development of international law. .The meeting point of the two

I .. ·



Peru

I .. ·

Mr. Belaunde said ,that although he recognized the value of the International

Law Commission's reports and of its work on the law of treaties he felt that

certain basic questions might have been gone into more thoroughly.

(Mr. Belaunde, XXIst session, 907th meeting, para. 26)
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functions was part V, section 4 which dealt with the procedure to be followed in

cases of invalidity, termination, withdrawal from, or suspension of the operation

of a treaty. It appeared that that arrangement would throw those two purposes

into a melting pot and that might create more problems than it would solve. His

delegation would rather favour an arrangement whereby a Ilmosaicll would, be created.

That would ensure that, by agreeing to be parties to a treaty, States intended to

act in good faith, whenever difficulties or misunderstandings arose, to maintain

a treaty that was mutually beneficial to them, by having recourse to the procedure

laid down in that treaty for the removal of the causes of friction arising from

its application.

(Mr. Ogundere, XXllnd session, 978th meeting, paras. 11-12)

.•• LThe drafi! articles constituted a remarkable set of doctrinal provisions

designed to harmonize international law on the subject with new elements; but they

did not indicate how treaties came into being, what combinations of circumstances

led to their conclusion or what effects their signature entailed. To separate

treaties from the sociological context tha·t(detetmi'ned their creation and

influenced their execution was to engage in a purely abstract exercise, which

could not satisfy the legal conscience.

(Mr. Belaunde, XXIst session, 915th meeting, para. 14)
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The International Law Commi.ssion .•• could not have undertaken to codify the

law of treaties without having meditated on the very foundations of contemporary

international law. In so doing, the Commission had isolated. a number of principles

'Which were the pillars of its codification structure. They included the principle

Of the equality of States before the law and its corollary~ the trend towards

Universality of treaties; the recognition of the ever-changing conditions of life

and of the need to adapt the law to them and therefore to construe instruments

concluded between states in a manner conducive to international co-operation;

~ecognition of the existence of peremptory norms of general international law; and

finally, the principle of good faith, on which all legal relationships were founded.

The principle of equality was evident in draft article 5 and\ its implications

were evident in articles 25, 30 7 33, 48 and 49. It was reflected in the statement

that 'every state possessed capacity to conclude treaties, that fraud and coercion

invalidated the consent of a state and that any treaty was void if its conclusion

had been procured 'by the threat or use of force in violation of the principle of

the Charter of the United Nations. That last provision was a new element which

had given rise to fears that it might encourage unjustified allegations of

coercion or that the rule might be ineffective because the same threat or coercion

by which the conclusion of the treaty had been procured might also help to procure

its execution, whether or not the law considered it valid. Such fears, however,

seemed to be unfounded. Equality before the law and the equality of the parties

to a treaty were part and parcel of lex lata. The variety of circumstances in

which treaties were concluded and the different motives of the parties must not,

of course~ be overlooked. But what was essential~ at a time when big and small

Powers existed side by side, was to prevent a treaty from legalizing gross

aifferences between a party's obligations and its rights and thereby perpetuating

an imbalance to the detriment of the sovereign equality of states. It had taken

jurists a long time to condemn unequal treaties or even to recognize their

eXistence and the International Law Commission had taken a great step forward in

applying the principle of equality to the very conditions under which a treaty.

was concluded •••.

/ ...

'¥
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Lastly, the concept of good faith, which was perhaps the most important of

all, ran through the whole text of the draft articles, from the obligation of a

state not to frustrate the object of a treaty prior to its entry into force

through the application of the principle pacta sunt servanda to the methods of

interpretation. All jurists agreed that at each stage of its life, a treaty

should be applied in accordance with its purposes and objectives.

(Mr. Lachs, XXlst session, 913th meeting, paras. 9, 10, 18)

The Government of the Polish People1s Republic duly appreciates the import8~~~

of the work done by the International Law Commission and it believes that the

draft articles concerning law of treaties, as submitted by the International La~

Commission, will constitute useful base for future consideration by diplomatic

conferences devoted to this problem.

(Letter of 3 August 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the Dnited Nationlt

(A/6827, p. 23))

Romania

•.• his delegation believed that the preamble to the proposed convention

should set forth the principles that should govern international relations. In

its view, the basic concept on which such relations must be founded was the rift.:

of every state to direct its own affairs, free from all foreign interference.

(Mr. Flitan, XXlst session, 914th meeting, para. 16)

••• the draft articles on the law of treaties })repared by the Commis sion hiiij

the merit of offering a solution Which, while based generally on custom and on

state practice, could be termed not only codification in the classic sense of

the word but also progressive development of the law. The progres.sive element:s

strengthened the draft articles by bringing then closer to the realities of

contemporary international life.



Sierra Leone

I .. ·

Mr. Koroma stressed the great need of the modern world for a convention on

the law of treaties, if only to enable countries recently liberated from colonial

servitude to participate in the formulation of a revitalized law, better adopted

to the conditions of the modern era than the traditional international law, which

was essentially European in origin and therefore somewhat colonialist. His

delegation was therefore happy to welcome the H'ork done by the International Law

Commission in the field of the progressive development of international law and

the codification of the law of treaties.

An outstanding merit of the draft articles (see A/6309) was that the principle

of the sovereign equality of states was reaffirmed in all articles dealing with

acts or omissions of states in their. international relations. Thus) it was stated

that every state possessed capacity to conclude treaties, and the fourth paragraph

of the commentary on article 5 made it clear that the word IlState tl was used with

the same meaning as in the Charter of the United Nations and in the statute of
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His delegation considered t~e final text of the draft articles a sound basis

for discussion by the conference on the l~nl of treaties.... As the Chairman of

the COITlIllission had said, the draft articles had been limited to the central core

of the law of treaties because the Commission had felt that, once the central core

had been settled successfully, it should be easier to expand the codification of

the law of treaties by additions or adaptations, as had happened in the case of

diplomatic law.
The draft articles, although sound, were not free of defects. At the current

stage, however, he would comment on only a few aspects of the text. Firstly, the

preamble of the convention should lay dm·m ethical and legal guidelines for the

conduct of states by restating the principles which ought to govern international

relations, namely, respect for the right of self-determination, non-intervention

in the domestic affairs of states, equal rights of States, independence and

national sovereignty.

(Mr. Secarin, XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, paras. 38-40)
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the International Court of Justice, i.e., it meant a state for the purposes of

international law. However, the Commission had deliberately refrained from

endqrsing the practice of some States of entering into treaties with countries

or territories which possessed less than full sovereignty, a practice that led

to obvious inequities.

(Mr. Koroma, XXIst session, 9l1th meeting, paras. 43-44)

.•• When embodied in a convention, the draft articles would undoubtedly

prove to be a decisive step towards remedying the deficiencies in the existing

body of international law.•..

• •• The Commission had preferred to seek practical solutions consistent wi tt

the general nature of treaties and with the practice of states, rather than to

attempt to settle doctrinal controversies.

(Mr. Gole, XXllnd session, 982nd meeting, paras. 22, 23)

The draft articles on the law of treaties (see A/6309), prepared by the

expanded Commission, were now before the Committee, and they were excellent. Fer

the first time in the history of international law, a draft had been prepared

wi th the collaboration of all legal systems, ideologies, races and continents.

Of course, the draft articles were not perfect. His delegation, like many other$."l'

desired some amendments to the draft articles and would submit them at the

forthcoming conference .

. (Mr. de Luna, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 33)

, . , ! '

/ ...
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... the International Law COD~dssion had succeeded in shedding light on many

problems and had helped to develop new ideas. The technical quality of the work

accomplished was good, although it could still be improved. The Commission's

awareness of the need for accommodation and cc~~rcmise had led it in scme instances

to draft rules without much legal content.

(Mr. Blix, XXIInd ses sion, 980th meetinp;, para. 6)

Syria

.•• His delegation hoped that after the four conventions already concluded on

the Law of the Sea, on the Reductian of Statelessness, on Diplomatic Relations and

Immunities and on Consular Relations, a convention on the law of treaties would

be added to written conventional law, which was the best source for the law

governing relations bet,,,een sovereign and equal Sta tea.

(Mr. Nachabe, XXlst session, 906th meeting, para. 20)

The successive drafts submitted by the Commission, in the light of the

comments made by delegations in the Sixth Committee and the written comments of

Governments, showed a progressive improvement) reflecting the growing recognition

of the principle of the sovereign equality of States in international relations in

general and in treaty relations in particular. The development of international

law in favour of greater equality afforded better protection to the interests

of smaller and weaker nations, and although the progressive trend might cause some

aissatisfaction on the part of traditionalists within the larger and stronger

Powers, it was equally beneficial to those Powers. In the interest of peaceful

relations and harmonious co-operation among nations, his delegation urged those

Who persisted in opposing the progressive development of the law to allow it

to take its natural course.



Tunisia

/ ...

His delegation found the draft articles generally acceptable, since they

came close to meeting the minimum requirements which it considered necessary for

the protection of the interests of smaller and weaker nations in the process of

their national development. The present text could well serve as the basic

working document for the preparation of a convention at the forthcoming

conference.

(Mr. Suchari tkul, XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, paras. 11-12)
I

.1
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••• He also wished to repeat that, if its purposes were to be achieved, the

codification of international law must be based on three basic principles ~

strict equality between the states parti~s to a treaty, the free will and the

free and full consent of the contracting parties and, lastly, good faith in th~

execution of treaties. In the view of the developing countries, which still

vividly remembered the treaties forced upon them, those principles, even if selT

evident to some, needed to be vigorously reaffirmed. The Tunisian delegation wn~.

His delegation was gratified at the clarity, precision and excellent

organization of the draft articles. Those were necessary qualities in a legal

document that was to govern relations between states and would therefore be

subj ect to interpretation. Some ideas which had been left fairly vague could)

no doubt, have been better defined or supplemented, but that might have given

rise to controversy .••.

His delegation welcomed the fact that the draft expressed the' frinciples

of the strict equality of States parties to a treaty, independent will, free 8Ld

complete consent by parties and good faith in the execution of treaties; it had

always believed that those principles were basic to the law of treaties.

(Mr. Ben Aissa, XXIst session, 913th meeting, paras. 38, 39)



Turkey

I· ..

therefore pleased to note that they had been formally stated in the draft articles

prepared by the International Law Corrmussion (A/6309/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11).

(Mr. Gastli, XXIInd session, 98lst meeting, para. 1)
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.•. The Commission1s draft must be considered a monumental juridical work,

the provisions of ''1hich, ,·d th respect to principle and detail, covered the various

questions arising in connexion ''1ith treaties at every moment of their existence.•.•

Subject to any COIDnlents it rrdght have to make on certain points, his

delegation considered that the text prepared by the COll'Jn.ission could serve as

the basis for the work of a diplomatic conference on the law of treaties.

(Mr. Bilge, XXIst session, 907th meeting, paras. 14, 19)

••. In an endeavour to leave no point uncovered or unforeseen, the authors

?f the draft had been led to introduce a number of innovations and to codify some

of the more controversial aspects of international law. The resulting text

contained provisions which went far beyond existing international law, and indeed

beyond the most advanced scientific thinking .

... Many provisions in the draft articles were controversial, and it would

be better not to press for the inclusion of those which did not command the

general acceptance that was necessary for the establishment of any rule of

international law. A smaller convention 'muld be no less useful and would serve

to elucidate and consolidate many of the rules governing the law of treaties.

(Mr. Miras) XXIInd session, 980th meeting, paras. 17. 21)
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The competent authorities of the Ukraine find acceptable the draft articl·e~

on the law of treaties, as finally approved by the International Law Commissi.:;,r,

at its eighteenth session, and consider that they may serve as the basis for

the conclusion of an international convention.

The competent authorities note with satisfaction that the draft articles

reflect to a considerable extent the progressive trends in contemporary

international law and the treaty practice of the State .•..

At the same time it is to be noted that there are certain serious

deficiencies and extremely important omissions in the draft articles. To cite

. only one example, there is no provision to the effect that general internatio~aL

Draft articles as a whole
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Mr. Yakimenko said that he was pleased to see that after several years of

hard work the International Law Commission had succeeded in preparing a series

of draft articles on the law of treaties, which although not perfect in every

respect constituted a most useful basis for discussion at the conference of

plenipotentiaries that would have the task of drawing up a convention on that

subject.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIst session, 905th meeting, para. 1)

.•• The Ukrainian delegation considered the draft entirely acceptable and eel

that it would constitute an excellent basis for the discussion on the conclusion

of a convention on the law of treaties, because it faithfully reflected the

progressive trends in international law and in the practice of states • •••

The draft articles had the virtue of reflecting all legal systems and the

general aspiration o~ peoples to secure observance of the basic principles of

international law.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, paras. 16, 19)



Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

I· ..

agreements should be open to participation by all States. A number of articles

require more precise drafting or additions and changes, which are of considerable

importance.
(!!.etter of 27 June 1967 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (A/6827, 1'. 24))
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The Soviet Union delegation considered the draft to be acceptable in general,

and believed that it would provide the conference with a sound basis for

discussion. It reflected the contemporary trends in state practice, while giving

a worthy place to the norms advanced by the United Nations. The draft also

included a large number of provisions of a dynamic nature, such as article 50

concerning treaties conflicting with a peremptory norm of general international

law,·w.ith its due recognition of the concept of jUs cogens, whereby international

agreements of a colonial nature, in particular, could be declared void. The

Soviet Union representative was likewise glad to note the inclusion in the draft

.•. the Commission had prepared a draft Which could serve as quite a sound

basis for the elaboration and adoption of an international convention••..

The draft articles contained many important propositions of the current law of

treaties, which, if consistently applied, should help to strengthen legality in

international relations and to develop peaceful relations among states in

accordance with the generally accepted principles and rules of contemporary

international law. He referred particularly to draft articles 23, 27, 49, 50,

~, 69 and 70. Of course, the draft articles were not the last word on the subject.

Several important principles had not yet been included in them. The draft was

rather cumbersome and too detailed, contained many propositions that were

descriptive in character and not necessary in practice, and thus needed to be

reworked and somewhat simplified.

(Mr. Khlestov, XXIst session, 9l0th meeting, paras. 17, 18)



United Arab Republic

I· ..

In the opinion of the competent authorities of the USSR, the draft articles

on the law of treaties could, as a whole, represent a suitable basis for

discussion at the international conference on the law of treaties.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(Aj6827 , p. 25))
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of articles 48 and 49, which voided treaties concluded under constraint;

article 62, which imposed observance of certain formalities on the party wishing

to terminate, withdraw from or sus~end the operation of a treaty; and article 70,
which took up the very important ~uestion of aggression and laid pown the

principle of the responsibility of the aggressor state in respect of treaties

which it had not signed. He dwelt on the need, in that connexion, of clearly

defining the concept of aggression.

(Mr. Ko zhevnikov, XXllnd session, 97lst meeting, para. 7)

The draft articles before the Sixth Committee had been conceived as a complete

set of rules on the law of treaties proper (see A/6309). Some had criticized the

draft as being too complex and detailed., and as containing a number of rules of

a descriptive character and a number of abstract principles that would more

appropriately be included. in an expository code than in a draft convention. His

delegation took the view that the draft, being so complete, would do much,

particularly through its expository articles, to standardize the procedures for)

and the various. arrangements relating to, the conclusion of treaties ••.•

The underlying thought,as well as the purpose, of the draft articles was

to adapt the traditional rules of international law to the United Nations Charte~

and to the fundamental principles and modern trends that it enshrined. The primacy

of the Charter was particularly apparent in the provisions of articles 26, 49 and

50 and in those of article 62, paragraph 3, of the draft. That primacy was



United Kingdom

/ ...

Mr. El Araby said his delegation was satisfied that the draft articles

prepared by the International La,'1 Commission constituted a sound basis for the

deliberations of the forthcoming conference of plenipotentiaries.

(Mr. El ArabYl XXUna session, 980th meeting, para. 41)
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self-evident, since the Charter, the product of the most profound and most durable

historical develofment of modern time~, gave" practical form to the fundamental

principles of general and universal international law, which voided those rules

of international law which were incompatible ,·,i th them. Some of those principles

were explicitly stated in the Charter; others 'olere implicit, but essentially

present. Some had already been recogni zed in tradi tional law and had b een given

wider scope in the Charter; others might be regarded as entirely new.

His delegation viaS satisfied with the synthesis achieved in the draft between

codification and progressive develolment of the la'>1 of treaties .•.•

(Mr. El-Erian, XXIst session, 9llth meetin~. paras. 23. 25. 26)

The main achievement of the International Law Commission .•• was unquestionably

its draft articles on the law of treaties .••. The quality of the work accomplished

was abundantly clear... even from preliminary study ...•

•.. Any convention on the law of treaties must contain provisions governing

such controversial questions as reservations" ;ius cogens) rebus sic stantibus and

the interpretation of treaties. Such differences of view as might exist with

respect to those topics reflected differing philosophies with regard to the

nature of international law in generaL .•.

(Mr. Sinclair, XXlst session. 908th meeting
l

paras. 25, 26)



Because of the great importance of the subject, treaties being the main tool

of international co-operation, the conference which was to prepare a convention C~

the l&w of treaties must be a success. A failure, like that of the Conference

for the Codification of International Law held at The Hague in 1930 which failed

over a large part of its field, could have a most serious effect on the future

development of international law and the conduct of international relations ••••

In order to achieve the first aim, it might be necessary to leave on one

side topics where the state of the law did·not yet make it possible to formulate

written rules, especially where views were deeply divided. Where State practice

had not fully developed or where it was dealing with situations which had rarely

arisen, the conference might have no firm basis on which to lay down legal

provisions., 'and might create defective rules because of lack of actual experience.

That did not mean that his Government was against the progressive development '0:"

international law. On the contrary, it might well be that a clearly established

rule of international law ought to be altered or an uncertain question ought to

be resolved by a convention appropriate to contemporary conditions. But the

progressive development of international law should still be based on a stUdy ~f

State practice. In that respect, his delegation considered that some of the

draft articles on the law of treaties (A/6309/Rev.l, part II, ~hap. II) covered

fields which had not been much explored in state practice and might not

therefore ·be ripe for codification; he referred, for example, to articles 30

to 34 (Treaties and third States) and article 41 (Separability of treaty

provisions). The second aim, no less important than the first, namely, to

maintain the stability of treaties, was an essential element in the just and

orderly conduct of international relations.

While there was much in the articles adopted by the CommiSsion Which had hi~

delegation I s unqualified approval, there were certain· areas to which the confere~::r
, 1

would have to pay particular attention.

(Mr. Darwin, XXIInd session, 967th meeting, paras. 2, 3, 4)

mu
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United States of lUnerica

/ ...

A convention on the law of treaties based on the draft articles prepared by

the International Law Commission could be the most far-reaching contribution to the

establishment of international law yet achieved; but it could also have an adverse

effect on the development of international la,." and on the maintenance of world

peace and security if, instead of strengthening the treaty process, it weakened

it by clinging to obsolete ideas or by uncritically accepting as principles of

ac~ion untested theories of what the law should be.

(Mr. Kearney, XXIlnd ses sion, 977th meeting, para. 18)
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United Republic of Tanzania

The conference should pay special attention to the Commission's commentaries

on the draft articles, which, if left in their present form, might be accorded

a higher status than that of a supplementary aid to interpretation. Some articles

were indeed meaningless without the commentary; redrafting might therefore be

necessary, although that would lengthen the articles.

The conference would also have to decide ",hether to spell out the content of

the more prominent concepts invoked by the COllmlission - e.g., pacta sunt servanda,

good faith and peremptory norms of international la,~ - or leave that content to

be worked out in State practice and the jurisprudence of international tribunals.

In so doing it would have to strike the balance between overelabora tion and

vagueness. Further analysis might reveal that some concepts, such as the "good

faith" clause, were redundant and even harmful. In his delegation! s vie,~ those

concepts might be a subject of special study.

(Mr. Maliti, XXIst session, 9l2th meeting, paras. 46-47)



Yugoslavia

Although his delegation regarded certain general aspects of the draft as

unsatisfactory, its structure and formulation followed a modern concept of

international law reflecting the existence or development of an international

legal order that took account of the wishes of States but was increasingly becamit~

I· ..

The draft articles, which reflect the thought and care devoted "to this subject

by the Commission, provide a substantial basis for the adoption of a convention on

the law of treaties.

The United states Government approves the substantive approach adopted by the

Commission in a great many of the proposed articles. From the point of view of

drafting and technical detail it considers further improvement is possible and

will make detailed proposals for amendments of this character at the appropriate

time. In addition, it will make a number of proposals for substantive improvement

in certain articles ••..

The Government of the United States fully supports the development of a

universal international law of treaties. A convention on the law of trea ties whic:~

lays down definite, clear and reasonable rules, and which provides a procedure

that ensures the settlement of disputes regarding the application of those rules,

will be a notable contribution toward the building of a peaceful international

society. It is because of these great possibilities that the Government of the

United states has directed attention to some wealmesses in the draft articles it:

the hope that the weaknesses will be corrected or eliminated. But if a conventinc

on the law of treaties is produced with provisions that are imprecise and unclear~

with language that conceals differences rather than resolves them, and with no

substantial procedural safeguards for settling disputes, the result could be to

increase rather than reduce controversies among States, thus weakening the most

cohesive force in the international community - treaty relationships among

nations.

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827!Add.2, pp. 2, 12))
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an objective entity that did not depend solely on those who contributed to its

creation. The broad outlook adopted by the International Law Commission had enabled

it to give proper importance to the provisions relating, for example, to jus cogens,

the primacy of the United Nations Charter and the value of multilateral conventions,

without causing conflict with the articles that stressed the importance of the

wishes and consent of the parties. It was essential to recognize and assess when

concluding and applying treaties, the various factors involved in the process of

establishing international obligations.

(Mr. Sahovic, XXIst session, g07th meeting, para. 21)

Mr. Sahovic said his delegation considered that the text of the draft articles

on the law of treaties would provide an excellent basis for the work of the

forthcoming conference. The fact that it covered all or nearly all aspects of the

law of treaties gave grounds for hoping that the states participating in the

conference would be able to approve a final version of it in the form of a

convention.

(Mr. Sahovic, Y~IInd session, 975th meeting, para. 14)

The Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has studied

the final text of the draft articles on the law of treaties prepared by the

International Law Commission of the United Nations and considers it, on the whole,

acceptable .•••

•.• As a definitive text, this convention will undoubtedly constitute one of

the fundamental normative instruments of contemporary international law. It will

contribute to the development of international law and further enhance its role

and importance in the international community of today.

(Letter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (A/6827, p. 27))

/ ...
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the Dni ted Nations

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

(A/6827!Add.l, :p. 10)
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The Secretary-General welcomes the work undertaken for the progressive

development and codification of the law of treaties, and is gratified that the

future conference on the subj ect will have for consideration as its 'basic text

the draft of impressive. quality which has been prepared by the International Law

Commission.

The rules applied by FAO, as regards the Constitution of the Organization a::d

conventions and agreements concluded within the framework of FAO, are laid down

in articles II, XIV, XVII, XIX and XX of the Constitution and rules XIX and XXI

, of the General Rules of the Organization "and in the Principles and Procedures

adopted 'by the FAO Conference with respect to conventions and agreements concluded

under articles XIV and XV of the Constitution.

\~ile the rules applied by FAO with respect to international instruments are

generally in line with those laid down in the draft articles of the law of

treaties, they do differ from the latter in certain respects ••..

(Letter of7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organfzation of the DnitedNations (A/6827/Add.l) p. 19))
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The rules applied by the ILO, as depository both of the constituent instrument

of the Organisation and of instruments adopted within the Organisation, differ in

certain respects from those laid down in the draft articles.

First, certain procedures differing from those set forth in the draft articles

are laid down in the Constitution of the ILO. Thus it is the Constitution which

provides for the procedure of authentication of international labour conventions

by the signature of the President of the Iriternational Labour Conference and of

the Director-General of the International Labour Office - a procedure which is

applied also to instruments of amendment to the Constitution.

Second, certain procedures are provided for in standard articles of

international labour conventions. Thus, since 1927, international labour

conventions have contained provisions concerning their revision and the effects

of such revision which are more far-reaching than the rules concerning amendment

and modification of treaties contained in part IV of the draft articles.

Third, certain constitutional practices, derived from the particular structure

of the Organisation, have been evolved. Thus, the International Law Commission

pointed out in its report on the work of its third session (1951) that "because

of its constitutional structure, the established practice of the International

Labour Organisation, as described in the written statement dated 12 January 1951 of

the Organisation submitted to the International Court of Justice in the case of

reservations to the Convention on Genocide, excludes the possibility of

reservations in internati onal labour conventions". Again that practice is

applied also to acceptance of the obligations of the Constitution of the

Organisation.

(Letter of 18 May 1967 from the Director-General of the International Labour

Office (A/6827/Add .l~ p. 27))

/ ...



See XXIst session, 909th meeting, para. 31, quoted infra under article 2.

See XXlst session, 904th meeting, para. 24, quoted infra under article 2.

COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON PARTS, SECTIONS
AND JJilDIVIDUAL ARTICLES

MEMBER STATES

Bolivia

Chapter 11

ARTICLE 1

Part I, article 1

Bulgaria

Brazil

PART I - INTRODUCTION

The scope of the present articles

Turning to the substance of the draft articles, he said that their scope

should be defined more precisely. In general, his delegation agreed with the

limitations and reservations on the scope of the draft articles, as set forth in

articles 1, 2 and 3; but it felt that, if the proper object of the draft articles

was, ratione materiae, only the written treaties concluded between States, that
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should be stated in article 1, which dealt specifically with the SCOpe of the draft

articles" thus bringing that article into conformity with the definition of a treaty

contained in article 2 (1) (~) and with article 3 (~) concerning international

agreements not within the scope of the present draft articles. Although their

scope extended only to written treaties, some particular references to the rule

of tacit or implied consent which produced legal effects under certain conditions

were to be found, for example, in article 17 (5), article 26 (3), article 38, and

article 62 (2). It should, therefore, be made clear that, although the draft

articles did not relate to unwritten agreements or to different forms of tacit

consent which might produce legal effects, they did not affect the legal force of

such agreements or the legal effects of implied consent.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIlnd session, 979th meeting, para. 3)

Part I, article 1
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The Government of the Peoplels Republic of Bulgaria considers that, at the

present stage, the codification of the law of treaties should relate to treaties

concluded between states, and notes that the draft convention has been drawn up

on those lines. The fact that the scope of application of this draft has been

restricted to treaties concluded between States in written form is also to be

commended.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827!Add.l, p. 5))

Ceylon

... /The delegation of Ceylcn7 was sorry to find ttat unlike the P~erican Law- -
Institute, for instance, which places no limitation on the scope of its draft by

reason of the form of the agreement, the International Law Commission, for a variety

of reasons, not all of which in his delegation's view were well founded, had

excluded from its draft both oral international agreements and agreements to which

an international organization was a party. It was true that in international

/ ...
,".\._________..'w.,::::J:



Costa Rica

Cyprus

The Commission had wisely decided to limit the scope of the draft articles to

treaties concluded between States in written form. The conclusion of agreements

by other subjects of international law, such as international organizations} was

sui generis and required a different set of rules.

(Mr, Tinoco, XXllnd session, 982nd meeting, para. 46)

Part I, article 1
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practice agreements were usually in writtenformj on the other hand, agreements

with international organizations were of particular importance to the developing

countries. To the extent then that the International law Commission I s draft

appeared to be dominated by the traditional scope and arrangement of international

law, his delegation wished to place on record its disappointment.

(Mr, Sanmuganathan, XXlst session, go8th meeting, para. 3)

The Commission, ••• had adopted the line of least resistance as far as the

scope of its work was concerned, as was clear from its report (see A/6309,

paras. 28-35). The omission of such aspects of the law of treaties as treaties

other than those concluded between States, treaties other than those in written

form, the effect upon treaties of the outbreak of hostilities and the law of state

succession as it affected treaties might have been dictated by considerations of

feasibility, but many would have preferred a more liberal approach, particularly

with regard to the matters of treaties concluded between States and international

organizations, and of state succession.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXlst session, 910th meeting, para. 43)

1- •. '
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Czechoslovakia

/ ...

His delegation endorsed the Commission's express decision to confine the

scope of the articles in the draft to treaties concluded between States only, to

the exclusion of international agreements concluded between states and international

organizations or b et,.,een two or more international organiza'tions.

(Mr. Potocny, XXlst session, 906th meeting, para. 10)
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.
.•• Regarding Fhi! scope f§f the draft article,D', the Commission had adopted

the line of least resistance, as evidenced by the omission of such aspects of the

law of treaties as treaties not in 'olI'i tten form, the effect upon treaties of the

outbreak of hostilities, and the law of State succession in respect of treaties.

Many delegations might have preferred a more liberal approach. However, his

delegation fully accepted Sir Humphrey 1'laldock ' s explanation that the draft

articles covered as much ground as was likely to be manageable at the first stage

in the codification of the law of treaties, and trusted that it would soon be

possible to expand the codification by additions or adaptations.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 53)

In principle, Czechoslovakia agreed with the scope accorded to the draft

articles and thought it wise to remain on firm ground and expand the codification

of the law of treaties by subsequent addi tions or adaptations. As the Chairman of

the International Law Commission had remarked, the Commission seemed to have been

right in thinking that the draft articles already covered as much ground as was

likely to be manageable at the present initial stage of the codification of the

topic.

(Mr. Sme,ikal, XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 20)



Ghana

Dahomey

Under paragraph (b) of article 3, the draft relates only to treaties

concluded between States in written form. It is recommended therefore that the

provision of article 1 be made more accurate and worded as follows: tiThe present

Convention relates to treaties concluded between states in written form. I!

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from Charge d'Affeires ad interim to the ~niteg

Nations (A/6827, p. 8))

Part I, article l
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His delegation fully appreciated the limitations tnat the Ccmmissjon bad ~~
to place upon itself and the difficulties it had encountered in trying to draf't

articles that would meet with general approval. To achieve that end, it had had

to decide, as it stated in paragraph 28 of its report, to limit its draft to

treaties concluded between States, to the exclusion of treaties between states ar.td .

other subjects of international law, treaties between such other subjects of

international law and international agreements not in written form. It was in

that decision that both the" success and the failure of the Commission lay. Thus,

the latter had shelved certain controversial areas of treaty law, such as the

effects of the outbreak of hostilities on treaties) the question of State

responsibility and the application of treaties prOViding for obligations or rights

to be performed or enjoyed by individuals.

(Mr. Van Lare, XXIst session, 905th meeting, para. 11)

i~e Commission had seen fit to limit the scope of those articles to treaties

concluded between States, thus excluding treaties between States and other SUbjects

of international law. Although it respected the reasons given by the Commission

for that limitation, his delegation felt that special consideration should be given

to international organizations, which were playing an increasingly important role

in the world community.

(Mr. Adjibade, XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 8)

! I '
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India

Iran

/ ...
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Hungary

Part r, article 1

His delegation ~ished, ... to state ••. that it approved the Commission's

decision to limit the draft articles to treaties concluded bet~een states.

(Mr. Prandler, XXIst session. S~7th meeting, para. 3)

The formulation of the draft articles in the Commission had been possible

only as the result of a series of compromises on the controversial aspects of the

law of treaties and the total exclusion from their scope of some of the difficult

aspects, such as oral agreements bet~een States, agreements bet~een states and

international organizations, and questions regarding State accession.

(Mr. Rac, XXIlnd session, 979th meeting, para. 10)

... the Coumissiol1 :Ltself, in t.b:~ f3<::ction of its report relating to the ccope of

the articles) enumerated the omissions that it had been unable or un~illing to

remedy. The Commission1s decision to deal only with treaties concluded between

States, to the exclusion of those concluded between states and other subjects of

international la~, and not to deal 'with international agreements that ~ere not in

written form ~as understandable. It vas in conformity ~ith the principles of

international lav and the established practice of the International Court of

Justice, since an agreement could not constitute a treaty for the purposes of

Article 36 of the Statute of the Court and of the declarations of acceptance of

the Court1s jurisdiction unless it ~as in ~ritten form, it created a commitment,

namely, a nev obligation governing public international relations) and it was

registered in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter.

(Mr. Fartash, XXIst session, 9l3th meeting, para. 24)



Liberia

Kuwait

See XXIst session, 974th meeting, para. 13 quoted infra under article 2.

Israel

Part I, article 1
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..• ffiis delegatio~7l::adhoped that the draft articles would include tmny rr.atters
partially considered by the Commission. In particular, it would have liked the

treaties of international organizations to be included in draft article 1. The

codification of the law of treaties should be broad enough to include all forms ot

treaty. It seemed cumbersome to have two conventions - one on treaties concluded

between States, and the other on treaties concluded by other subjects of

international law - .when one convention could cover all such treaties. If no

second convention was contemplated, his delegation wished to know what rules would

govern treaties between international organizations and states. If it was lack of

time which had prevented the Commission from including the matter in the draft

articles, his delegation would prefer to have the Commission continue its

consideration of the topic until all aspects of treaty law were contained in one

set of draft articles. His Government did not favour the fragmentation of a topic

among a number of conventions.

(Mr. Brewer, XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 2)

•.• The Ccrr.mission's work was not yet ccmplete .••• Not only had it decided to

treat separately the question of the succession of states and that of the

international responsibility of States, but it had failed to include in its draft

a topic of growing importance: that of treaties concluded between states and

other subjects of international law or between subjects of international law other

than States. The Commission should give priority to that matter if its work was

to be complete.

(Mr. Al-Jasem, XXlst session, 911th meeting, para. 39)

I



~aft

Sierra Leone
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Romania.

Part I, article 1

/...

:lUld Sweden

l: of

The Commission had been correct in deciding to limit the scope of the draft

articles to treaties concluded between States in written form (article 1 and

article 2, sub-paragraph 1 (~)) a.nd in recommending that related topics, such as

the application of the general law of treaties to international organizations

(article 4), succession of States in respect of treaties, state responsibility and

the most-favoured-nation clauses in the law of treaties, should be the subject of

to study at a later stage.

(Mr. Secarin, XXlInd session, 976th meeting, para. 39)

The second subject was treaty-making by international organizations, the

omission of Which from the convention might prove unfortunate, in view of the

~ grOWing importance and number of such treaties - for example, United Nations

lpic agreements concerning technical assi~tance and peace-keeping operations. However,

It was regrettable that the Commission had been unable, or had not wished, to

make a clear exposition of certain aspects of treaty law, such as the effect of

agreements not in written form, the question of agreements concluded by or with

subjects of international law other than States or the effect of the outbreak of

hostilities on treaties. In the view of the new states, the greatest omission was

that of the succession of States. Many of the new States, shortly before or after

Gters attaining independence, had in fact been obliged to accept, by exchanges of notes,

le the obligations resulting from treaties concluded by their colonial masters. It

.e was to be hoped that the Commission would give early consideration to the highly

s of controversial question of the legal effect of such agreements.

ded (Mr. Koroma, XXlst session, 9llth meeting, para. 46)
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that deficiency would be hard to remedy without further consideration of the

question by the International Law Commission.

(Mr. Blix, XXllnd session, 980th meeting, para. 8)

Turkey

With respect to terminology, he observed that baving regard, on the one hand,

to article 1 of the draft, where the expression "treaties concluded between

states l
! seemed to include in the concept of the conclusion of a treaty the Whole

process of bringing it into eXistence, and, on the other band, to the respective

headings bf Part rI, sections 1 and 3, which distinguished the 11 conclusion of

treaties 11 from their "entry into force", it was apparent that there were two

interpretations, the one general and the other restricted, of what was meant by

the "conclusion of a treaty". In his delegation's view, it would be better to

keep to a single interpretation and use a more neutral formula,. with a view to

avoiding the difficulties of interpretation to which the present text of article 1

would inevitably give rise ••••

In view of the complexity of the draft articles, it was understandable that

the Commission had not extended their scope to all international agreements.

(Mr. Bilge,XXlst session, 907th meeting, paras 15, 17)

United Kingdom

••• as to the scope of the convention and the treaties to which it would

extend, his delegation would like to see the convention extended to cover

international organizations, but would not want it to interfere with the practices

and procedures of these organizations ~ a point covered by article 4.
(Mr. Darwin: XXllnd session, 967th meeting, para. 6)
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United States of America

The first basic problem is whether the proposed convention on the law of

treaties is to provide the body of law which governs treaties generally. The

issue is raised by article 1, article 2, paragraph 1 (a) and article 4. Under

article 1 and article 2, paragraph 1 (a), treaties between States and those other

international persons, such as international organizations, which are generally

considered to have treaty~rnaking capacity, would be excluded from application of

the provisions of the convention. This class of treaties is now substantial and

will continue to increase in size. Some of the treaties concerned are of

/ ...
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United Republic of Tanzania

.•• in eXaIDlnlng the draft articles (see A/6309), due attention should be paid

not only to what they contained but to what they omitted. The Commission had

already arranged to discuss at its next session some of the subjects omitted -

for example, state succession, State responsibility and the relationship between

states and international organizations - but there were other topics that it had

excluded without suggesting when and how they should be dealt with. Those topics

included oral agreements, the effect of the outbreak of hostilities upon treaties J

the most~favoured-nation clause, the application of treaties providing for

obligations or rights to be performed or enjoyed by individuals, and treaty law in

relation to international organizations and insurgent communities.

(Mr. Maliti, XXlst session, 9J2th meeting, para. 45)

considerable importance, such as the trilateral safeguards agreements in the

atomic energy field to which the International Atomic Energy Agency is a party.

The International Law Commission decided to exclude treaties of this character

apparently because they have "many special characteristics 11 so that... 11 it 'Would

both unduly complicate and delay the drafting of the present articles ••• n to

include them. The United states Government suggests that this decision could 'Well

be reviewed in order to determine whether the articles of the draft convention do,

in fact, conflict with" special characteristics" of agreements to which

international organizations are parties.

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

~tions (fA!6827!Add.2, pp. 2-3))



The draft articles on the law of treaties are to apply only to treaties

concluded between statesj it is clear from the text of, and the commentary on,

articles land 2 that treaties between states and international organizations are

excluded from the scope of the draft articles. There appears to be a certain

tendency towards the conclusion of treaties between states to which one or more

international organizations may also be parties. Within the framework of FAO} the

Agreement for the Establishment on a Permanent Basis of a Latin-American Forest

Research and Training Institute may be a pertinent example since in addition to

states} FAO is also a party to the Agreement. There are other. examples such as

the Indus Water Treaty - 1960, between India, Pakistan and the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development, as well as an ever-increasing number of

agreements relating to regional projects, particularly in the field of activities

of the United Nations Development Programme and the Bank group. It is not clear

whether international instruments of this type would fall within the scope of the

draft articles on the law of treaties or the rules under consideration by the

International Law Commission with respect to relations between Governments and

inter-governmental organizationsj this problem may well deserve further

consideration prior to - and possibly during - the proposed diplomatic conference

on the law of treaties. In our opinion, it would be desirable to avoid a situation

in which two different sets of rules would be applied to one and the same

international instrument, the choice depending on Whether a given problem arising

in connexion with the instrument concerns relations between states or between

states and international organizations.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture Organization

of.the United Nations (A!6827!Add.l, pp. 19-20))
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SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations

1'''1f



Bolivia

MEMBER STATES

Use of terms
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World Health Organization

Afghanistan

The Government of Afghanistan notes that the term "treaty" has been used

throughout the draft convention as a generic term to include all forms of

international treaties concluded between states. But the term should be widened

and broadened in order to include the definition of treaties in simplified form}

because this kind of treaty is very common and its use is increasing daily.

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827!fA.dd.l, pp. 2-3))

It must be first of all pointed out that the draft articles de~l with a

subject on which WHO has little to say. Articles 1, 2 and :3 state that the draft

articles relate only to treaties concluded between states. Accordingly} treaties

to which the World Health Organization could be a party are excluded.

(Letter of 13 July 1967 from the Head of the Legal Office of the World Health

;6anization (A!6827/Add.l, pp. 41-42))

,ARTICLE 2

At the Committee IS 907th meeting the Panamanian representative had expres s eO.

the fear that the tenn tttrea-tyll) a.s used in article 2} sub-paragra.ph 1 (~), might

give rise to constitutional problems in some Latin American countries. In his view

that fear was groundless, inasmuch as article 2; paragraph l} stated that the term

I· .·



Brazil

• 11
was defined only "for the purposes of the present articles and paragraph 2 stated

that the provisions of paragraph 1 regarding the use of terms in the articles were

without prejudice to the use of those terms or to the meanings which might be

given to them in the internal law of any State. Furthermore) in paragraph 15 of

its commentary on article 2, the Commission specified that paragraph 2 of that

article was designed to safeguard the position of states in regard to their natura~

law and usages and, more especially, in connexion with the ratification of treaties

His delegation therefore approved the definition used in the draft articles and

agreed that it should apply only to treaties concluded between states, excluding

those to which other subjects of international law, such as international

organizations and rebellious communities, were parties.

(Mr. Terceros Banzer, XXlst session, 909th meeting, para. 31)

.•. the term "treatyll - with the exception of certain trade agreements _

had ~ntil recently applied cnly to treaties of peace, friendship or

alliance concluded with great pomp, which did nothing more than indicate the rules

that were to govern the reciprocal conduct of two or a limited number of parties

and were in no case regarded as a source of law.

The Commlssion had been compelled to free itself from a whole set of accept~~

ideas in order to establish a body of genuine international law on that subject.

Thus, in article 1 of the draft articles, treaties in simplified form - exchanges

of notes, for example -which had been becoming more numerous owing to the

accelerated pace of modern life, were no longer regarded as the poor relations of

diplomacy but as authentic treaties. Furthermore, aware of the increasingly

important role played by multilateral conventions and the ever-growing tendency to

regard them as an important source of international law, the Commission had been

able to free that type of instrument from a whole set of outmoded ideas concerni~

the role of the IIparties ll
- ideas that derived from a purely contractual concept~cn

of the treaty. The consent of the parties had accordingly acquired new vigour, a~

it had been necessary to tackle the problems thus raised, such as that of the

importance to be attached to unanimous consent.

(Mr. ~mado, XXlst session, 904th meeting, paras. 23-24)

Part I, art ic le 2
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Bulgaria

/ ...

ffir. Jfmadi! was very much a'i.are of the difficulties in la'W resulting from

problems of terminologyj he had often urged the Commission to eliminate from the

draft certain unnecessary or vague expressions such as "reasonable delay" - than

which nothing could be more meaningless - and the fact remained that rnany

unformulated elements were in a drafter's mind when he used a particular word.

(~r. Amado, :XXIInd session, 969th meeting. para. 19)

A!CONF.39/5(vol. I)
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The definition of the term "reservation" in article 2.1 (d) should be expanded

and made more precise. It should be stated explicitly that a reservation was a

unilateral statement which purported to exclude, to limit or to vary the legal

effect of certain provisions of the treaty concerned and their application to the

state making the reservation. The provisioDs relating to reservations constituted

an important attempt to achieve more flexibility in accommodating the requirements

and interests of the broadest possible range of states.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIInd session, 979th meeting, para. 5. See also ibid., Eara. 3,
quoted supra under art. 1)

It is essential, however, that the draft convention should prOVide at the

outset, and specifically in article 2, paragraph 1 (a), that silence under certain

conditions ("qualified silence rr ) may produce legal effects. The draft itself

contains some particular applications of this principle (article 17, paragraph 5j

article 38j article 62, paragraph 1). This general idea, on which these provisions

are based, should be stated at the beginning of the draft convention ....

It would be desirable to expand the definition of the term "reservation" by

providing, in article 2 (d), that a reservation purports not only to exclude or to

vary, but also "to limit 11 ) the legal effect of certain provir,ions of the treaty in

their application to the state making the reservation.

(Note verbale of 17 ~ugust 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

{A!6827!fA.dd.l, PE' 5, 6))



In article 2, the term "treaty" should be defined more precisely and a

definition of the term 11 general multilateral treatyll should be included, together

with a stipulation that all States may become parties to such treaties without

discrimination of any kind.

In article 2 (d) it should be specified that reservations must be formulated

in writing.

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827!Add.l, p. 7))

jjhe Byelorussian ssy delegation could not but deplore the fact that the

International Law Commission had abandoned the stand it had originally taken in

favour of universality. In view of the latest developments and trends in

international life, his delegation felt obliged to insist that article 2 (Use of

terms) should include a definition of the term fI general multilateral treaty'l,

together with a stipulation that all states might become parties to such treaties,

without discrimination of any kind.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXlInd session, 975th meeting, para. 6)

~t, <V,':'-',1'
, I i:'
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Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

, ~,~

Ceylon

The International Law Commission had rightly recognized that not all

agreements between states necessarily came within the scope of the law of treaties,

and the clarifying phrase lIgoverned by international lawll in draft article 2."

sub-paragraph 1 ~), was therefore desirable. It was regrettable, however, that ne

test was suggested for determining whether or not a particular agreement was

governed by international law. Unfortunately, the Commission had not explained Why

the criterion of the intention of the parties had not been used. A reference to

the "manifested" intention of the parties, in consonance with the prevailing

doctrine in the law of contracts, might have ensured the necessary objectivity.

(Mr. Sanmuganathan, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 6)



I . . ,.

... fjirr. Vargai} wished to refer in Farticular to the definition of "treatytl

given in article 2, sub-paragraph 1 (~)J inasmuch as that definition might have

important implications for the internal public law of a number of states,

particularly those in Latin America. For the purposes of the draft articles) the

Commission had defined "treaty" as "an international agreement concluded between

States in written form and governed by international law, Whether embodied in a

single instrument or in two or more related instrwnents and whatever its particular

. designation fl
• In his delegation's view} that definition was incomplete} inasmuch

as an agreement concluded between States and governed by international law was not

necessarily a treaty. It was essential to add that a treaty should also be intended

to produce certain juridical effects; i.e., t,., create, modify or extinguish a legal

situation. For example, a mere statement by two Heads of state or Foreign Ministers

which did no more than express certain common purposes of a non-compulsory kind and

contained no reference to any rights or obligations devolving upon the parties

could. not be considered a treaty, although such a statement might be deemed to fall

under the definition of treaty proposed by the Commission if draft article 2,

sub-paragraph 1 (a») of the draft was not too strictly interpreted.

For that reason) he fUlly shared the view expressed by the representative of

Panama (907th meeting) that it was inadvisable to propose texts that some countries,

for constitutional reasons, would be unable to accept. The problem was particularly

important in connexion with Bo-called treaties in simplified fonn, i.e.} agreements

which came within the normal prerogative of the Chief Executive and which therefore

did not require legislative ratification or approval. The juridical differences

between treaties drawn up in due form and agreements made in simplified form -were

to be found mainly in the procedure for their conclusion and entry into force; it

was highly advisable, therefore, that the legal rules relating to validity}

operation, effect, execution, enforcement, interpretation and tennination should be

the same for both kinds of agreement. What he wished to emphasize was that the case

of the treaty in simplified form, which, a.ccording to the Commission's commentary}

far from being a.t all exceptional, was very common and was steadily increasing in

use,should be kept expressly in mind.

(Mr. Vargas, XXIst session, 212th meeting, paras. 28-29)

Part I, article 2

Chile
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Ecuador

{The Ecuador delegatiog! understood, ... that the broad definition of

the word "treaty" in draft article 2, sub-paragraph 1 (a), would create serious

problems of internal law for many different kinds of international agreements on

administrative questions usually entrusted to the executive power, which would need

troublesome constitutional procedures in order to come into force. In any event,

Lit] thought that it would be possible to find legal expressions which would

harmonize the objectives being sought.

(Mr. Alc~var, XXlst session, 914th meeting, para. 19)

It was regrettable that the draft articles under consideration dispensed with

the distinction that had been drawn in the 1962 text between formal treaties and

treaties in simplified form, which were concluded by exchange of notes, agreed

minute, memorandum of agreement, modus vivendi or any other method. The same norms

regarding registration, interpretation, observance and termination applied to both

types of treaty, although there were differences in the procedure for ratification.

Moreover, some of the provisions of the draft articles would apply only to treaties

of the conventional type.

(Mr. Tinoeo, XXIlnd session, 982nd meeting, para. 47)

Costa Rica

Part I, article 2
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In the circumstances, IShe International raw Commissio!i7 should have made sure

that the definition of a treaty contained all the necessary characteristic elements.

The over-restrictive definition given in article 2 (1) (~), was not entirely

satisfactory.

Treaties were not different in kind from other contractual instruments, for

which the basic requirements were - in addition to capacity - consent and the

existence of a lawful object and cause. The Commission had dealt with capacity in



France

/ ...

Some delegations had stated that certain articles would give rise to

constitutional problems in their countries, and their views should be taken fully

into account. His delegation also hoped tha.t the newly independent states would be

given time to study carefully the relationship between the rules contained in the

draft articles and their own constitutional law.

(Mr. Jeannel, XX1st session, 9l0th meeting, para. 55)
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article 5. Consent, however, was dealt with only partially, since absence of

consent was touched on in part V only in so far as it resulted from lack of freedom

of the contracting parties, without any mention of the important factC'r of the unity

of intention resulting from a full knowledge of the consequences of mutual

consent •.•.
If a treaty's purpose was to establish a legal bond, such a bond should be

consonant with justice and equity, for any imbalance in that connexion, even if

contractual in origin, constituted a grave danger to world peace. In its comments

(see A/6309/Rev.l, part 1I, annex, p. 133), Luxembourg mentioned three elements on

which the \.'iefinition of the treaty should concentrate: the consensual nature of

the treaty, the nature of the parties and the binding effect sought by the parties.

His Government believed that, in view of the form the draft articles had taken, a

definition should be formulated comprising the following five elements: (1) there

should be unity of intention on the part of t~c or more states; (2) the agreement

reached should be freely entered into; (3) there should be good faith; (4) a legal

bond should be created establishing obligations and rights in keeping with justice

and equity, and (5) the obj eet of and the reason for the treaty should be lawful.

(Mr. Alc{var, XXIInd session, 98lst meeting, paras. 25, 26, 28)
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Honduras

The

His delegation considered tbat, in its definitions, tbe convention sbould be
. t list t 11more explicit, and at tbe same time more flexible, In referring 0 a a e •

definition of tbe term "Party" sbould also be carefully reconsidered, in order to

take account of systems prevailing in different parts of the world. In Central

America, for example, there was a trend towards tbe establishment of joint

diplomatic missions; that innovation would result in joint negotiations of a new

kind, for which some provision sbou1d be made in any international instrument on

the law of treaties.

(Mr. Cadalso, XXIInd session, 975th meeting, para. 9)

Hungary

Article 2 (1) (~ defined the te:rm "reservation ll
• His delegation believed that

it would be appropriate to mention explicitly reservations which were intended to

interpret or clarify certain prOVisions of the treaty. The International Law

Commission referred to such reservations in commentary (11) on that article but it

regarded them as simple declarations, unless tbey amounted to reservations varying

or excluding the application of certain terms of tbe treaty. In bis de1egation l s

view, declarations of an 'explanatory character could be considered reservations

under article 2 (1) (~) and the provisions of articles 16-20 should be made

applicable to them.

(Mr. Prandler, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 2)

India---

For example, it appeared from the lucid commentary OD article 2 tbat on the

definition of tbe term Ittreaty" the International Law Commission I s draft was more

precise than tbe Harvard Draft Convention on the Law of Treaties.

(Mr. 8ingb, XXIstsession, 906th me~ting, para. 2)

/ ...
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See XXlst session~ 9l3th meeting, para. 24, quoted~ under article 1.

Israel

LRis first commen!J related to article 2; while it might appear to be

essentially a matter of drafting~ it nevertheless had a substantive aspect. It was

very important that the scope of the codification should be established clearly~

and if possible in one article~ or at the most two. The material at present

contained in article I, in the definition of "treaty" in article 2 and in

article 3 should be rearranged so as to bring out that aspect more clearly. His

delegation was not convinced that all the other definitions contained in article 2

were necessary, at least in their present form~ and thought that it would add

considerably to the general clarity of the text if some of them were incorporated

more closely into the article or articles to which they directly referred.

Comparing the first draft with the final text, it had noticed that the Commission

had done that in part. For instance, the definition of IIdepositaryll which had

appeared in article 1 (g) of the 1962 text had been dropped and its substance had

been incorporated in article 71.
(Mr. Rosenne,XXllnd session~ 974th meeting, para. 13)

Mongolia

On the question whether treaties should be divided into various categories,

his delegation wished to point out that the classification of treaties as bilateral

or multilateral was not exhaustive. Bilateral treaties could themselves be divided

into treaties in which there was only one party on each side and treaties in which

there were several parties on one side and one or more parties on the other, while

multilateral treaties could be divided into general universal treaties and group

treaties with a limited number of participants. Moreover, it would be preferable

/ ...



Panama

to draw a distinction between multilateral treaties in which the parties should be

bound to recognize one another and multilateral treaties whose participants might

be States which did not recognize one another. There were some forms of

multilateral political and economic agreements) such as treaties of alliance and

instruments establishing common markets, which were inconceivable without close

ties among all the participants and which presupposed mutual recognition.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXIrnd session, 976th meeting, para. 47)

His delegation ••• wished to draw the Committee's attention now to the

definition of the term lltreatylf in article 2 of the draft. The International Law

Commission might have had valid reasons for preferring the word "treaty!1 to the

expression tlinternational agreement" as a generic term) but if the conference of

plenipotentiaries endorsed that choice) a serious domestic problem of

constitutional law might arise for many countries) particularly in Latin America.

In a number of countries) the constitution reserved to the legislature)

domestically) the right to ratify or refuse to ratify treaties) while it gave the

Chief Executive the prerogative of directing the country's foreign affairs. That

was true) inter alia) of the Constitutions of Panama) Bolivia) Brazil, Chile)

Colombia) Costa Rica) El Salvador) Honduras) Nicaragua) paraguay and Peru.

As the International Law Commission itself recognized informal. agreements (or

agreements in simplified form) that did not require parliamentary ratification were

guite common and were being increasingly employed as a means of settling) often on

a short-term basis) questions relating to current administrative practice or to

cultural) technical, scientific or economic co-operation. They were based on the

Chief Executive's constitutional prerogative of directing the country's foreign

affairs and) hence) of concluding any international agreement provided that he was

not expressly forbidden to do so by the Constitution. In the United States; for

example) so-called executive agreements did not require ratification by the Senate.

A Head of state who was obliged to submit all international agreements of whatever

type for parliamentary ratificatIon would have his hands completely tied. In the

Part I) article 2
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circumstances, if the convention to be adopted by the conference of

plenipotentiaries upheld the definition used by the International Law Commission)

any agreement in simplified form concluded by a state whose parliament had ratified

the convention and thus given it the force of law would be unconstitutional.

Every country whose constitution required parliamentary ratification of all

treaties should bear in mind the followip~ considerations. First, if any

international agreement concluded in written form between states was a treaty, then

every agreement without exception would require ratification by the legislature,

unlesS each State in question amended its constitution or gave its own definition

to the word "treatyll, thus making the provisions of article 2, sub-paragraph 1 (aL

inoperative. Second, assuming that in countries with a legislature that remained

in session throughout the year legislators had the necessary time to ratify all

agreements of an administrative type, what ~ould be the situation in countries with

long periods of parliamentary recess? Third, When an agreement had to be concluded

urgently - to organize a scientific expedition, for example - would there be time

for it to be ratified by the parliament? Fourth, might not the principle of the

sovereign equality of States be undermined by the distinction thus arising between

those states which had constitutions requiring parliamentary ratification of all

treaties and those which did not have such a requirement? Fifth, should the powers

of the Head of State be limited in that 'Way, and was it not preferable to maintain

the current state of affairs, in which only important agreements of a political

character or of permanent effect were subject to parliamentary ratification?

Those were not ~bstract speculations. A question had arisen recently in

Panama as to whether the Head of state, acting through his Minister for Foreign

Affairs, was entitled to engage in an exchange of notes concerning scientific and

technical studies without bringing the matter before the National .A.ssembly. The

question had not yet been settled.

In the past, international law had) of course, recognized certain types of

international agreements that were not treaties in the strict sense of the term and

therefore were not subject to parliamentary ratification. Variations in

nomenclature and usage) Whether due to habit or to arbitrary decision) had

unquestionably created much confusion) so that it might be preferable) from the

standpoir.t of international law, for the "Word lItreatyll to embrace all international

Part I, article 2
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agreements; but, practically speaking, it might be going too ~ar to try to make a

single term apply to more than fifteen dif~erent types of written international

agreements.

(Mr. Mendez Guardia, XXIst session, 907th meeting, paras. 33-37)

Peru-
.:;' :: ;:i.:'

See XXlst session, 907tb meeting, paras. 27-28, quoted infra under

articles 23 and 59.

Romania

. . ~:: .

.. j

See XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 39, quoted supra under article 1.

Sierra Leone

See XXIst session, 911th meeting, para. 46, quoted supra under article 1.

Spain

Not only the Hispanic American countries but all other countries as well had

reason to fear that the definition of the term "treaty" in draft article 2,

sub-paragrapb 1 (~), might create difficulties for them. On that issue the

Commission had been divided into two groups of equal strength. The group to which

he belonged had contended, as the Panamanian representative had pointed out at the

907th meeting, that a State was not entitled to intervene in the affairs of another

State in order to ascertain whether or not there had been compliance with the

constitutional requirements for declaring the will of that State or to question

i. the word of a Head of State or his Minister for Foreign Af'~airs. A careful reading

/ ...
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of draft article 43 would show that there could not have been a more practical and

effective solution to an apparently insoluble conflict.

(~: de tuna, XXIst session, 9l2th meeting, para. 41)

Thailand

...the generic term T1treaties" comprehended not only the Ittraites-contrats"

~ich created binding obligations between the contracting states but also the

"traites -lois" which provided a copious material source of international law. Thus,

the law of treaties had a crucial bearing, in its practical application, on the

realities of international life and daily intercourse between nations.

(Mr. Sucharitkul, XXllnd session, 976th meeting, 1?S:!a. 9)

Tunisia

...he thought that the definition of a treaty in article 2 (1) (~ should be

expanded by specifying, as Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice had recommended, that a treaty

was intended to create rights and obligations, or to esta.blish relationships,

governed by international law. Moreover, a treaty in simplified form should be

defined as a treaty that was not subject to a ratification procedure under the

municipal law of certain states.

(Mr. Gastli, XXIInd session l 98lst meeting l para. 3)

Turkey

With reference to the interpretation of the words "governed by international

law" in the commentary on article 2, his delegation noted that the Commission had

excluded from the purview of the draft those international agreements which,

~though concluded between States, were regulated by the national law of one of the

partiesj it observed that there ~ere treaties which, although coming under

I .. ·



United states of America

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

United Republic of Tanzania

Part I) article 2
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See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 45, quoted supra under article 1 •

international law) were subject to the national laws of one party or of a third
State. AB it was not stated whether or not those "mixed!1 treaties were covered by

the draft articles) the scope of the draft should be defined more clearly and) in

his opinion) extended to treaties of that kind.

(Mr. Bilge) XXIst session, 907th meeting, para. 18)

The definition of "treatyll is insufficiently precise and needs to be specified

more clearly.

In addition) it would be desirable to define rr general multilateral treatll in

this article. It would then be necessary to include a special draft article on the

right of all States to participate in general multilateral treaties as a

consequence of the basic generally accepted principles of international law.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827, p. 25))

...he thought that the wording of certain other articles, including article 2

in partiCUlar, .should be changed.

(Mr. Samata, XXlInd session, 98lst meeting, para. 15)

See document A/6827/Add.2, quoted supra under article 1; ibid., quoted infra

. under article 4.

,1 ;~... '



See XXlInd session, 979th meeting, para. 3, quoted~ under article 1.
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SPECIALIZED AGEXilCIES

ARTICLE .3

Part I, articles 2 and 3

Costa Rica

Bulgaria

MEMBER STATES

Horld Health Organization

Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations

International. agreements not within the scope
of the present articles

See document A/6827/Add .1, quoted supra under article 1.

See document A/6827/Add.l, quoted supra under article 1.

See XXIInd session, 982nd meeting, para. 46, quoted supra under article 1.

See document A/6827/Add .1, quoted supra under article 1 and infra under
article 34.



See document A!6827, quoted supra under article 1.

See XXlst session, 9l3th meeting, para. 24, quoted supra under article 1.
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Czechoslovakia

Iran

Israel

'. :-' ~ :

, ',.'

See XXlInd session, 974th meeting, para. 13,. quoted supra under article 2.

Sweden

See XXlInd session, 980th meeting, para. 8, quoted supra under article 1.

United Republic of Tanzania

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 45, quoted supra under article 1.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

World Health Organization

See document A!6827/Add.l, quoted supra under article 1.
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Australia

Cey10n
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ARTICLE 4

Part I, article 4

See XX!Ind session} 569th ~eeting, ~ara.9} quoted infra under article 8.

I .. ·

Bulgaria

Treaties which are constituent instruments of international
organizations or which are adoRted i~ithin international

orp;anizations

MEMBER STATES

LThe Australian Governmen!7 would study in particular the possible implications

of article 4, which provided} in somewhat vague terms, that treaties which were

constituent instruments of international organizations or were adopted within

international organizations should be subject to the relevant rules of the

organization.

(Sir Kenneth Bailey, XXllnd session, 98lst meeting, p8;ra. 13)

The reference in article 4 to treaties io1hich are constituent instruments of an

international organization does not seem to be warranted. Until the organization

ha!? been formed its constituent instrument cannot be applied, and therefore when

that stage is reached it is essential that the constituent instrument in question

should automatically be subject to the rules laid down by the convention.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

fJ,/6827!Add.l, p. 5))



According to the submitted draft, the application of the Convention to treatiel

which

(a) are constituent instruments of an international organization or

(b) are adopted within an international organization

shall be subject to any relevant rules of the organization.

In view of the fact that an international organization provides only a

framework for the negotiations of.States on international treaties while the

treaty negotiations as well as the rules of the organization are determined by

the states represented in the organization, it is considered desirable to express

the priority of this convention which it enjoys over the rules of the organization

which ought to be applied only in a supporting role.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the United

Nations (A/6827, p. 8))

In his delegation1s view, the reference in article 4 to treaties which were

constituent instruments of an international organization was not warranted. Did

adequate rules governing such an organization exist even before the latter was

established under its constituent instrument? That instrument should accordingly

be subject, pleno jure, to the rules laid down in the convention. Moreover, since

international treaty negotiations between States, as well as the rules of the

organization, were determined by the states represented in the organization, it

would be as well to make it clear that the convention should take precedence over

the rules of the organization. Czechoslovakia felt that only the treaties

actually drawn up within an organization should be covered by the provisions of

article 4. However, its position was not rigid and it intended to give the matter

further study in the light of document A/6827/Add.l.

(Mr. Smejkal, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 21)

Czechoslovakia

Part I, article 4
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Israel

Nigeria

His delegation believed that the Frinciple underlying article 4 was basically

sound, but saw considerable difficulties in its practj.cal implications.

(Mr. Rosenne, XXIInd session) 971lth meeting, para. 14)
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Hungary

fart I. article 4

Article 4 needed further clarification and improvement) since it seemed to

restrict considerably the applicaticn of the text in the case of treaties adopted

within international organizations (e.g., the Treaty canning nuclear weapon tests

in the atmosphere, in outer space and under 'Waterj the International Convention on

the Elimination of All Forms of Facial Discrimination). The Hungarian delegation

took note that the Secretary-General of the Gnited Nations had )::ointed out that the

wording of·the.article, on the other hand} '\/ill have the effect of altering the

existing "legal situat,ionl1 (see !:,j6827!Adcl.l, P, 10). l'Jithout analysing in detail

the comments made by the Secretary-General, the Hungarian delegation felt that}

unless there was a prcvision to the contrary explicitly adopted by the parties

concerned} the pertinent rules of the international organizations should be used

only in a supporting role-

(Mr. PrandleT, XXIlnd session. 978th meeting, para •.3)

Article 4 dealt with treaties ~hich were constituent instruments of

international organizations or which were adopted ~ithin international

organizations. His delegation thought that it had inadequately reflected the

important role which those treaties now played in modern international law and

which they would increasingly play in the future. The comments of the Secretary

General (see Aj6827!hdd.l, pp- 10-14) justifiably reflected scme of the inadequacies

of that article. It would also be desirable to indicate clearly the secondary role

played by the rUles of procedure of those organizations.

(~. Ogundere, XXlInd session, 978th meeting, para. 15)



Sweden

United Kingdom

See XXIst session, 967th meeting~ para. 6, quoted supra under article 1.

Romania

Part I, article 4
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••• the ~recise determination of the relations between states and

international organizations and of the ~osition of the general law of treaties

in relation to the relevant rules of international organizations was a complex

matter which had certainly not been exhausted by the rules laid down in article 4.
A more thorough consideration of the question was required, in order to

determine whether that text should be retained.

(Mr. Secarin, XXllnd Bession, 976th meeting, para. 40)

See also ibid., para. 39, quoted supra under article 1.

His delegation saw little reason to object to the provision in article 4,
enabling international organizations to derogate from the rules of the draft in

respect of treaties made within the organization. Apart ~roro a few articles

containing peremptory norms, most of the provisions in the draft articles were

of a residuary character and could thus be derogated from by express agreement

between States. The same should also apply to agreements by which states

established international organizations. It was to be hoped however that that

latitude would not be lightly made use of or allowed to have any disintegration

effects, ~or the practices of international organizations should continue to

serve as a consolidating element in the ~ormation o~ customary law.

(Mr. Blix, XXIlnd session) 980th meeting, para. 9)

: ~

, .' ~ ..
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United States of J\merica

•••article f!jJ 'Provides that "The application of the present articles to

treaties which are constituent instruments of an international organization or

are adopted within an international organization shall be subject to any relevant

rules of the organization rt
• It would be desirable to replace the underlined

words by the words "conclUded under the auspices of or deposited with an

international organization".

In addition to article 1 and srticle 2, r;arabl'tiph 1 (a), which have a limiting

effect u'Pon the coverage of the pror::osed convention, article 4 could be construed

as permitting any international organization) no matter how restricted in

membershi'P or limited iu purpose) to exclude the application of the convention to

any or all treaties adopted ~",lthin the organization. The number of multilateral

treaties which are adopted within international organizations is continually

increasing. To confer upon these organizations the 'Power to abrogate what should

be the generally accepted rules of international law res'Pecting treaties is a

radical ste'P which could be justified only on the basis of a very strong case of

necessity. The United States Government is not aware that any such case has been

made. The Commission apparently was motivated by the same considerations of

convenience as gave rise to the limitations in article 1, and article 2,

paragra'Ph 1 (a). Eut convenience 1s not enough to justify weakening to such an

extent the development f'ramew·)r~ts of world law. International organizations should

be requested to establish) article by article, why the convention should not be

applicable to their treaties. Special pl'ovisions) if reqUired, could then be made

on the basis of demonstrated need) and not by blanket exclusion.

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the Uniteo

Nations (A/6827/Add.2, p. 3))

See also ibid., quoted supra under article 1.



The commentary on article 4 explains that "This phrase is intended to

exclude treaties merely drawn up under the auspices of an organization or throUgh

use of its facilities and to confine the reservation to treaties the text of which

is drawn up and adopted within an organ of the organization".

This limitation of the scope of the article will have the effect of altering

the existing legal situation. It has been established in practice that the United

Nations under the Charter, and certain of the specialized agencies under their

constitutions, have the authority to make rules concerning a broad range of

treaties which are associated with their work, and not merely those adopted within

their organs. Examples of such rule-making are found in General Assembly

resolutions 598 (VI) of 12 January 1952 and 1452 3 (XIV) of 7 December 1959,

whereby the General Assembly laid down directives for the Secretary-General to

follow in his practice as depositary of conventions concluded under the auspices

of the United Nations; many of those conventions were of course adopted by

conf~rences held under the auspices of the Organization rather than by United

Nations organs. General Assembly resolutions 1903 (XVIII) of 18 November 1963

and 2021 (XX) of 5 November 1965 lay down rules concerning extended participation

in general multilateral treaties concluded under the auspices of the League of

Nations; these treaties were of course not even adopted under the auspices of

the United Nations, though the Secretary-General acts as depositary of them.

From the standpoint of the United Nations it would be sufficient to add to the

existing text of draft article 4 only a reference to treaties "deposited with .

an international organization", but under the practice of certain other

organizations a State wh:Lch is the depositary of a treaty concluded under the

auspices of an organization may ask the latter's guidance in the performance

of depositary functions, and hence it seems desirable to include also a reference

to treaties concluded llunder the auspices of an international organization ll •

Draft article 4 recognizes the existing legal situation with regard to

constituent instruments of international organizations, in regard to which it

allows freedom to adopt rules at variance with those applicable to treaties in

general. Thus the draft articles do not conflict with the Charter and rules

adopted under it, as would be the case. without draft article 4, for example, in

regard to acquisition of membership, which takes place in the United Nations in
"" "t"
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for the establishment of rules for his guidance; if such problems are not settled,

the functions of the depositary may be involved in continuous controversy and

become impossibly onerous. The Secretary-General, for example, ha~. twice. been

obliged to submit to the. General Assembly the problem of ~ese~y~tionsto

multilateral conventions, and the Assembly.has also J:?ad to.. de~with .the problem

of extendedpart1cipation in mu:l;.tilatera;I. ·t;eaties conclud~d u~der the auspices

of th~ L~agu~.·~.oi,:::Nati.ci;s~·:.,:~Ev~n:·.~:f'ter a' convention 'on the law of treaties has been
, .... . ... ,. ~ ... . " --'"'.........~- ~. , ..

~d~pted, a i~ng pe~iOd:will ~lapse before all States become parties to it, and

serious problems may arise which it would be desirable to settle by the same

method as has been used in the past. Paragraph 2 of draft article 72 provides

that where a difference arises between a state and a depositary concerning the

performance of the latter1s functions, the depositary must bring the dispute,

lIwhere appropriate, /ya the attentio!!J of the competent organ of the organization

concerned". Under draft article 4 as now worded, it appears that the General

Assembly would no longer be competent to make rules settling differences regarding

treaties concluded under the auspices of the League of Nations) or treaties like

the Convention of the Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organization

(concerning which a problem was brought before the General Assembly in 1959»)
as they were not adopted within an organ of the United Nations. Differences

concerning such treaties could} under paragraph 2 of draft article 72) be brought

"to the attention of the other States entitled to become parties", but it is not

clear how those States, without acting within the framework of an organization}

could jointly lay down a rule for the depositary to folloW.

The future convention on the law of treaties is likely to involve ultimately

some changes in the depositary practice of the Secretary-General, as of most

deposi taries • If any of those changes should give ri se to controversy) a rule

established by the international organization concerned might be an appropriate

means of authorizing the depositary to act in accordance with the convention in

respect of States not yet parties to i tj thus recognition in the future convention

of the present extent of the rule-making authority of international organizations

may well contribute to the effectiveness of the convention rather than detracting

from it.

Part I, article 4
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The distinction made in draft artir:le 4 FInd its commentary between treaties

adopted "wi thin an organ" of an organi2.a tior. ar.a treattes "merely drawn up under

the auspices of an organization Cl' through u::;e of its facilities/l is not very

clear, as there are doubtful caGes '.~hen 3 conference maJ' or may not be an organ.

But even where the distinction is clear, it is arbitrary, as adoption by an organ

or by a separate conference is often a mere matter of'Con.venience and. should not

serve as the basis for a legal distinction. For example, article 23 of'the Statute

of the International Law Commission provides- that .,hen the Commif'sion submits

~aft articles to the General Assembly, it may recommend that the Assembly should,

inter alia, recommend the draft to !¥lembers vith a view to the conclusion of a .

convention, or that the Assembly should convoke a conference to conclude a

convention. One course or another might be taken in practice for various reasons

concerning the degree of complexity of the draft, the political urgency of a

convention, financial considerations, etc. If for any such reasons the Assembly

sends the draft to a conference, and assuming that in either case the Secretary

~neral is the depositary, why should the Assembly lose the power, which it would

have had if it adopted the draft itself, to make rules applicable to the resulting

convention?

The purpose of the change of 'Wording suggested at the beginning of these

connnents on draft article 4 is not to add to the rule-making competence of

international organizations, but simply to ~lVoid prejudicing the competence

which some of them, notably the United Nations, possess at present under their

constitutional systems, and the competence which States may consider it desirable

to confer on international organizations in the future. That competence will no

doubt be exercised as cautiously and infrequently as it has been in the past.

Reassurance is given by the word "rul es If in the present text of draft article 4 1

which implies a requirement that they be legally valid rules, adopted and applied

in accordance with the constitutions of the organizations concerned. The authority

of each organization and of particular organs within it to make rules regarding

treaties may sometimes be a complicated question, but the reqUirement of

constitutional validity gives asSUranC€H of careful consideration and eliminates

any danger of capricious decisions of minor bodies or minor officials. It can

thus be anticipated that exercise of the rule~making authority will be limited

/ ...



SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Foed and Agricultu~~ Organization of the United Nations

to a few cases of genuine need of States or of depositaries, as in the past, and

that the general international law of treaties as embodied in the future convention

will apply to the vast majority of problems concerning the treaties connected with

international organizations.

(A/6821!Add.l, pp. 10-14)

See also ibid, quoted infra under articles 8 and 9.

Part I~ article 4
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Pursuant to ••• article ~-'the relevant rules adopted by international

organizations would seem to prevail over the draft articles on the law of treaties

as regards the constituent instruments of, and treaties adopted within, the

international organizations concerned. As pointed out in the commentary on this

article, the above rule was originally intended to apply also to treaties drawn

up "under the auspices ll of international organizations. In addition to the

conventions and agreements concluded within the framework of FAO under articles TIV

and Y:V of its Constitution, at least two other treaties have been drawn up under

the auspices or with the assistance of FAO, with the approval of its governing

bodies, and there may be more international treaties of this type in the not

too distant future. To the extent that an international organization acts as

depositary and possibly assumes certain functions concerning the implementation

of such treaties it may also have to follow the relevant rules of the organization

in carrying out such functions. Accordingly the term "adopted within an

international organization ll may have to be given a liberal interpretation,

bearing in mind, of course, the observations set out in paragraph (3) of the

commentary to article 4.

We· presume that the IIrelevant rules of the organization" referred to in

this article comprise both existing rules and rules that may be introduced in

the future.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827/Add.l, pp. 20-21))

See also ibid., quoted infra under article 5. j ...



Constituent instruments

International Telecommunication Union

It is our understanding of article 4 of the draft articles that it is

recognized that these various categories of rules will continue to apply to the

Constitution of the Organisation and instruments adopted within the International

Labour Organisation, including international labour conventions, even where they

differ from the draft articles on the la\{ of treaties and the relevant articles

do not expressly provide for possible variations.

(Letter of 18 May 1967 from the Director-General of the Internati anal Labour

Organisation (A/6827/Acld.l, pp. 27-28))
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International Labour Organisation

The constituent instrument of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)

is the International Telecommunication Convention, which is revised by the lTU

plenipotentiary Conference, meeting at periodic intervals (usually every five

years). The first of these conventions was that of Madrid (1932) whereby the

IlTelegraph Union ll was replaced by the IITelecOlnmunication Union". The Members of

the Union were the Goverrunentc which signed and ratified the treaty or adhered

to it afterwards under arrangements Gpecified. All subsequent conventions

(Atlantic City 194,7) Buenos Aires 1952, Geneva 1959, Montreux 1965) have

contained an annex listing the memberc and have made provision for the admittance

of new members. Countries lis'te<1 as Members have continued to aplJcar as Members

in the lists annexed to successive conventions even though they have not ratified

any since the first that they ratified or to which they acceded. They continue,

however, to be treated in all respects as Members, except that since the 1952

convention the right to vote is lost:

(a) By a signatory Government bw years after the convention has come into

force if it has not de'posited an instrument of ratification;

(b) vfuen the new convention comes into force) by a country listed as a

Member which has not signed or 'lCeeded.

Thus, from a formal juridical point of view, there can be more than one

"constituent instrument ll in relations between lTU lvIembers although in practice,

/ ...
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e.g. choice of contributory unit, the provisions of the current convention are

applied.

It is assumed that where there are inconsistencies between the provisions

of the rTU "constituent instrument" (or Ilinstruments ll
) and those of the law of

treaties, the former prevail except in cases in which article 50 of the law of

treaties operates.

"treaties ••• adopted within international organizations"

Some further clarification of the meaning to be attached to Iltreaties •••

adopted within international organizations" is desirable so that it can be

decided to what extent article 4 is to be applied to the different categories

of treaties concluded in the telecommunications field.

I. The regulations

The provisions of the International Telecommunication Convention (Montreux

1965) are completed by the following sets of administration regulations:

Telegraph re[~lations

Telephone regulations

Radio regulations

Additional radio regulations

Ratification of the convention or accession involves acceptance of the

regulations in force at the time (a number of Members, however, have made

reservations in this regard).

The Montreux Convention (article 7) makes provision for the convening of

administrative conferences of a world-wide character to revise these regulations

or part of them or to discuss any other telecommunication question of a world

wide character.

Delegates attending such conferences must be formally accredited by

credentials that confer full powers, or authorize them to represent their

Governments without restrictions) or give the right to sign the Final Acts.

The regulations are drafted without a preamble containing a list of

participating countries; they contain a statement that they are annexed to the

Telecommunication Convention; and they are signed in a single copy which remains

/ ...



II. Regional arrange~ents

(a) Under article 7 of the Montreux Convention

/ .. ,
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with the inviting Government or in the ITU archives as the case may be, certified

copies being delivered to all l<1embers.

Amendments to the regulations made by administrative conferences appear as

final acts, either in the form of amended appendices to the regulations concerned

or of a partial revision 01' the main body of the regulations. Such final acts

are signed in a single copy} certified copies being delivered to Members. They

contain a proviso that Members must inform the ITU Secretary-General of their

approval and that he in turn will communicate this information to the

membership.

As the regulations and amendments to them complete the International

Telecommunication Convention, it would seem that they should be regarded as being

part of a llconstituent instrument ll for the purposes of article 4.

The final acts of these conferences have been entitled variously llagreem.ent ll

or "special agreement 11 • They are usually drawn up as treaties with a preamble

referring to article '7 of the Montreux Convention (or the eqUivalent article in

earlier conventions) and listing the participating countries which are referred

to as "contracting administrations 11 • The final acts are signed in a single copy

which may be deposited with the host Government or the lW, as the case may be.

Certified copies are sent to the signatory Governments which must notify their

approval to the Secretary-General of the lTU.

It would seem logical that regional agreements made by conf'erences convened

under article '7 of the Montreux Convention (or similar articles in earlier

conventions) should be considered, for the purposes of article 4, as being
11 da opted within11 the ITU.

Under article 7 of the Montreux Convention regional administrative

conferences may be called to consider telecommunication ~uest1ons of a regional

nature but the decisions must not conflict with the interests of other regions

or the prescriptions of the administrative regulations. The expenses are a

charge against all the Members of the region concerned whether participating or

not.
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(b) Under article 45 of the Montreux Convention

Article 45 of the Montreux Convention gives Members the right to conclude

regional agreements on telecommunication questions susceptible o~ being treated

on a regional basis Pl?vided that they are not in conflict with the convention.

Such agreements are usually drawn up in very much the same way as the instruments

mentioned in the preceding paragraph. They have been called !lregional agreement tl
,

"regional arrangement ll or lIconventionlf or Ifregional convention ll
• Re~erence is

usually made to the fact that the conference has been convened or the agreement

made by virtue of the provisions of article 45 (or the equivalent article in

earlier conventions). In some cases ratification rather than approval is

required. The conferences are sometimes serviced by the ITU Secretariat but

the expenses are charged against the participants only and not against the

membership of the region as a whole. The custom has been, where rati~ication

is required, for the instruments to be deposited with the host Government which

informs the ITU Secretary-General. Where only approval is required, however,

signatories notify the Secretary-General direct.

There is so much variation in the texts of agreements reached under

article 45. that it cannot be determined of them as a category whether or not

they can be held to be "adopted within ll the lTU. Rather, each agreement and its

surrounding circumstances would have'to be examined to see to what extent it was

the intention of the parties that the agreement be sUbject to the rules of the

IW.

(c) Other regional agreements

There seems to be only one regional agreement in the telecommunication field

that does not fall within the two preceding categories since no reference is made

in it to the relevant articles of the International Telecommunication Convention.

Under its terms the inviting Government receives acceptances and there is no

provision that these be communicated to the IW. The instrument appears, however,

in the official list of acts of the Union published by the ITV.

/ ...



III. Special agreements on telecommunication matters

/ ...

By article 44 of the Montreux Convention the Members of the Union reserve

the right to make special agreements on telecommunication matters Ylhich do not

concern other Members, provided they do not conflict with the terms of the

convention or of the regulations as far as concerns harmful interference to the

radio services of other countri es •

The right to make special agreements is qualified by the regulations.

It is recognized in the telegraph and telephone regulations that derogation

from their provisions may be made by special arrangements.

The radio regulations prescribe that special arrangements may be made as

follows:

(i) By two or more Members regarding sub-allocation of bands of frequencies

to the appropriate services of the participating countries.

(i1) By two or more Members regarding assignment of frequencies below or

above those covered by the table of frequency allocations to stations

in one or more specific services prOVided all Members affected have

been invited to 'the conference.

(1ii) By Members on a world-wide basis regarding assignment of frequencies

covered by the table of frequency allocations to stations participating

in a specific service prOVided that all Members are invited to the

conference.

(iv) Between neighbouring countries regarding stations operating on

frequencies above 41 MHz to be located in the territory of one country

and intended to improve the national coverage of the other country.

In cases (i)-(iii) the lTU Secretary-General must be informed in advance of

the intention to convene the conference. In all cases contents of the arrangements

made must be communicated to him so that he may inform the membership as a whole.

The radio regulations also prOVide that special arrangements shall determine

the conditions of operation of stations in the fixed and mobile services in

order to protect those services from harmful interference, haVing regard to

the difficulties of operation of stations of the maritime mobile service.

Provision has also been made in various regional agreements for further

special regional arrangements.

A/cmiF.39/5(Vol. r)
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World Health Organization

It is felt that each special agreement and its surrounding circumstances

would have to be examined to see to what extent it was the intention of the

parties that the agreement be subject to the rules of the ITV.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A/6827!Add.l, pp. 28-33))
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•••article 4 makes the application of treaties which are constituent

instruments of an international organization or are adopted within an internationaJ

organization subject to the relevant rules of the organization. It is therefore

only when an organization has no rule relevant to a given case that the draft

articles would apply. In other words, in the case of a treaty which is the

constituent instrument of an international organization or is adopted within it~

the provisions of the draft articles have only a secondary application.

(Letter of 13 July 1967 from the Head of the Legal Office of the World Health

Organization (A!6827!Add.l, p. 42))

See also ibid., quoted infra under part 11, section 2.
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Turkey

MEMBER STATES

I···

Nigeria

Netherlands

SECTION 1 - CONCLUSION OF TREATIES

PART II - CONCLUS10:N AND ENTRY INTO FORCE OF TREATIES

See XXIst session, 907th meeting, para. 15, quoted supra unqer article 1.

See XXIlnd session, 969th meeting} para, 2, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

A dominant place in the law ef treaties! was naturally occupied by rules

concerning the consent of the State to be bound. A number of those rules}

inc,luding those on reservations, were grouped in articles 10 to 20 ....

(Mr. Tammes, XXIst session, g03rd meeting, para. 13) I

See XXIInd sess.ion, 978th meeting, para. 11, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.
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ARTICLE 5

Capacity of States to conclude treaties

MEMBER STATES

Australia

As a federal state, Australia would also have to give closer study to

article 5 (2) dealing with the treaty-making capacity of the states members of a

federal union.

(Sir Kenneth Bailey, XXllnd session, 98lst meeting, para. 13)

Bulgaria

See XXIst session, gloth meeting, para. 7, ~uoted infra under article 12.

Canada

As a number of delegations had already pointed out, article 5, on capacity to

conclude treaties, appeared to be incomplete. It ignored such elements as

recognition and state responsibility concerning performance. Moreover, the use of

so fundamental a term as 11 State ll in the articles in this part of the draft did

not seem to be wholly consistent.

(Mr. Gotlieb, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 6)

Ceylon

...in his delegation's view the draft did not deal ade~uately with the problem

of treaty-making capacity. It might, indeed, be doubted that international law

/ ...



Cuba

I· ..

Article 5, which dealt ,~ith the important question of the capacity of States to

conclude treaties, shoLlld delve fLlrther into the meaning of the word IIState lt in that

context. Only States which enjoyed fLll1 internal and external sovereignty could

possess a capacity to conclude treaties. A treaty concluded between parties) one

of Which enjoyed only limited and formal sovereignty, should be deemed to be void

under the law of treaties, since the party that was in an inferior position legally

lacked capacity to be bOLlnd. There could be mutual consent only when both parties

enJoyed full contractual freedom•

. (Mr. Alvarez Tabio, XXIInd session, 974th meeting, para. 24-)
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contained any objective criteria of international personality or treaty~making

capacity. Sometimes participation in international agreements was the only test

that could be applied to determine whether the parties had su.ch personality or

capacity or, indeed, "statehocdll
• For example, India had been regarded as an

international entity possessed of treaty-maki~~ capacity long before independence,

because of the practice, beginning with the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, of India's

becoming a separate party to international agreements. The older British dominions,

Southern Rhodesia, and the Commonwealth of the Philippines before its independence

had all developed their treaty-making capacity through the very process of entering

into international agreements. Once the dominant or sovereign entity to which a

political subdivision ~o/as sLlbordinate consented to the latter1s treaty-making

capacity, the capacity existed whenever another entity was willing and able to .

conclude with that sLlbdivision an agreement to be governed by international law.

The very exercise of treaty-making capacity by a sLlbordinate entity endowed it with

legal personality under international 18.\'1. It made little sense, therefore, to

make the possession of' legal personality a prerequisite to the conclusion of

treaties, as draft article 5 purported to do. There was) therefore, need to clarify

Md redefine the scope of the law of treaties as far as it concerned the classes o£

entities that might enter into treaties.

(Mr. Sanmuganathan, XXlst session l 908th meeting, para. 5)



LHiS delegatio£! also considered that the existence in the future convention

of an article specifying that every State possessed the capacity to conclude treaties

was essential. That would reflect the principle of international ~aw according to

which all States enjoyed sovereign equality, had equal rights and duties, and were

equal members of the international community, notwithstanding differences of an

economic, social, political or other nature. That principle had been adopted

unanimously by the 1966 Special Committee on Principles of International Law

co~cerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation a~ong States (see Aj6230).
(Mr. Potocny, XXIst session, 906th meeting, para. 11)

,',

.... ::
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Czechos lovakia

; ,','

The right of a State to conclude international treaties was one aspect of

State sovereignty. Indeed, ~us contrahendi was considered a fundamental right of

the State, and the international treaty was the principal source of the juridical

regulation of relations among States. Hence the importance of completing the

cod.ification of the law of treaties.

(Mr. Smejkal, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 18)

See also ibid., para. 28) quoted infra under article 12.

Dahomey

See XXIst session, 9~th meeting, para. 9, quoted infra under article 12.

Ecuador

See XXlInd session, 98lst meeting, para. 26, quoted supra under article 2.

/ ...



Poland

/ ....

See XXlst session, 913th meeting, para. 10, quoted~ under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.
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Mongolia

Part 11, section 1, article 5

The general principle stated in draft article 5 that every State possessed

capacity to conclude treaties "IaS a natural corollary of the principle of the

sovereign equality of States, upon which the United I~ations itself' was based. Any

move to restrict the right of certain States tc ccnclude treaties was an attempt at

subjugation that no longer had any place in modern international law, which

disregarded all inequalities amor.g States.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXlst session. 9llth meeting, para. "5:2)

Poland, '''hich had ablays stood up for the principle of the universality of

participation in international conferences on the grounds that the existence of a

state was independent of its recogniticn by third Sta.tes, considered that, by virtue

of the equality of States) any State was entitled to participate in general treaties

of concern to it ,.,rhich might have a bea.ring on its interests. It considered that

that right should be of an objective kiml, and that it should be expressly stated

in the future convention. In that respect, the provision of' article 5 to the

effect that every State possessed capacity to conclude treaties was insufficient,

since it did not prevent the application of the contrary principle - which had of

late become widely practised - of the limitation of participation in international

conferences on treaties of a general kind; and it did not eliminate the injustice

that Would be involved in the adoption by a majority of contracting States of a

clause barring some States f'rcm participation in the treaty that had been concluded.

In that respect, the solution adopted by the International Law Cormnission was

basically inimical to codification, for it was contrary to the fundamental principle



of the equality of States; and the Polish delegation would like to draw the Sixth

Committeefs attention to that point, the position on which was retrograde by

comparison with the 1962 text.

(Mr. Osiecki, XXlInd session, 977th meeting t para. 15)
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Sierra Leone

See XXIst session, 911th meeting, para. ~·4, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

Sweden

Article 5 (2) attributed treaty-making capacity to the constituent members of

federal States within the limits laid down by the federal constitution. He wondered,

however, whether it was reasonable exactly to equate the capacity of the State under

international law with that under the federal constitution and to expect foreign

States fully to master the intricacies of such constitutions.

(Mr. Blix t XXIInd session, 980th meeting, para. 11)

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

His delegation attached special importance to article 5 (1), which embodied

the principle of the sovereig~ equality of States, one of the main features of

contemporary international .law. Under the provision in question, any state had the

right to take part in the preparation of general rules governing treaties and,

consequently, in the preparation of the future convention on the law of treaties.

The Ukrainian delegation therefore deplored the fact that the Sixth Committee had

not succeeded in doing anything positive in that regard: what amounted in practice

to depriving certain States of their right to be parties to general treaties

obviously constituted discrimination, and it was to be hoped that the conference

I···



Part 11, section 1, article 5
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would take care to keep out all such discriminatory provisions. Indeed, the draft

should contain a provision whereby general treaties were open to accession by all

states. Again, the very nature of many general treaties made it a duty of States

to accede to them, and it was therefore important that all of them should be

offered the opportunity to take part in the conference.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 17)

••• Article 5, establishing the capacity of every State to conclude tr~ties,

including States members of a federal union if such capacity is admitted by the

federal constitution, is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of States.

(Letter of 27 June 1967 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (A/6827, p. 24))

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

••• article L5_7 limits the capacity to conclude treaties to States - including

members of a federal union sUbject to certain qualifications. At an earlier stage,

the International Law Commission considered, concurrently with the category of

federations or other unions of States, the capacity of "dependent States" to enter

into treaties. Thus it had been suggested that a dependent State may possess

international capacity to enter into treaties, inter alia, where llthe other

contracting parties accept its participation in the treaty in its OWn name

separately from the State which is responsible for the conduct of its international

relations" • It is not entirely clear whether the omission of a reference to

dependent States in article 5 precludes dependent States from becoming parties to··

international treaties. As far as FAO is concerned, Associate Members which by

definition are Territories which are not responsible for the conduct of their

international relations (~rticle 11-3 of the Constitution) can be admitted to FAO

and thereby assume certain rights and obligations provided for in the Constitution.

I···
.;.

}l', .
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International Telecommunication Union

Under the Monteaux Convention the Members of the Union are:

(i) Any country or group of territories listed in annex 1 to the Convention.

In this list are included States members of federal unions and groups of

. territories.

Part 11, section 1, article 5

(ii)

(Hi)
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Countries not listed which become Members of the United Nations and accede.

Any sovereign country not listed which accedes after its application for

.membership has been approved by 'two thirds of' the Members of the Union.

Provision is made for associate membership in which may be included countries. J

territories and groups of territories the application of which is approved by a

Moreover they can also become parties to conventions and agreements adopted under

article XIV of the Constitution. Although in both cases the instruments of

acceptance are submitted by the Member Nation that is responsible for the conduct

of the international relations of the Territory concerned, the exercise of the

rights and duties connected with associate mem~ership is vested in such Associate

Member as far as membership in FAO is concerned. Similarly, Associate Members may

be in a position to exercise rights and carrying out obligations under a convention

or agreement if by virtue of constitutional arrangements between an Associate

Member and the country responsible for its international relations the for~er has

been endowed with the authority to become a party to international treaties.

(See article II,paragraphs 3~4, article XIV, paragraph 5 of the Constitution,

rule XXI, paragraphs I-a (ii), b, c, and 3 of the General Rules of the Organization,

paragraphs 7, 14-a (ii) of the Principles and Procedures Governing Conventions and

Agreements Concluded under Articles XIV and XV of the Constitution.) In view of

the provisions of article 4 of the draft articles, the special status of Associate

Members within FAO '"ould not seem to present any particular problems; the above

observations should therefore not be construed as a suggestion for reintroducing

specifically the concept of lIdependent States" in the draft articles.

(Letter of 7 JU~Y 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827!Add.l, pp. 21-22))

/ ...



Ecuador

MEMBER. STATES

Czechcs lovakia
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See document A/6827 and Corr.l, quoted infra under article 7-

Japan

See XXIst session, 914th meeting, para. 19, quoted infra under article 11.

J.•.

Full powers to represent the State in the conclusion of treaties

ARTICLE 6

majority of the Members and any Trust Territory on behalf' of which the United

Nations has acceded to the convention and which is sponsored by the United Nations.

Associate Members have the same ri/jhts and obligations as Members except the right

to vote.
(ketter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A/6827/Add .l. p. 33))

The provision of paragra.ph 1 (b) [Of article fil should be made more precise

in the sense that the intention of the respective States to dispense with full

powers must be obvious.

(Note verba1e of 15 August 1967 from the Charge dtAffaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827. p. 9))



As to the conditions for representation of a State in the conclusion of

international treaties, it might have been better, rather than make a restrictive

list, as "ms done" in article 6, to enumerate certain conditions as a guide, leaving

the details to be settled by the municipal law of each State, since constitutional

systems specified almost all the organs competent to conclude treaties.

(Mr. Gastli, XXIInd session, 981st meeting, para. 4)
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Tunisia

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Foed and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Generally speaking, the rules adopted by FAO with regard to full powers and

the adoption of instruments are in conformity with the relevant articles of the law

of treaties. Both draft amendments to the FAO Constitution and conventions and

agreements under article XIV of the Constitution have to be included in the draft

agenda of the Conference or Council, as the case may be, and texts have to be

circulated well in advance of the opening of the Conference or Council session.

Accordingly, Member Governments may be presumed to have taken cognizance of the

texts, and no credentials other than those empowering the members of delegations to

represent their Governments at the session are required for the purpose of adopting

an amendment to the Constitution or a convention or agreement.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and AgriCUlture

Organization of the United Nations (A!6827!Add.l, P. 22))

International Telecommunication Union

Accreditation to ITU plenipotentiary conferences can be given by Heads of'

State or Govermnent or the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The same persons and the

/ ...



Czechoslovakia

Japan

MEMBER STATES
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/ ...

See document A/(~27, quoted infra under article 44.

That lI an act relating to the conclusion of a treaty performed by a person who

cannot be considered under article 6 as representing his State for that purpose is

Without legal effect ll is a matter-of-course conclusion drawn from article 6. There

is, therefore, no necessity of providing for it.

The phrase 11 unless afterwards confirmed by the competent authority of the

Statell inVOlves danger of abuse by giving rise to assertions by a person that, even

in such a case where he cannot be considered under article 6 as representing his

ARTICLE 7

Subsequent confirmation of an act performed without authority

Minister responsible for questicns d~alt with during the conference can accredit

delegates to ITV administrative conferences. The Secretary-General of the United

Nations may accredit the delegation representing a Trust Territory. The head of a

diplomatic mission, or the head of the permanent delegation to the European Office

of the United Nations for ITU conferences held in Geneva, may accredit a delegation

sUbject to confirmation prior to signature of the final acts by the Head of State

or Government, the Minister for Foreign Affairs or (for administrative conferences)

the Minister responsible.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A!6827!Add.l, pp. 33-34»)



ARTICLE 8

MEMBER STATES

Food and AgricultlITe Organization of the United Nations

Part II, section 1, articles 7 and 8
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Ceylon

Adoption of the text

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

State .for a certain purpose, he can represent his state for that purpose so long

as confirmation on his act is allegedly expected frem the competent authority of

the State.

It is appropriate, therefore, to delete this article.

(Note verbale of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827 and Corr.l, pp. 20, 21))

The problem of subsequent confirmation of an act performed by a representative

of a Member Nation without credentials in the formal sense has arisen in connexion

with the signing of, or ~cceding to, conventions and agreements, for which specific

full powers are required. This situation is now regulated by a provision similar

to that appearing in article 7 of the law of treaties (rule XXI-4 of the General

Rules of the Organization).

(Letter of 7 JLlly 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A!6827!Add.l, p. 22))

· ,·1,

••• the draft articles did not seem adequately to cover at least one of the

new techniques of treaty-making which had developed in recent years, namely the

/ ...
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adoption of the text of a treaty by nn intl'rnational organization pw'"suant to its

inherent powers. Under draft arti;:: It;:, t)) I2xC'ept for the cas e provided for in its

paragraph 2 when a text war1 adoptt::c1 at an international conference, the rule would

b that the adoption took place by t.he unanimous consent of the participatinge .

States. That text, hOHever, had to be read in conjunction with art icle 4, which

provided that as to treaties adopted Hithin international organizations, the

application of' the provisions cd' th~~ draft articlf's was to be 11 SUbject to any

relevant rules of the organization". The a.pplication of' article 4- raised no problem

when the adoption 01' the text of a treaty by an intl.;,rnational organization took place

pursuant to an express provlslon ef the orgal1ization t s constituent instrument} as

in the case of the conventions of the International Labour Organisation. HOHever,

where a treaty was adopted within an orga.ni~o.tir:n in the exercise of its inherent

powers, the rules of the orGanization mil.?;ht not offer guidance, since the treaty

formulated attained an independent existence. The application of article 4 became

even more difficult \4hen the trea.ty adopted 1,.11thin an international organization was

itself, in part, the constituent instrument of a. new, wholly independent international

organization, with its mm rules. HE.' cited the examples of the Articles of

Agreement of the International :n~".-clopment Association and of the International

Finance Corporation and also the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes

between States and Nationals of other States, all of \~hich w'ere instruments that had

first been adopted by the Executive Directors of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development and then circulated to the States members of the Bank

for acceptance. It m:i[;ht bp pcss:ihlf.:to argue that the case was covered by

article 8 (1) in thati the true adoption oceurl'cd only when each State signed or

ratified the text; it might also be suggested that the ll rul es of the organizationll

referred to in article 11· \>lere not only the organizationts regular rules but were

also all decisions and reeolutions binding llPl111 its members. However, his

delegation believed that the formulation LH1d adoption of the text of the treaty by

the competent organ of' an international organization pursuant t.o its inherent powers

deserved to be given cleare:l.' treatment in the draft articles. Hhilc it did not wish

to make a specific proposal for amending the text , it felt that the terms of

article 8 (1) might be made less rigid by prOViding for its application in cases

Where no other made of adoption had been expressly or tacitly agreed. It also felt

Part 11, section 1, article 8
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that the provisions of article 4 relating to treaties adopted, "Within an

international organization" would have to be looked at carefully with a view to

imp~ovement or, if necessary, to deletion.

(Mr. Pinto, XXIlnd session, 969th meeting, para. 9)

Czechos lovakia

In paragraph 2 [of article ffJ the term 11 international conference" ought to be ,
!

defined more accurately; otherwise misunderstanding might arise as to the applicatiori
1

of paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 respectively. I

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge dtAffaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A!6827, p. 9))

The procedure for the adoption of the text of a treaty at an international

conference should, as a general principle, be appropriately left to the decision

of t,he conference and the provision of this article should be kept as a residuary

rule.

Therefore, it will be appropriate to delete the phrase beginning with llunlessu

and replace it by Ilunless they decide to apply a different rUlell
•

(Note verbale of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827 and Corr.l, p. 21))

Netherlands

With regard to the adoption of a multilateral treaty in article 8 (2), his

delegation, held that a rule providing derogation from the unanimity rule should be

applied only in the case of the adoption of general multilateral treaties. In all

/ "••• ,1. J
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other cases, the decision should be left to the >conference itsBlf, as it might be

desirable, especially in the case of regional trea.ties, tl'lat all the negotiating

sta~es should accept the drafted rules.

(~. KOoi~mans, XXIInd session, 977th meeting, para. 6)

In view of the fact that in seme cases the instruments convening international

conferences specify the procedure for the adoption ef texts by the conference, the

yugoslav Government cons id el'S that in nrtic le 8 J paragraph;2, the words I1 when the

conference is convened or at the conference itselfl1 should be added after the words

"they shall decide l1
•

(Letter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief r~egal t~dviser of the f,'1inistr.v of Foreign

Affairs (Aj6827 I P. 28))

Paragraph 2 of draft article 8 is not in accordance with the practice of United

Nations conferences, under which the adoption and amendment of the rules of procedure,

including the rules relating to voting, normally takes place by a simple majority

of representatives present and voting. This difference J however J will not create

any difficUlty if, as suggested above, article h is broadened to recognize the

possibility that some international organizations have the authority to adopt

special rules at variance with the provisions of the draft articles in regard to

treaties concluded under their auspices.

(y'6827/Add.l~ PP. 14-15)
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SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

The principle of adoption of a text by a two-thirds majority, as reflected in

article B, paragraph 2, of the draft articles, has also been incorporated in

articles XIV and XX of the FAO Constitution but the criteria for calculating that

majority ar'e not uniform in all cases. Thus, amendments to the Constitution can

be adopted by the Conference by a two-thirds majority of the votes cast, provided

that such majority is more than one half of the Member Nations of the Organization

(article XX-1); conventions and agreements may be adopted by the Conference by a

ti-l'o-thirds majority of the votes cast (article XIV-I), while the majority required

for adoption by the FAO Council is two thirds of the membership of the Council

(artic le XIV-2) •

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A!6B27/Add.l, p. 23))

See also ibid., quoted supra under article 6.

International Telecommunication Union

The only cases where a special majority is specifically required under ITU

rules are:

(a) In connexion with the admission to membership of countries not Members

of the United Nations; in this case the approval of two thirds of the Members of

the Union is required;

(b) In connexion with the determinatio~ of the agenda of conferences, their

date and place of meeting and changes thereto.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A/6827!Add.l, p. 34))

/' .;
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
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ARTICLE 9

AuthtmtIC'aticl1 cl' the text

Part IX. section 1, article 9

SECRETARY-G}:;1'3&\L OF THE UNITED llA'l'IONS

••• article f!jJ again ShCMS the neen for leaving some flexibility to

international organizations in rega.rd bcth tc the prccedures of their organs and

to those of conferences under tht3ir auspi.cE~S. There are cases in Which) without

any demonstrable agreement u1' the States participating in the drawing up of the

treaty in accordance ,oTith sub-paragraph Ca)) and 0.18G ~;ithout the signatures of

representatives in accordance ',dth oub-paragraph Cb)} the establishment. of the

authentic text is necessarily left to the secretariat of the conference, The

commentary refers to a ccmparable case ",hel'e uutlhmtlcation ta.kes the form of a

resolution of an international organization \..11' of an act of authentication by a

competent authority of a.n organization. Even "'here there is a signing ceremony at

the end of a conference or of 'the del:ibE'rations ()f an organ of an international

organization) reasons of time frequently prf!!Vent representatives f'rcm having any

opportunity to verify tho text} and in that. case also the real authentication of

the text is performed by the secretariat, But draft article 9 creates no di:fficulty

provided that draft article 4 i,s altered as suggested above.

(A/6827!Add, 1, P. 15)

The rule governing authentication of conventions and agreements is laid down

in article XIV-7 of the RI\O Constitution} Hhich is at variance with article 9 of

the draft articles.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel ,of the Food and Ap;ricLllture

Organization of the United Nations (A!6827(Add.l, p, ~2))
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International Labour Organisation

See document A!6827!Add.l, quoted supra under Comments and observations on the

draft articles as a whole.

ARTICLE 10

Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by s.ignature

MEMBER STATES

Belgium

Article 10 (2) provides that the initialling of a text constitutes a signature

of the treaty, i.e. the consent of a State to be bound by the treaty, when it is

established that the negotiating States so agreed.

It was obviously thought desirable to provide a text to cover the practice

referred to in paragraph (4) of the commentary on the article, concerning

. initialling by a Head of State, Prime Minister or Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Nevertheless, the phrase "when it is established that the negotiating States so

agreed" could, in practice, give rise to serious difficulties and cast doubt on the
,-

actual effect of the initialling. .,

The phrase 11 it is established'! is, after all, very general. It excludes no

method of proof and might cpnceivably include alleged consent, based on

conversations or on any source whatsoever, in certain specified circumstances.

In order to meet this objection it might be advisable to amend the phrase to

read !lit is expressly established".

(Letter of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A!6827, P. 4))

/ ...
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Czechoslovakia

Chile
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Canada

Part 11, section 1, article 10

See XXlst session, 905th meeting, para. 12, quot.ed infra under article ll.

I . ..

2. (no change).

"L The consent of the ::;to.te to be bound by a treaty is expressed by
the signature of its representative ,·rith the exception of cases to which
article 11 and article )5~ apply. If

See XXIInd session, 97Gth meeting, para.• 4, quoted infra under article 62.

See XXIst session, 91.?th meeting, para. 29, quoted infra under article 11.

It becomes apPc'1.rent f'rcm the comparison of the provisions contained in

article 10, paragraph 1 (b), and that of article 11, paragraph 1 Cb), that cases

may occur where it has m:!itl1er bem'! aGcertained that the States agreed to be bound

by a treaty nor did the::,' agree that ratification ",}ould be required. In that respect

the draft appears to be incomplete. It ~>'Ould be useful to express in article 10

the presumption that in the case:.. not cO\r~red by the provisions of article 11 and

of article 12 respectively, the Sta:te is bound by the signature of a treaty, The

follovring wording of article 10 13 suggested:

It is suggested t.hat the provision contained in article 11) paragraph 1 (d»)

be deleted as superfluous as it is covered by the provision in paragraph 1 Cb))

of the same article.

(Note verbale of' 15 August. 1967 f'rcm Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the United

Nations (A/6827. P. 9))
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Sweden

Article 10, concerning consent by signature, and article 11, concerning consent

by ratification, acceptance and approval, appeared to be the outcome of a compromise

that had achieved unanimity at the expense of legal clarity. As drafted, they

merely recognized that the parties to'an agreement were free to determine Whether

signa~ure or ratification should be the means of expressing their consent to be

bound. For cases where the parties had not specified their preference in the matter,

Sweden supported the inclusion of a residuary rule Whereby signature would be deemed

to be the method of expressing consent to be ~ound.

(Mr. Blix, XXlInd session, 980th meeting, para. 12)

See also ibid., para. 12, quoted infra under article 12.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

The practice of FAO is reflected in paragraph 4 of the Principles and Procedures

governing Conventions and Agreements. Thus, both the traditional system, i.e. that

of signature, signature subject to ratification, and accession, as well as the

simplified system of acceptance by deposit of an instrument of acceptance are being

applied with respect to conventions and agreements concluded under article XIV of

the Constitution.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel ,of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827/Add.l, p. 23))

/ ...
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Canada

ARTICLE 11

Part rI, section 1, article 11

Consent t,e' be bound by a treaty expressed
by ratificatic'n. acceptance er approval

••• he thought that draft ul'ticles 10 and IlJ concerning consent to be bound by

a treaty as expressed, respectively, by signattrre and by ratification, should have

noted that treaties in simplified f(ll'm did not re,Wire ratification) and should have

included rules to cover unratified trt~aties and treaties that did not stipulate

whether or not they should be ratified.

(Mr. Vargas, XXIst session, 9l;:~th meeting, para. i~9)

See XXIInd session, 976th meeting., pura. 4, quoted infra under article 62.

/- ..

It was debatable wheth(~r the text under consideration had been improved by the

omission of the stipulation, contained in article 12 (1) of the 1962 text, that
liT t'rea ~es in principle require ratification unless they fall within one of the

exceptions prOVided for in paragraph 2 below ll
• A State which contracted

international legal obligations under a treaty was performing an act of sovereignty)

which to a certain extent restricted the future exercise of its sovereign rights.

Only the organs through Which national sovereignty was exercised could perform such

acts and impose such restrictions. In seme cases - for instance, when the exercise

of sovereignty was entrusted to a monarch - ratification might not be necessary.
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Countries with a democratic system of government, however, considered that

sovereignty was vested in the nation - a group of people united under a government

chosen by all. It was therefore essential that public treaties should be submitted

to the organs representing the people for their approval. Article 5 of the

Convention on Treaties (Havana, 1928) stated that treaties were obligatory only

after ratification by the contracting States, even though that condition was not

stipu~ated in the full powers of the negotiators or did not appear in the treaty

itself. Article 6 of the Convention specified that ratification must be made in

writing pursuant to the legislation of the State concerned. The provisions in the

draft articles which dealt with ratification should be revised, in respect of the

distinction between the concept of ratification in international law and the

corresponding concept in constitutional law, so that those states in which

parliamentary action was required for the ratification of international treaties

would be able to support the convention.

(Mr. Tinoco, XXIInd session, 982nd meeting, para. 48)

Czechoslovakia

See document A/6827, quoted supra under article 10.

Ecuador

••• draft article 11 set out the general rule that ratification was not

necessary to render a treaty binding unless the need for ratification was

established expressly in the treaty itself or the intention to require ratification

was deduced by any of the means set out in that draft article. His delegation not

only found it difficult to co-ordinate that provision With draft article 6, sub

paragraph 2 (S), whereby representatives accredited by States to an international

conference or to an organ of an international organization were empowered only to

adopt the text of a treaty, but it was concerned about the wide reach of the rule.

(Mr. Alcivar, XXIst session, 914th meeting, para. 19)

/ ....
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Ghana

Part II, section 1, article 11

.,. in article 11, on the ratification of treaties, the Commission had started

from the premise that the question of ratification should depend on the intention,

expressed or implied, of the negotiating States. His delegation approved the non

comittal stand taken by the Ccmmission on that question, since it shared the view

that ratification was an optional procedure intended to facilitate agreements

between States whose executive branches could not conclude treaties Without the

approval of the legislature. In its view, however, it would have been more

satisfactory if the draft articles hlld included a provision on the status of

unratified treaties. It "lQuld also have liked the draft to specify whether

ratification was necessary when a treaty was silent on that point. Furthermore,

the Commission ought to have stat(~d vhether ratification was required in the case

of a treaty that did not come under either article 10, paragraph 1, article 11.

(Mr, Van Lare, XXlst session, 905th meeting, para, 12)

With reference to article 11 (1) (~), concerning the expression of consent by

ratification, he wished to point out that J in Philippine law, all treaties required

ratification.

(Mr. Espe.io,. XXIInd session, 9Blst meeting. para. 20)

... the very wording ef draft articles 11, 12 and 13 emphasized the importance

cl the free consent of States becoming parties to a treaty; such consent was

essential to the equitable application of' the rule pacta sunt servanda.

(Mr. Koroma, XXIst session, ()llth meeting. para. 45)
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In the Commission} the proposal that the rule concerning ratification of

treaties (draft article 11) should be reversed had prevailed. The Commission had

decided that its proper course was simply to set out the conditions under which the

consent of a State to be bound by a treaty was expressed by ratification in modern

international law.

(M:r. de Luna, XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 34)

Sweden

See XXllnd session, 980th meeting, para. 12, quoted supra under article 10 and

infra under article 12.---

Tunisia

••• the Tunisian delegation approved of the wording of article 11 concerning

ratification as an expression of a State's consent to be bound by a treaty. The

article made it clear that ratification was the rule and non-ratification the

exception, which was quite in keeping with Tunisian constitutional practice.

(Mr. Gastli, XXIInd session, 981st meeting, para. 4)

Uruguay

••• he pointed out, in connexion with paragraph 1 (~) of article 11, concerning

consent to be bound by a treaty that under the domestic laws of his country every

treaty or international agreement, irrespective of its nature, had to be submitted

to Parliament for ratification, which meant that consent to be bound by a treaty

always had to,find expression, as far as Uruguay was ,concerned, in ratification.

(Mr. CiasUllo, XXIInd session, 97lst meeting, para. 5)

/' ..
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SPECIALIZED l,\GEKCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

See document 6827/Ado •1, quoted supra under article 10.

International. Te1eccIr.munication Union

Ratification is required for signatories to the International Telecommunication

Convention: non-signatories !nay acc:ede. For most other lTU agreements approval

only is required.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Seerl:"tary-Gcneral ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A/6827!Adil.l. p. "9:-))

ARTICLE 12*

Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by accession

r·m-mER STATES

Australia

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 20, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

* The question of participation in multilateral treaties is included under
article 12.

/ ...



Of course, not all problems had been solved {by the International Law

CommissioE!. For example} the commentary on article 12} which had been extremely

difficult to draft, left open the question of whether general multilateral treaties

should be regarded as open to participation by every state, or whether the

negotiating States should be left free to fix by the provisions of the treaty the

categories of States to which it might be open. That was one of the problems that

would have to be dealt with by the conference of plenipotentiaries convened to

conclude a convention on the law of treaties.

(Mr. Amado, XXIst session, 904th meeting, para. 25)
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Brazil

Bulgaria

LA£7 important contribution by the Commission had been article 5 of its draft,

concerning the capacity of states to conclude treaties as an inherent right of every

State. Unfortunately, the Commission had not succeeded in applying that bas ic

principle to some other pertinent provisions of the draft, such as article 12

dealing with accession. He recalled that in article 8 of the 1962 draft there had

been an explicit provision to the effect that every state might become a party to a

general multilateral treaty; that rule had been a legal guarantee against the

doctrine and practice of discrimination \'1ith regard to participation in a treaty.

His delegation firmly believed that the fundamental principle of universal acceSSi'JD

of all States to general multilateral treaties should be embodied in the convention,

because any kind of limitation on a State's treaty-making rights was contrary to

the, fundamental principles and peremptory norms of modern international law.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIst session, 910th meeting, para. 7)

He Wished to stress his delegation f s firm adherence to the principle that

genera,l multilateral treaties should be open to signature and accession by all

States without any discrimination Whatsoever. The principle of sovereign equality I

I .. ·
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The absence of such a provision constitutes a set-back to the trend towards

proposed by the General Assembly of the United Ua.tions at its t'venty-first session

no longer includes article 8 of the 19G-~ draft on the participation of all States

in general multilateral treaties.

the adoption of the principle of universality in respect of the conclusion of and

participate in treaties and in internationa.l relations in accordance with the

accession to general international treaties. The adoption of this principle would

eliminate the possibility of di:3~rimination against certain States which wish to

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

principle of the sovereiGn equality of States and the needs of genuine international

co-operation.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

iA/6827!Add.l. PP. 5-6))

embodied in article 5 and also in articles 48 and 49) implied such universality}

and an explicit provision that every State might become a party to a general

multilateral treaty should be im~luded in the draft articles. The application of

I that principle llQuld l(=ad to the iddp.st possible participation in multilateral
I, treaties, thus increasing their efi'eetiveness as important instruments of

I
,

international co~operation.

, (Mo. Yankov. XXIInd s ess;on. 979th meet;np;, para. 4)

j
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
!
I
I
I

The first of Ltll~ principles L~n which agreement had not yet been reache91

was the universality of general multJlateral treaties, which should be open to

signature by all States, in the interests both of the international community and

and of the States parties to them. Any other course of action was inconceivable}

not only because it would discriminate age:i.nst entire peoples) but because general

multilateral treaties ',rere concerned Hith interests common to all States. It was

I· ..
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natural, therefore, that States that had not originally taken part in the drafting

and conclusion of such a treaty should have the opportunity of acceding to it if

they wished to do so.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXlst session, g08th meeting, para. 13))

Canada

See XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 4, quoted infra under article 62.

Ceylon

••• his delegation regretted that even though the Commission consisted of

persons chosen purely for their professional competence, it had been unable to

reconcile, in a spirit of compromise, certain differences of doctrine, for example

on the questions of participation in general multilateral treaties and of indirect

or economic coercion. If a body of specialists had been unable to agree on a

formulation in those important areas, it w'as hardly likely that a conference of

represent~tives of governments would be able to do much better. His delegation was

convinced that the exclusion of some States from participation in general multilateral

treaties, by direct or indirect means, was not only inconsistent with the very

nature of such treaties but injurious to the progress of international law. He

emphasized the importance of active participation by new nations in the re

examination and reformulation of the basic principles of international law, A

rethinking of those principles in the light of the diversity of the political,

religious and cultural elements making up those nations wou~d produce a result

which would have at least great psychological importance. The new States would no

longer be able to plead that they had been forced to accede to a system of

international law developed without their participation by those who bad been their

po~itical and economic masters.

(Mr. Sanmuganathan, XXlst session, 908th meeting, para, 4)
, See also ibid., para. 5, quoted~ under article 5.

/ ...
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... in keeping vith the principle enunciated in article 5 (1), it would be

adVisable to include a provision - pC'ssibly in article 12 - that multilateral

tre.aties of a general nature should be open to accession by all States.

(Mr. Sme,ikal, XXIInd session, 97(th meetinf~! para. ~~8)

The capacity of every State to conclude treaties also covered its capacity to

accept a treaty or to accede to it tmd so to beccme a party to multilateral

treaties dealing with or governing matters involving its legitimate interests. A

general multilateral treaty was concluded on behalf of the interna.tional community,

belonged to that community as a ,...hole and could not be closed to the accession of'

states which had not participated in the international conference where the treaty

was elaborated or ~"hich 1·/8re net fw:mbers of' the international organizations under

whose auspices the treaty had bc!en prepared. Any contrary practice constituted

discrimination against those States and a flagrant violation of the principle of

the sovereign equality of States and the principle of universality. In addition,

such an attitude seriously endal1t~ered not only peaceful international co-operation

but the very objectives for the achievement of 'which the general multilateral treaty

in question had been concluded. Such a discriminatory practice had unfortunately

existed for many years, but the ccdification and progressive development of the

~w of treaties offered a ~ood opportunity to do away with it and to declare that

every general multilateral tr(~~'l.t::, 1. e., I?V8ry treaty \'Ihich concerned general norms

of international law' or dealt HHh matters of general interest to States as a whole,

was open to participation by all States. Such a provision was not included in the

draft articles, but his delegati,on hoped that the diplomatic conference that would

~dertake the task of concluding a convention on the law of treaties would remedy

that deficiency.

(Mr. Potocny, XXIst session, 90Gth meeting, para, 12)
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Czechoslovakia

Part II, section 1, article 12



It is desirable to express in accordance with the provision of article 5,
paragraph 1, the principle that multilateral treaties of a general nature be open

to the accession of all States. It is suggested therefore that the present wording

of article 12 be designated as paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 be added as follows:

A/CONI!' .39/5 (Vol. I)
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Page 12)·~ Part II~ seciion 1, article 12

1l2. The consent to be bound by a multilateral treaty containing general
rules of international law or affecting questions concerning general interests
of all States may be expressed by each State by way of accession. 11

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge dfAffaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827, p, 9))

See also ibid., quoted supra under article 10.-- ---

Dahomey

The draft articles based the law of treaties on the sovereign will and free

consent of States, thus reaffirming the principle of the equality of States. The

articles stated clearly that all States possessed the capacity to conclude treaties

in his delegation r El view, it followed logically that all States should be able to

participate in general multilateral treaties. International law could not

discriminate in that respect, and it was regrettable that the draft articles were

silent on that point.

(Mr. Adjibade, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 9)

Ghana

In article 12, the Oommission had taken current trends in international law

into account by deciding not to make accession toa treaty dependent on its entry

into force. However) possibly in order to avoid political controversy, the

Oommission bad left undecided the question of participation in multilateral

treati.es. His delegation) nevertheless) thought that the international community

might have derived some benefit from recommendations on that point.

(Mr. Van Lare, XXIst session,905th meeting, para. 13)

/...



Multilateral treaties ef a genpral nature must 1 by their very n'lture, be

universaL That essential ellaracteristic of such tri2aties must never be lost sight

of, lest the great hopes placed in the United rtations should be dashed. All States

wishing to participate in treaties and in bternatienal relati0ns should be allowed

to do so, in keeping Hith the principles ef equality bet'\ieen sovereign States and

in order to give real meaning to internatitnal co-operation and encourage better

mutual understanding.

(Mr. Savane, XXIInd session, 98.?nd m8etin{~, para. ;~9)

There was, ... another important question) tl1at of participation in general

multilateral treaties, on which the Commission had formulated no rules because, as

i'xplained in the commentary on article 12, its members had been unable to agree on

that point. His delegation regretted thn.t it had not been possible to retain at

least article 8, paragraph 1) cl' the 1962 draft) which stated that a general

multilateral treaty should be (~pen to all States. It Hished to reaffirm that in

its view participation in general multilateral treaties should be based on the

sovereign equality of' States.

(Mr. Prandler I XXIst session. 907th meetil11~, para. 3)

/ ...
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Guinea

Part 11, section 1. article 12

Article 12 (£) was bound to create discrimination against States when they

intended to accede to the treaty but the negotiating States did not agree that such

consent might be expressed. Article 12 could have been easily reworded if

article 8 of the 1962 draft concerning participation in general multilateral

treaties had not been deleted. His delegation strongly deplored that deletion. It

was convinced that the conference of plenipotentiaries prOVided for in General

Assembly resolution 2166 (XXI) would give due attention to that anomaly '''hich gravely

violated the principle of' the sovereign equality of States and undermined the

application and the very authority of' the law d' treaties.

(M£.. Prandler, XXlInd session, 978th meeting, para. It)
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Another serious omission in the draft articles was the failure to deal with the

major problem of participation in general multilateral treaties. His delegation

shared the opinion e~pressed by the representatives of Czechoslovakia and the

United Arab Republic, among others, that any multilateral treaty, particularly where

the codification and progressive development of international law were involved)

should be open to all States, because otherwise not only international co-operation

but the very objectives of the treaty in question would be endangered.

(Mr. Al-Anbari, XXlst session, 913th meeting, para. 7)

Liberia

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 3, quoted infra under article 60.

Mali

In Lth~ view Lof his delegatiog/, participation in gen~ral multilateral

treaties should be open to all States without discrimination.

(Mr. Koita, XXlst session, 914th meeting) para. 36)

Mongolia

The principle of the universality of general multilateral treaties was the

corner-stone of the collective work of codifying international law j it was by means ;

of such treaties that the general principles of international law were being

. formulated at present, and it was therefore a sine qua non of the universality of

modern law that every State; should have the opportunity to participate in all such

treaties. It was regrettable that that matter was not mentioned in the draft

I .. · !



Poland

/ ...
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para. ::4)

:Part II~ section 1, article 12

session.

.•• the contemporary practice of interna.tional 13.~~ demonstrated convincingly

that non-recognition by particular States :as nc obstacle to the participation of

a given State in general multilateral treaties} and therefore in the preparation

of such an instrument on tilt:: law c,r treaties. Furthermore} to bar a non-recognized

State from particir?ation in multilat\;~ral tl'e3.tle~ ',.. culd be prejudicial to

international co-operation. His delegati;":!1 ',las sorry that the Commission had not

found it possible to include article b ef th"3 1962 draft in the final text. If

that article was adopted} it '.,!ould 1'0111.::M that ~ whenever an international treaty was

open for signature or accession} B,ny Utate mi,;lit ol:ccme a [Jarty in accordance with

the procedure provided in th(~ treaty} Hhether or not that tlt-ate 'l1as recognized by

the other parties to the treaty.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXIInd session. 976th meetin;... 1)I3.ra. 51)

articles, and it would be fer tha ccnferer.ce of plenipotentiaries to remedy that

omission.

(w. Khashbat. XXlst

Full equality implied universality. It '•.;as right that no State Hhose

participation would serve the objectiven and purpost::s of a treaty and Whose interest

in it was legitimate, should be bar.red frcm being a party to it. 'there was a

growing trend towards opening all treaties to all interested States; that trend

Would ultimately prevail and ",auld dispcs€ of many practical a.nd theoretical

difficulties still remaining. respite argumerlts ·to the contrary) the principle of

universality in no way affected the freedcm of States to select partners in

international instruments tha.t they conelud.ed; nor did it 9rejudge the question of

the recognition of States) Which had no bearing on the SUbject. It was therefore

regrettable that after having included an article affirming tha.t principle in its
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1962 draft the Commission had later deleted it because of the impossibility of

reaching agreement on the sUbject.

(Mr. Lachs, XXlst s es s ion, 913th meeting, para. 12)

••• treaties should be considered open for all interested states.

The acceptance of the principle of universality of multilateral law of treaties

as an indispensable condition of observing the rule of equality of states will}

in the opinion of Poland, by wider use of international law, reinforce the

international community and ensure progress in international relations.

(Letter of 3 August 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A/6827 , p. 23))

Romania

••• the proposed convention should establish the principle of the universality

of general multilateral treaties and state explicitly that all States had the right

to participate in such treaties. As stated in the commentary on draft article 12,

that J;>rinciple had been fully discussed by the Commission in connexion with

articles 8 and 9 of the original draft, and it was regrettable that those articles

had been eliminated from the final draft, for universality was essential to the

development of international co-operation based on respect for the sovereignty and

equality of States.

(Mr. Flitan, XXlst session, 914th meeting, para. 13)

••• the converr~ion should make the universality of general multilateral treaties

one of its basic rUles, by expressly proclaiming the right of all states to become

parties to such treaties. The adoption of the principle of universality in the

/ ...



Tunisia

Sierra Leone

I . ..
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See XXIst scsGion, cC6th n:eetinc;) parCh 23) quoted infra under article 19.

See XXIst session, 911th me,'1;inbJ pura. 45, ~uctec1 supra under article 11.

codification of the lml of trt:.!at:i.es ";cuid prcmote the development of international

relations! help to ree.ffirm t;ht;? Pl'(:sL1.,:;p ad effectiveness of the United Nations,

and make a very important ccntr:i.buticr: to pen.ce.

(Mr. Secarin, XXIIntl session,. I)Ti,;th !::e;,;~t.jn;:, para. 40)

Article 12, concerninc consent by acc(;ssion, was also more in the nature of a

code describing hOl-/ stater: miCht cxpres:: tb~ir intention of making accession a

means of signifyinc bindinl..: consent. Lib..: c:rtichlS 10 a.nd 11, it was of little

legal significance.

(Mr. DUx, XXIIncl ~;ess iOll, ,'80th meetinr:, m~ra. 12)

Tunisia was also a little disappointed by the limita.tions placed in articles 8

and 9 on the principle that mLlltilatE~ral treaties should bt:l open to signature by

the greatest possible number of States. That principle could only serve to

strengthen the international community,; moreover, in view of the attainment of

independence by so many nationG, the ne", States shoul.d be given the opportunity to

become parties to the various treaties in existence.

(~. Gastli, XXIInd session! IJE\lst meetirus , para. 2)
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Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

His delegation regretted that the Commission had not seen fit to affirm the

principles of the universality of general multilateral treaties by stating in the

draft articles that those treaties were open to all s~ates. That principle was a

nC~COOQry ~oroJl~ry of that of the equality of Stp.tes. General mUltilateral. treaties.

often laid down binding principles of modern J~w which bound all States. It was

therefore unjust to deprive some states of ~he possibility of participating in the

conclusion of the treaty on an equal bRois with the others.

The United Nations had long bpen concerned with the question of the

universality of general multilateral treaties, and the principle of universality

had been implicitly affirmed in such General Assembly resolutions as 1378 (XIV) on

general and complete disRrmament, 1576 (XV), 1649 (XVI) and 1910 (XVIII) on nuclear

tests, 2028 (XX) on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and 2054 (XX) on

apartheid, which were addressed to all States without restriction, calling upon thee

to take certain steps or to become parties to certain agreements. The Committee

should therefore take a positive decision on that question.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIst session, 905th meeting, paras. 5-6)

See also ibid.} para. 17, quoted supra under article 5.

See document A/6827, quoted supra under Comments and observations on the dra:rt

articles as a whole.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

His delegation regretted that the principle of the universality of the law o~

treaties was .not reflected in the draft articles. One could not draw up a

convention on the law of treaties, which was to be observed by all States, and, at

the same time, not permit all States to participate in it. The universality of

general multilateral treaties was dictated by the needs of the every-day practice

/ ...
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Stressing the importance of the prir~ciple of the universality of international

law, he said that it was essential that all States should be able to adhere to the

future convention on the law of treaties. Contemporary international law was not

the property of a select grOl.lp. Indeed, the need for all States to participate in

the convention flowed from the broad principles of State sovereignty and equality.

Furthermore, it would be illogical to formulate norms of international law

applicable to all States 'Ihile preventing certain States from adhering to them. It

of international relations. HhE:n the mcst serious problems ha.d been at issue all

States had been ,.Jise encUJsh to support the re'.::ulation of such problems on the basis

of universality. He cited as exul':'lplm, GC'nerul ;1ssembly resolutions 1378 (XIV) on

general and complete disarmament, 1576 (XV) a.nd 1665 (XVI) en the prevention of the

wider dissemination of nuclear weapons, and ,::0.28 (XX) on the non-proliferation of

nuclear weapons, which all ccntairwd appeals to all States without limitation.

General Assembly resolutions 159B (XV) and 1978 (XVIII) on apartheid also included

appeals to all States. If lif(~ itself demanded a universal approach to the solution

of world problems, surely international lavyers should oppose the introduction of

cold-war policies into internati,cnal la',.;, which was universal by nature.

Some Western States that oppcsed the principle of universality incorrectly

linked it to questions concerning the recognition of States. All international law

experts were agreed) and practice confirmed, that participation in a multilateral

treaty did not imply recognition of the States or Governments signing the treaty.

For example, the United States, which opposed universality, nevertheless participated

in the 1963 MoscOl-! test ban treaty and the 196~: Geneva Agreement on Laos, both of

which provided for participation by all States. Moreover, the United States even

had bilateral agreements ,-lith States which it did not recognize, such as the

agreement of 10 September 1955 between the United States and the People l s Republic

of China on the repatriat:i.on of civilians. If the United States participated in

such agreements, it could have no logical or legal grounds for opposing the principle

of ~he universality of general multilateral treaties.

(Mr. Khlestov, XXIst session, 910th meeting, paras. 28-29)
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United Arab Republic

United Repuolic of Tanzania

Part 11, section 1, article 12
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was for that reason t.hat the Soviet Union delegation deplored the fact that the

International Law Commission had not laid down the principle of universality in the

text it had presented; it also regretted the absence in the draft of a definition

of multilateral treaties. Fortunately, it was still possible to remedy those

shortcomings.

(Mr. Kozhevnikov, XXIInd session, 971st meeting, para. 8)

••• he regretted that the draft oefore the Committee no longer contained the

provision relating to participation in multilateral treaties, which had been

included in the 1962 draft. That omission, however, resulting from the dissensions

to which the subject had given rise in the Commission, in no way diminished the

value of the principle that no State could prevent any other State from taking part

in the elaboration of norms of international law.

(Mr. EI-Erian, XXIst session, 911th meeting, para. 27)

His delegation advocated universal participation in general multila"ceral

treaties, partj.cularly in the proposed convention on the law of treaties. It was

inadmissible tha.t certain Powers should, when it served their purpose, seek

universal participation in certain mUltilateral treaties, such as the nuclear test

ban'treaty or an agreement on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, and for

purely selfish reasons, try to prevent certain countries from sharing the advantages

of other general multilateral treaties. His delegation had repeatedly criticized

that dOUble-dealing policy, which was detrimental to the integrity of the United

Nations system and the interests of the ''lorld community. Many States Members of

the United Nations had concluded treaties with non-member States, and the imperative,

of world order made it essential for all States to be parties to the proposed

convention on the law' of treaties.

(Mr. Maliti, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 49)

/ ... ,
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His delegation regrettecl that the Intcl'l:aticnal la",' Commission had been unable

to settle the question of participaticfi in general multilateral treaties} which, in

his. delegation t s view', should be open fer s i,,.;nature by all States.

(Mr. Sahovic, XXIst session, 907th meetiru:s. para. ;?3)

., .his Government felt most strongly that multilateral treaties should be open

to signature by all States. Tha.t was in the interest not only of' the international

conununity but of all States parties to such treaties. The exclusion of certain

States from participation in general multilateral treaties ,~as not only contrary to

the principle of the sovereign equ4lity of States, but Has also a kind of

discrimination which was in contradiction with the Purposes and Principles of the

Uni.ted Nations Charter.

(Mr. Sahovic, XXIInd session, 9715th meeting, para. 19)
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Yu,~cslavia

Part II) section 1, article 12

Guided by the Principles and Purposes of the United Nations Charter} the

Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugc,'Slavia ~oiishes to dre"" attention

to its previous view that international treaties should be open to signature by

all States.

The reasons for this pcsi.tion of' principle are given in the Yugoslav

Government I s initial comments set out in the report of the International Law

Commission - comments which take particular account of the interests of the

international community and ef the States concerned.

(Letter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign

Mfairs (A/6827, PP. 27-~?8))



Sierra Leone

MEMBER STATES

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Zambia

Part 11, section 1, articles 12 and 13

I··· ;

Exchange or deposit of instruments of ratification,
acceptance, approval or accession

ARTICLE 13

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

See document AI6827/Add.l, quoted supra under article 10.

See XXlst session, 911th meeting} para. 45} quoted supra under article 11.
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In the past, most agreements between nations had been relevant only to the

conditions in developed countries. Now that more and more developing nations were

being admitted to the United Nations} it was right that international law should be

more wide~ based.

(Mr. Chipampata, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 18)
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SPECIALIZED AGEnCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

See document A!6827!Add.l, quoted supra under article 10.

ARTICLE 14

Consent relatinR to a part ef a treaty and choice
of' differing provisions

(No comments relating specifically to this article.)

ARTICLE 15

Obligation of a State not to frustrate the obJect
of a treaty prior to its entry into force

MEMBER STATES

The text of article 15 should be reviewed in the light of the following

considerations:

(1) First paragraph: is the phrase "acts tending to frustrate the object of

a proposed treaty!1 not too restrictive?

If the principle of article 15 is accepted, the article should prohibit not

only acts which would frustrate the whole object of a proposed treaty but any act.

which might prevent it from having the desired effect in matters of any importance.

/...
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Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

It is possible that a State which has entered into negotiations for the

conclusion of a multilateral international treaty may, at a particular stage of

the negotiations, refuse to continue them. The negotiations may continue among

other parties. In this case, it seems clear that the State which has refused to

continue the negotiations will, from the time of its refusal, be free of

obligations in respect of the object of the treaty. The text of article l.5 does

not allow for this eventuality.

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827/Add.l, p. 8))

(2) That States should be placed under a legal obligation to refrain from

certain acts contrary to a treaty from the time of its signature until its entry

into force is quite proper. Entry into force in fact enables the obligations

included in the treaty to be made retroactive to the date of signature.

The position in the case envisaged in sUb-paragraph (a) is different, since

the negotiations in question might not be successful.

Unlike the case envisaged in sub-paragraph (b), the legal obligation to refrain

from certain acts could not be based on the principle that an obligation which has

come into force becomes retroactive, but would be based on the fact that

negotiations were in progress.

This is a different and less reliable basis. Moreover, it is dangerously

lacking in precision for, by definition, if the negotiations prove fruitless, it

will be because the parties had different objects in mind, and the question arises

-to what type of obligation sub-paragraph (a) would be applicable.

(Letter of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A!6827, pp. 4-5))

See also ibid., quoted infra under article 22.

Part 11, section 1, article 15
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Another problem arose concerning the obligation of a state not to frustrate

the object of a treaty before its entry into force, as provided in article 15.

While there was no doubt of the need for such a provision, the obligation, according

to article 15 (~), started at a much earlier stage, namely, as soon as a State had

agreed to enter into negotiations for the conclusion of a treaty. It was surely

over-optimistic to assume that such gentlemanly condu.Ct could always be expected.

For example, if the many States that had parti.cipated in the negotiations of the

Conference f'or the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments in Geneva in 1932 had

stopped their armament race u.pon their agreement to enter into negotiation, there

might have been no Second World War. His Government therefore thought that the

provisions contained in artic.le 15 were very premature.

(Mr. Chen, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 34-)

Finland

See document AI6827, quoted infra under article 23.

The words 11 is obliged to refrain from acts te:t?-ding to frustrate" should be

deleted and be replaced by 11 should refrain from· frustrating tf
•

(Note verbale of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827 and Corr.l, p. 21))

Netherlands

See XXIst session, 903rd meeting, para. 15, quoted infra under part V.

I .. ·
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, The importance of the principle of good faith in international conventional

law had been stressed in draft article 15 and other draft articles. The rule

Eacta sunt servanda, after all, was simply an application of the principle of good

faith to intercourse and contracts among nations.

(Mr. de Luna, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 35)

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

His delegation noted with satisfaction that Some of the draft articles were

new and very timely: for example, article 15, concerning the obligation of a state

not to frustrate the object of a treaty prior to its entry into force; article 16,
dealing with the formulation of reservations; article 27, which expressed a general

rule of interpretation of treaties; and article 30, which provided that a treaty

did not create either obligations or rights for a third State without its consent.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 18)

United States of America

••. ffiom~7 sections of the draft convention are replete with provisions Which

will result in disputes. To list but a few:

(a) What are ll a cts tending to frustrate the object of a proposed tJ:'eaty l1

under article 157

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827!Add.2, p. 12))

/ ...
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SECRErARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS

There are two instances in the practice ef the Secretary-General where) before

the entry into force of' a treaty, instruments of acceptance or accession have been

i'lithdrawn by the States concerned, Under sub-paragraph (c) of this draft article,

hOvrever, instruments once deposited could presumably not be Ylithdrawn, even before

the treaty enters into force} and for at least as long as "such entry into force is

not unduly delayed", The decision upon the date at which delay in entry into force

of a treaty becomes undue may be a difficult matter, upon which a depos itary,

confronted by a request for withdrm,lal of an instrument} might have to seek guidance

from a competent organ in accordance with article 72) paragraph 2, One 'Way of

avoiding the problem would be to mcdify sub-paragraph (c) so as to allow freedom to

withdraw instruments before the treaty enters into force, possibly by modifying the

final phrase to read: ",. ,and provided that such consent has not been withdrawn

and that such entry into force is not unduly delayed ll
,

(A/6827!Add, 1, pp, 16-17)

SECTION ~~ - RESERVATIONS TO MULTILATERAL TREATIES

MEMBER STATES

Auctralia

The articles dealing with reservations also required careful examination 

especially the relation between articles 16 and 17.

(Sir Kenneth Bailey, XXIInd sess :Lon, 981st meeting, para. 13)

I .. ·



Brazil

Bulgaria

See XXlst session, 9l0th meeting, para. 6, quoted supra under Oomments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

Belgium

Part rI, section 2
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On certain points, however, there bad long been an absence of clear-cut views.

He himself, as a member of the International Law Commission, had originally adhered

strongly to traditional concepts concerning reservations to treaties having

supported the theory of unanimity. Subsequently, however, like Mr. Bartos<, he had

come to accept modern rules on that point, as they had emerged f'ollowing the

conclusion of various international instruments. The case of multilateral treaties

was another example of the varied views represented in the Commission. Should

States be permitted to sign a multilateral treaty concluded by another group of

S·tates when their interests prevented them from acceding to all its provisions, so

that they could thus bind themselves to all the participating States without

establishing a total relationship with the treaty as a whole'l He had not agreed

with the proposed formulation, and other members of the Commission had expressed

misgivings.

(Mr. Amado, XXIst session, 90!~h meeting, para. 20)

The general debate in the Sixth Committee had made it very clear that in its

consideration of the draft articles the conference would have to deal vTith a number

of Imotty problems of' SUbstance. In the Belgian view, one such task would be a

th~rough study of such problems as the matter of reservations.

(Mr. Bal, XXIst session, 917th meeting, para. 3)

/ ...
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The Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria considers that a greater

number of States should participate in multilateral treaties, especially those

closely affecting their legitimate interests and the interests of the international

community. A more flexible system concerning reservations would make it possible

for States to achieve wider participation in international treaties and to promote

international co-operation on a larger scale in the most varied fields.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A!6827!Add.l, p. 6))

Canada

Other articles raised questions which could perhaps be resolved by drafting

changes. Articles 16 and 17, for example, dealing with reservations and objections

to such reservations, required further clarification. It should be made clear, in

article 16 (£) and in related articles on treaties which contained no provisions, for

reservations, whether a reservation which was incompatible with the object and

purpose of a particular treaty had any legal effect in connexion, for example, with

the coming into force of a multilateral treaty. Again, in the case of a multilateral

treaty containing no provisions for reservations, it should be made clear what were

the legal consequences of an objection by one State to a reservation made by anothe~

and whether a treaty relation existed between the reserving State and the objecting

State or whether the existence of the treaty relation depended upon the consent of

the objecting State.

(Mr. Gotlieb, XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 5)

Ceylon

His •.. observation related to part rI, section 2 of the draft articles

(Reservations to multilateral treaties). Draft article 16 (Formulation of

reservations) retained the traditional rule that a State might formulate reservatiol"B,

save in the exceptional circumstances enumerated in that article, and he wondered

/ ...
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whether the time had not come to invert the wording of that rule, in other words,

to provide that unless a treaty expressly authorized reservations, they would be

deemed prohibited. That was not, of course, intended to diminish the power of

States to make reservations, but only to apply as a rule of interpretation. In

general, however, his delegation agreed with the statement of principles relating

to ,procedures regarding reservations and their legal effects.

(Mr. Pinto, XXIInd session, 969th meeting, para. 10)

Chile

See XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 27, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft as a whole.

Colombia

••• he was glad to note that the Commission had avoided the difficulties

involved in the question of reservations to multilateral treaties and had

succeeded in adopting a flexible formula that constituted an equitable and solidly

based solution.

(Mr. Herran Medina, XXlst session, 907th meeting, para. 9)

Czechos lovakia

/ .. .,

~ '.' •• 1 :

"

With regard to the provisions on reservations to multilateral treaties in

part II J section 2 (articles 16-20), it would seem advisable, in the interests of'

the best possible development of treaty relations, to draft article 17 in such a

way as to provide that an objection against a reservation should preclude the entrJ

into force of the treaty between the objecting and reserving States only if the

objecting State made that intention expressly clear. Generally speaking, the

procedure for objections should be similar to that applicable to reservations.

(Mr. Smejkal, XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 22)
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France

Part II~ section 2

I· ..

See XXllnd session, 978th meeting) para. 2, quoted~ under article 2.

Hungar~f

With regard to reservations, bi::; eC'untr=r l s traditional vie'" \H:'.::~ one of great

caution, inasmuch as reservations were a O1'iori prejudidal to the unity of law and

the real value of treaties. Furtherrr.ore, if the practice became more widespread)

negotiators might w.ake less effort to reacl: a solution acce(Jtable to all concerned.

His delegation consequently considered that recourse tc reservations should be kept

to a minimum. However) it had noted that in recent :,{ears international practice

and judicial precedents had beccme more flexible in that regard, and it <[ould

therefore study the COllunission t s propGsals - ,,:hicll concerned multilateral treaties

only w more thoroughly.

(Mr. Jeannel, XXlst session, 9l0th meeting, para. 56)

His delegation considered that the use of reservations} dealt with in dra.ft

articles 16~20J did not contribute to the progressive development of international

law, and it therefore supported the French representative in the vie'" that recourse

to ,reservations should be kept to a minimum.

(Mr. Brewer l XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 4)

.•.while articles 16-20 dealt adequately with reservations and their legal

eff,ects, S orne es sential amendments were req uired.

(Mr. El Sadek, XXIInd session., 9§Oth meeting, para. 25)
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Nicaragua

... LJii! was satisfied with the provis ions concerning reservations to

treaties.

(Mr. Montenegro Medrano, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 10)

Poland

The Commission, nevertheless, had expressed itself indirectly in favour of the

concept of universality by the manner in which it had settled the controversy on the

subject of reservations between those who defended the integrity of the treaty and

those who stressed the need to attract to it the greatest possible number of States

(see articles 16-20 and commentaries). Hhere conferences drafting a treaty adopted

their decisions unanimously the question of reservations did not arise, but

inasmuch.as international conferences had adopted the principle of the majority

vote, it was only logical that States should be allowed to accede to a treaty, even

if they rejected one or another of its provisions. By adopting that solution, the

International Law· Commission had taken a forward step.

(Mr, Lachs, XXIst session, 913th meeting, para. 13)

Romania

The Commission had done wise and realistic work on the question of reservations

to multilateral treaties; however, some further adjustments would make the

reservations machinery even more flexible and permit the greatest possible number

of States to participate in international co-operation. His delegation, as it had

stated at previous sessions, considered that an objection to a reservation should

not prevent the reserving state from becoming a party to the treaty in relation to

the objecting State unless such an intention was expressed by the latter State. A

provision to that effect, which his delegation thought should replace draft

article 17, paragraph 4 (~), would be more in accord with the needs of international

I· ..
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/ ...

Draft articles 16, 17 and 18 concerning reservations to multilateral treaties

had been among those most discussed by the Commission. There were two conflicting

principles: the tradi.tional principle of the integrity of the convention, which

required unanimity; and the more mcdern principle, which was to obtain the widest

possible universalit~{ for the creater part of the treaty if not for the whole treaty)

in those cases in ,.,rhich) as 'the International Court of Justice had said, the

reservation was ccmpatlble 'dith t;he object and purpose of the convention. In that

way minorities were safeciuarde.d J and a wider acceptance of the convention was

possible.

(Mr. de Luna, XXIst session, 91:i:th meeting, para. 36)

relations and the principle of' State sC1vereignty. The International Court of

Justice, in its advisory cpinion cm reservations to the Convention on Genocide,

bad said that, as no StatE~ <.:c141.'1 f.1l'" bound by a reservation to '.;hich it had not

consented, it necessarily fcllc\ied that; each Sl.ate objecting to it would or would

not, on the basis of its individual apprai.sal Ioiithin the limits of the criterion

of the object and purpcse of tht~ Ccnventicn, consider the reserving State to be a

party to the Convention.

(Mr. Secarin, XXIInd session, 976th meetit¥~z para. 4.1)

Tunisia also supported articles lG-20, dealing with such matters as the

formUlation and acceptance of reservations J objections to reservations and the

legal effects of reservations. In those articles the International Law Commission

had devised a fleXible system whereby reservations to multilateral treaties were

acceptable if they ...,ere compatible \dth the object and purpose of the treaty.

(Mr. Gastli, nUnd session, 981st meeting, para. 5)

he
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United Kingdom

. See XXIst session, gC8th meeting, para. 26, quoted supra under Conunents and

observations on the draft articles as a whole .

.• •[his delegatio~7would have to consider with especial care articles 16 to 20

(Reservations to multilateral treaties). Article 16 on formulation of reservations

gave great weight to the test of the compatibility of the reservation with the

object and purpose of the treaty, but that was a test of which there was little

experience in State practice and which was subjective in its content and uncertain

in its application. In addition, there were unanswered question as to the

relationship between article 16 and article 17 on acceptance and objection to

res.ervat ions.

(Mr. Darwin, XXIInd session, 967th meeting, para. 4)

United States of America

Section 2, containing articles 16 through 20 regarding reservations to

multilateral treaties, establishes a system which has both advantages and

disadvantages. The flexible system advocated by the International Law Commission

for dealing with reservations to multilateral treaties in a world of numerous

States with widely variant social, political and economic systems permits a large

degree of tolerance for accommodating the special positions which may result frcnl

those variances. There may be a question, however, whether the general

applicability of the system advocated would be appropriate in all circumstances.

This could become a serious question since several provisions in articles 16 and,
17 seem to inhibit negotiators from specifying procedures and other requirements

regarding the acceptability of reservations.

The relationship between articles 16 and 17 is confusing, particularly in

view of the opening phrase of paragraph 4 o~ article 17, which refers only to the

preceding paragraphs of that article. That limited reference and the wording of'

article 17 as a whole give rise to a question whether the prohibitions in

article 16 are applicable to the provisions of article 17, especially

paragraphs 4 (a) and 4 Cc) of the latter. In view of this situation it seems

desirable to combine the major requirements of articles 16 and 17 in a single

article.



I ...

Several provisions in the two artieles should also be amended.

The rule in sub-paragraph (b) of article 16 - thatwhere a treaty authorizes

specified reservations no other reservations can be made - may be too rigid. It

is very difficult - if nClt impossible - for negotiators to anticipate all the

reservations that may be necessar;{ for particular States to become parties to a

treaty, and in many instances the essential 9Lrrpcse of including such a provision

may, accordingly, be to facilitate reservations with respect to certain provisions

of the treaty but not to exclude reservations to other provisions. It is believed

that the rule in sub-paraeraph (b) would be found in the course of time to be more

of an impediment than an aid in the drafting, bringing into force and application

of treaties, and should therefore be deleted.

The words llobject and purpcsell in sub-paragraph (c) of article 16 and in

paragraph 2 of article 17 are) as the Commission recognized, highly SUbjective.

Reliance solely upon these '>lOrds is especially inadvisable because of the

uncertainty as to whether or not they encompass the "nature and character" of the

treaty. The commentary on paragraph 4 (a) of article 16 cites the advisory opinion

of the International Court of Justice on the Genccide Convention, in which the

Court stressed the importance of the character of the treaty involved. The United

States suggests, accordingly, that the phrase " object and purpose" be replaced by

II character and purposell
• At the same time, the 1I1imited number" criterion in

paragraph 2 of article 17 seems to ignore the character of the treaty involved. A

treaty may involve a large number of' States and still be of such a character that a

reservation would be permissible, only if accepted by all of the parties.

Accordingly , it is suggested that the reference to the limited number of negotiating

States be omitted.

In paragraph 4· both sub-paragraphs (a) and (0) would seem to prevent the

inclusion in a treaty of a provision specifying that any reservation or a specified

reservation would be effective only after it had been accepted by a given number of

parties. Paragraph 5 of article 17 would seem to inhibit the negotiating States

from providing in the treaty itself for a period shorter or longer than .twelve

months. It would seem desirable to provide for variations if the treaty concerned

so permits.

(!lote verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

~tions (A/6827/Add.2. Pp. 3-5))

Part 11, section 2
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Venezuela .

Section 2 of part 11 of the draft articles, on reservations to multilateral

treaties, was intelligently presented but would probably give rise to considerable

dispute. Although the so-called Pan-American rule had definitely superseded the

traditional" unanimity" system, reservations could still be open to reasonable

doubt, as, for example, in the case of a reservation which was considered

incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty (article 16 (~)); the implied

authorization of a reservation in the treaty itself (article 17, para. 1); the

situation where there was a limited number of negotiatin~States (article 17,

para. 2); and the legal effect of a reservation When there was an objection to it

but the parties agreed to continue to be bound by the rest of the treaty

(articles 17 and 19).

(Mr. Molina, XX1st session, 914th meeting, para. 2)

Yugoslavia

Although reservations limit the effects of international treaties, the

international community is resorting to them more and more frequently. In fact, a

system of reservations consistent with the purpose of the treaty helps to strengthen

international relations, for in certain circumstances it enables States to accede

to international treaties when they would not otherwise do so. Moreover, the

application of reservations is in conformity both with democratic ideas and with

respect for the principle of the sovereign equality of States.

The Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia therefore

considers most useful the provision contained in draft article 18, paragraph I,

which is intended to define clearly the position of each contracting party with

regard to the acceptance or the formulation of objections to a reservation.

In this connexion, the Yugoslav Government believes that with regard to the

withdrawal of a reservation, dealt with in article 20, paragraph 2, it would be

more important to provide that a withdrawal would become operative only when a

reasonable interval had elapsed after hotice of it had been received, and this

/ ...
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interval could be specified more clearly. Here the need is not only to adapt

internal law to the changed situation, but also to regulate the rights and duties

resulting from the formulation or the withdrawal of the reservation in question.

(Letter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (A/6827, p. 28))

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

The FAO Constitution does not contain any provision permitting or prohibiting

reservations. Since a State wishing to make a reservation to the Constitution would

have to do so in applying for membership, the question of acceptance of such

reservation would - if it did arise - presumably be decided by the Conference when

it examines the application for membership; this would also be in line with

article 17, paragraph 3, of the draft articles. Of course, the Conference could

also, in accordance with article XVI of the Constitution, refer to the International

Court of Jll.stice the question of admissibility and/or the legal effects of such

reservat i ans •

The question of reservations to conventions and agreements concluded under

article XIV of the Constitution is regulated by paragraph 10 of the Principles

and Procedures governing Conventions and Agreements. The practice of the

Organization in this respect has been communicated to the United Nations by a

~etter dated 29 March 1963.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and AgricUlture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827!Add.l, pp. 23-24))

International Telecommunication Union

The general regulations annexed to the Montreux Convention contain the

:following provision "745: However) if any decision appears to a delegation to be

/...
~~-- ...t',
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of such a nature as to prevent its Government from ratifying the convention or from.

approving the revision of the regulations, the delegation may make reservations,

final or provisional, regarding this decision. ll

It has been the practice for all telecommunication conventions since that of

Madrid (1932) to incorporate reservations made at the time of signature in a final

protocol which has been signed by all the parties. Present practice is to refuse

instruments of accession containing reservations.

It is provided in the regulations and amendments thereto that should an

administration make reservations about the application of any provision, no other

administration shall be obliged to observe that provision in its relations with

that particular administration.

Practice varies as regards regional and special agreements. In a few cases

there is a final protocol containing reservations, signed by all the parties.

There are no reservations to most of these treaties, however, and nearly all

prescribe that accession by non-signatories must be made without reservation•

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A!6827!Add.l, pp. 34-35))

World Health Organization

WHO also has some observations to make on the draft articles concerning

reservations. No comment is required on the formulation of reservations, their

acceptance, the procedure or their legal effects in the case of regulations which

WHO, under article 21 of its Constitution, is authorized to adopt. Article 22 of

the Constitution, and the provisions of regulations Nos. 1 and 2 adopted within

WHO, contain specific provisions concerning reservations, so that, in accordance

with draft article 4, the provisions on reservations in the draft articles are

inapplicable. This does not apply to the conventions or agreements covered by

article 19 of the Constitution, which the Health Assembly also has authority to

a&opt, because there is no provision .in the Constitution dealing with reservations

to those conventions or agreements. Although no such text has yet been adopted,

the likelihood is that) in view of the absence of constitutional provisions, the

I ..·
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MEMBER STATES

ARTICLE 16

relevant draft articles would be applicable to reservations to such conventions or

agreements. Nevertheless, ,dthout anticipating "'hat attitude the Health Assembly

might take, it can be assumed that such conventions or agreements 'Would contain

provisions concerning reservations and the procedure for the acceptance of

reservations would be similar to tha.t la.id down in the regulations. This procedure

does not leave it to the individual States to accept or object to a reservation

express or impliedly, as stipulated in draft article 17 (4)) but makes the Health

Assembly responsible for deciding on the validity of any reservations formulated,

its decision being binding on member States, irrespective of how they voted on

any particular reservation.

(Letter of 13 July 1967 from the Head of the Legal Office of the "'orld Health

Organization (A!6827/Adc1.1, p. )~?))

See XXIlnd session, 981st meeting, para. 13, quoted supra under part II,

section 2.

See XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 5, quoted~ under part II,

section 2.
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Ceylon

. "I'

t" .. "

See XXlInd session, 969th meeting, para. 10, CIuoted supra under part 11,

section 2.

Denmark

See document AJ6827, quoted infra under article 17.

Finland

While the results of the Commission's work were very satisfactory indeed, there

were seyeral provisions which would undoubtedly profit from further consideration.

To cite one example only, article 16 (~) left unanswered the question when was a

reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty in CIuestion.

Such defects should be corrected fairly easily during the forthcoming conference.

(Mr. BroIDs, XXllnd session, 980th meeting, para. 46)

Japan

See XXlst session, 9llth meeting, para. 3, quoted supra under Corrments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole .

•• •in respect of article 16 (~), concerning the formulation of reservations,

it could well be asked what kind of reservations should be regarded. as incompatible

with the object and purpose of a particular treaty.

(Mr. Toga, xxrind session, 98lst meeting, para. 37)

See document AJ6827 and Corr.l, CIlioted infra under article 62.
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See XXIInd session, 978th meetinc, Jiara. H3, quoted~ under article 15.

See XXIst session, 9l2th meQUng., para. 36, quoted~ under part II,

section 2.

/ ...

Uli.:rain:i.ar" Sc:viet Socialist Republic

In article 16 of the draft; articles the question of reservations finds an

appropriate solution.

(Letter of 27 June 196'7 from the t-lini:::try of Forcirm l\ffairs (1\/6827, p. 24))

See XXlInd session, 9G'7th meetinc, l)ara. 1:., quoted su-pra under part II,

section 2.

, .. {'Somi} sections of the draft cOllvt"'nti0n are replete ,-lith provisions which

will result in disputes. To list but a fe",:

'(b) When is a reservation tlinc::ilnpatible '-11 ttl the object and purpose of the

treaty" under article lG?

(N9te verbale of 2 Oct~)ber 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

~ons (A/6827/Add.2, p. 12))

See also ibid" quoted Jmnra under part II, section 2,
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Venezuela

..• he wondered whether reservations with respect to the draft articles

themselves, once they had taken the form of a convention, w'ould be sUbject to the

rule laid down in article 16. Would it be more appropriate to establish a special

system of reservations for the convention? His delegation favoured the latter

alternative.

(Mr. Molina, XXIst session, 914th meeting, para. 9)

Seeal~o ibid., para. 2, quoted supra under part II, section 2.

ARTICLE 17

Acceptance of and objection to reservations

MEMBER S':MTES

Australia

See XXIInd session, 981st meeting, para. 13, quoted supra under part 11,

section 2.

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

It would be advis$.ble to delete paragraph 3 of article 17, and accordingly to

leave the definition of the procedure for acceptance of reservations to a treaty

which is a constituent instrument of an international organization as a matter to

be dealt with by the organizations themselves.

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827!Add.l, p. 8))

/ ..
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See XXllnd session, 979th meeting, ~~ra. 3, quoted supra under article 1.
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Bulgaria

Part 11, section 2, article 17

See XXllnd session, 976th lneeting, para. 22, quoted~ under part 11,

section 2.

See XXUnd session, 976th meeting, para. 5, quoted~ under part 11,

section 2.

See also document A/6827/Add .l, quoted supra under article 2.

Under the provision contained in paragraph 4 (b) of•.• draft article 17

an objection against a reservation would preclude the entry into force of the treaty

between the objecting and reserving States unless a contrary intention is expressed

by the objecting State. However, it may be assumed there will be more cases when

the objecting State will not ",ant, even while disagreeing v11th a certain

reservation, to preclllde the entry into force of the treaty in the said bilateral

relation particUlarly where treaties are involved in the case of which the

participation of the larges't possible number of States is desirable. It would)

therefore, appear to be useflll in the interest of the best possible development of

treaty relations to formllla-te the above-mentioned provis ion in such a way that the

treaty would not enter into force between the objecting and reserving States only

if the objecting State makes that intention expressly clear. The following

formulation of the provision contained in paragraph 4 (b) is suggested:
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"(b) an objection by another contracting State against a reservation
precludes the entry into force of the treaty between the objecting and
reserving States if the objecting State mal-ces that intention expressly clear;u.

In connexion with the above-said, it is recommended that the provision

contained in paragraph 4 (c) be deleted as impractical.

The period of twelve months stipulated for the presentation of an objection

against a reservation as stated in paragraph 5 of this article appears to be too

long. It is recommended that an appropriately shorter period be considered.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d IAffaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827, p. 10))

Denmark

In the observations transmitted to the Secretary-General by note verbale of

2 March 1964 from the Permanent Representative of Denmark to the United Nations the

Government of Denmark expressed the view that a reservation which is prohibited,

explicitly or implicitly, should not be open to acceptance by any other party, and

no other party should be required to make a formal objection in order not to be

bound by the reservation. In the final draft adopted by the International Law

Commission, however, the wording of article 17, paragraph 4, as well as article 17,

paragraph 5, seems to give the impression that these provisions would apply to any

reservation, including reservations which are inadmissible. It is true that the

commentary to article 16 states that "the legal position when a reservation is one

expressly or impliedly prohibited in unambiguous terms .•• is clear". Although the

intentions of the International Law Commission on this point are thus perfectly

clear, the same may not be true of the proposed text. It is felt that the

principle expressed in the statement just quoted is sufficiently important to merit

inclusion in the text of the Convention. This could probably be achieved by addir~,

in article 17, paragraph 4, first sentence) after the word tlarticle": 11 or

article 16 (a) or (bt.

Furthermore, the Government of Denmark is still of the opinion expressed in

its previous observations that an express acceptanc.e should be required concerning

/ ...
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"Unless the treaty otherwise prc'vJ.C1es as to acceptance of or objection
to reservations, the follo'''ing paragraphs shall applyll •

/ ....

reservations to treaties bet\.,reen a small group of States. Consequently} article 17)

paragraph 5) in the draft of the International La,·; Ccmmission concerning tacit

acceptance of reservations should not Le applicable to such treatied. To obtain

this effect it is suggested that the ref'ertH1ce rr.acle in article 17, paragraph 5, to

paragraph 2 of the same arti cle be deleted.

(Note verbale of 28 July 19()7 from the Actin;'!; Permanent Representative to the

United Nations (A!6827 I p. 16))

••• in article 17) paragraph 4) on reservations) the Commiss ion taking into

consideration the prevailing trends on that sUbject, had decided against the

unapimity rule in favour of a more flexible system.

(Mr. Van Lare, XXIst session, 905th meetin(l;, para. 12)

In order to make it clear that the rules laid down in••. article Llll are to

be applied only when the treaty does not other1"ise provide as to acceptance of or

objection to reserva.tions} it is appropriate to amend the article as follows:

1. Add the folloWing as parugraph 1, and renumber the present paragraphs

accordingly•

2. Delete "unless the treaty so provides" from nEM paragraph 2.

3. Delete "unless the treaty otherwise provides" from ne,,, paragraph 4.

4. Delete "For the purposes of' paragraphs 2 and 4" from new paragraph 6.

(Note verbale of 19 ,July 1967 from the Permanent Hcpresentative to the United

Nations (A/6827 and Corr.l, p. 21))
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Netherlands

'; ..

.. ;.

Irrefutable presumptions of consent were ... used where, for example, the

common maxim II silence gives consent l1 was applied in considering a reservation as

accepted by a state if the latter had raised no objection within twelve months

(article 17, para. 5).
(Mr. Tarnmes, XXlst session, 903rd meeting, para. 13)

Romania

••• he wished to refer to the question of reservations to multilateral treaties

The Commission, successfully resisting all attempts to impose the traditional

doctrine in that regar~, had concluded that the solution best adapted to the

present needs of the world community was that which would ensure that the maximum

number of States participated, whether completely or partially, in multilateral

treaties. However, the Commission had apparently been reluctant to draw all the

conclusions implicit in that solution, for draft article 17, sub-paragraph 4 (£)
stated that an objection by another contracting State to a reservation precluded

the entry into force of the treaty as between the objecting and reserving States

unless a contrary intention was expressed by the objecting State. In his

delegation l s view, the cause of international co-operation would best be served by

stipUlating that the treaty would enter into force between the objecting and

reserving States, unless the former expressed a contrary intention. Such a

. proyision would also be more logicaL

(Mr. Flitan, XXlst session, 914th meeting, para. 15)

See XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 41, quoted ~upra under part 11,

section 2.·

/ ...
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See XXlst session) 912th meeting) para. 36, q~oted~ under ~art 11,

section 2.

Tunisia

The twelve-month time-limit provided for in article 17 (5) should) however)

be ,extended to two years so as to make the procedure envisaged more reliable.

(Mr. Gastli, XXlInd session, 98l~t meeting, para. 5)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

••• he questioned the aptness of paragraph 3 of article 17 (Acceptance of and

objection to reservations), as its provisions merely restricted a future

convention's general field of application.

(Mr. Kozhevnikov, XXrlnc1 session, 971st meeting, para. 8)

Same do~bt arises as to the desirability of retaining the provision contained

in paragraph 3 of••• article L117. It seems that the determination of the

proced~re for the acceptance of reservations to a treaty which is a constituent

instrument of an international organization should be within the competence of such

organizations theme elves. This would be in keeping with the general character of

the draft articles.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United N~tions

(A!6827. p. 25)

/ ...
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United Arab Republic

· i

In elaborating its draft articles, the International Law Commission had sought

to orient them towards a universal community of nations whose supreme law would be

the United Nations Charter. That desire had been reflected in the Commissionts

decision, explained in paragraph 24 of its report (see A/6309), to adopt the

formula of a draft convention rather than that of a code. The same reasons had

governed its decision to abandon the traditional doctrine of unanimity in regard

to reservations to treaties; the rapid expansion of the international community

made it likely that the principle of unanimity would lose its relevance and utility.

(Mr. El Erian, XXlst session, 9llth meeting, para. 24)

United Kingdom

See XXllnd session, 967th meeting, para. 4, quoted supra under part II,

section 2.

United States of America

See document A/6827/Add.2, quoted~ under part 11, section 2.

Venezuela

See XXIst session, 914th meeting, para. 2, quoted supra under part II,

section 2.

/ ...
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The relation between this article and the practice of the Secretary-General

regarding entry into force of treaties is not quite clear. The Secretary-General,

in accordance with General Assembly resolutions 598 (VI) and 1452 B (XIV), is

precluded from passing upon the legal effects of instruments containing

reservations or of objections to them. The situation, for depositaries as well

as States, will be somewhat clarified by paragraph 4 (c) of draft article 17,

which provides that an act expressing a State's consent to be bound is effective

as soon as at least one other contracting State has accepted the reservation, but

it may be anticipated that, in the future as in the past, express acceptances of

reservations will be rare, and that much will continue to depend upon tacit

acceptance. In the situation that has thus far existed, the practice of the

Secretary-General, when required to make notification of the entry into force of a

convention to which reservations have been made, has been as follows. When he has

received the number of instruments specified in the treaty as required for entry

into force (Whether or not reservations in those instruments have been objected to

or expressly accepted), the Secretary-General makes a notification referring to

the entry into force clause of the treaty, to the receipt of the number of

instruments specified therein, and to any objections that have been made to the

reservations. Ninety days after such notification, if no objection to entry into

force has been received, the Secretary-General proceeds with the registration of

the treaty as having entered into force on the date of receipt of the necessary

number of instruments. No objection has ever been received either to entry into

force or to the ninety-day period allowed for States to express their views.

Article 17, paragraph 5, states that a State is not considered to have tacitly

accepted a reservation until "the end of a period of twelve months after it was

notified of the reservation or by the date on which it expressed its consent to

be bound by the; treaty, whichever is later". Is the effect of this time-limit J

in the absence of any express acceptance of a reservation, to prevent an instrument

containing that reservation from being counted towards entry into force until

twelve months after notification has been given of the reservation? If so, there

may be considerably more delay in the entry into force of treaties than under the

Part 11, section 2, article 17

SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS
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present practice of the Secretary-General. Should this be considered undesirable,

a remedy could be found by shortening the period of twelve months specified in

paragraph 5.
(A/6827/Add.l, pp. 16-17)
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SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

See document A/6827/Add.l, quoted supra under part 11, section 2.

World Health Organization

See document A/6827/Add.l, quoted supra under part 11) section 2.

ARTICLE 18

Procedure regarding reservations

MEMBER STATES

Czechoslovakia

The provision contained in paragraph 3 of ••• article Li§7 according to which

an objection to the reservation made previously to its confinuation does not itse~f'

require confirmation contradicts to a certain extent the provision in paragraph 2

according to which a reservation is considered as having been made only on the date

of its confirmation. It is recommended therefore that the same procedure be

applied to objections as well as to reservations.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the United

Nations (A/6827, p. 10))
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Yugoslavia
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Hllngary

Part 11, section 2, articles la and 19

Syria

/ ...
l

ARTICLE 19

Spain

See XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 2) quoted~ under article 20.

See document A/6827/Add.1, quoted supra under part 11, section 2.

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, paTa. 36, quoted supra under part Il,

section 2.

His delegation had noted idth satisfaction that the first text proposed by the

Commission for article 20, sub-paragraph 2 (b), restricting the effects of an

objection to a reservation to relations between the reserving State and the

objecting State, already represerrted some advance on the practice generally

followed in the past) which had extended those effects to all States parties to the

treaty; it had then been sufficient for a State to object to a reservation made by

another State in order for the tl"eaty to cease to be in force not only between the

objecting State and the reserving State but between the latter and all other States
parties to the treaty.



Tunisia

/ ...

As to article 19, concerning legal effects of reservations) it should be

clearly understood that when a State explicitly or tacitly accepted a reservation

formulated by another State, the treaty continued to be in effect between the two

parties save in respect of the provisions to which the reservations related.

(Mr. Gastli, XX1Ind session, 981st meeting, para. 5)

Part 11, section 2, article 19
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His delegation, however, wOLlld have liked the effect of an objection to a

reservation to be restr~cted even fLlrther by making it apply only to the provision

or provisions to which the reservation related, all the other provisions of the

treaty remaining in force as between the two States in question. There seemed to

be no need to extend the effect of the objection to a reservation to all the

provisions of a treaty when the dispLlte between the reserving State and objecting

State concerned just one, or only a few) of those provisions) especially if it was

possible to exclude the provisions in question without making the treaty meaningless.

His delegation was anxious to encourage the accession of as many States as possible

to general multilateral treaties, inasmLlch as they were usually concluded in the

interest of the international community. It had therefore been glad to note that

tbe Commission had made fresh progress in tbat direction by adopting a revised text

on that point, the wording of which was repeated in its final draft (see A/6309)
article 19) para. 3) and which provided that when a state objecting to a

reservation agreed to consider the treaty in force between itself and the reserving

State, the provisions to which the reservation related did not apply as between the

two States to the extent of the reservation. His delegation, however, was still not

entirely satisfied with that text, inasmuch as the maintenance in force of the

treaty in question was still subject to the agreement of the State objecting to the

reservation. He hoped that the trend thus initiated by the Commission would continue

al~ng the lines advocated by his delegation.

(Mr. Nachabe, XXIst session, g06th meeting, paras. 22-23)

< ,',.;
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Venezuela
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See XXlst session, 9l~·th meeting, para. 2, quoted supra under part 11,

Section 2.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

World Health Organization

'The question of the legal effects of reservations, which is dealt with in

article 19 (1), also requires some comment. As WHO has no relevant rules concerning

~eciprocitYJ it believes that article 19 (1) should be applicable only in so far as

the nature of the treaty makes reciprocity possible. In purely administrative

questions WHO might agree to one of its members invoking a reservation against

another member on a basis of reciprocity. It is an entirely different matter,

however, when questions of health are concerned. In WHOt s view, the requirements of

public health are paramount. It should be noted in this connexion that the ad hoc

committee established by the Executive Board at its ninth session to consider the

reservations made by member States to the International Sanitary Regulations

included the follow'ing paragraphs in its reports:

"5.1 The Committee examined whether a reservation accepted by the World Health
Assembly under the provisions af article 107 of the International Sanitary
Regulations may be applied reciprocally, that is to say, that such a
reservation, may be applied not only by the State making the reservation, but
also by any other State party to the Regulations in its relationships with the
reserving State.

115.2 The right of a State to claim reciprocity as a condition of acceptance
of a reservation to an international instrument is well established. There
appears, however, to be serious doubt whether the right to claim reciprocity
will exist in all instances, unless the condition of reciprocity is made at
the time that the reservation is accepted.

11 5.3 With a view to avoiding possible subsequent dissatisfaction and confusion
with respect to the rights of the States party to the International Sanitary
Regulations, the committee recommends to the Health Assembly that in accepting

/ ...
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a reservation to the Regulations under article 107 such acceptance shall be
with the specific understanding that the reservation may be applied, not only
by the State making the reservation, but also by each other State party to the
Regulations in its relations with the reserving State, unless the reservation
is such that it does not lend itself to reciprocal treatment. 11

The World Health Organization therefore believes that draft article 19 should

be interpreted as authorizing reciprocity only to the extent to which it is

compatible with the nature of the treaty and of the reservation•

(Letter of 13 July 1967 from the Head of the Legal Office of the World Health

Organization (A/6827!Add.l, pp. 43-44))

ARTICLE 20

Withdrawal of reservations

.. '.'
~: .

MEMBER STATES

Belgium

It might be advisable to make a distinction between two types of withdrawal

of reservations:

(a) withdrawal of reservations expressly or impliedly authorized by the

treaty, for which provision is made in article 17 (1);

(b) withdrawal of reservations for which provision is not made in the treaty

and which can take effect only with the express or tacit consent of the other

signatory States.

In case (a), there would seem to be no need for the consent of the other

States to the withdrawal of a reservation, since the formulation of the reservation

was not subject to the same consent.

In case (b), on the other hand, the consent of a State which has accepted

the reservation would appear to be called for. That State may wish the reservation

to be maintained if, for example, it has itself made the same reservation.

(Letter of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A/6827, p. 5))
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Hungary

." objections to reservations should be presented within a shorter time than

the proposed twelve-month peried. As a matter of '~ording) article 20 should state

that the withdrawal of the reservation must be formulated in writing in the same

way' as. the reservation itself (article 18).

(Mr. Prandler, XXIInd session, 978th meetin1s1 para. 2)

Yugoslavia

See document A/6827, quoted supra under part 11, section 2,

SECTION 3 - EmRY INTO FORCE OF TREATIES

MEMBER STATES

Turkey

See XXIst session) 907th meeting, para, 15 J quoted~ under article 1.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and AgricultUl'e Organization of the United Nations

Pursuant to paragraph 9 of the Principles and Procedures governing Conventions

and Agreements, all textc, shall indicate the method of determining the effective

date of participation. The conditions for entry into force of a. convention or

/ .. ,
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agreement are also invariably specified in the text of the instrument. However, no

provision has been made so far for a provis ional entry into force, as referred to in

article 22 of the draft articles.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827!Add.l, p. 24))

ARTICLE 21

Entry into force

MEMBER STATES

Czechoslovakia

See document A!6827, quoted ~~ under article 66.

Cyprus

SeeXXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 54, quoted infra under article 23.

ARTICLE 22

Entry into force provisionally

MEMBER STATES

Belgium

An earlier version of article 22 (article 24 of the 1962 draft) included the

following provision: . I



Czechoslovakia

Cyprus

See XXIInd session, 980th meetinp;, para. 54-, quoted~ under article 23.
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See document A/6827, qlloted infra under article 66.

HIn that case the treaty shall ccme into force as prescribed and shall
continue in force on a provisional basis until either the treaty shall have
entered into force definitively Cl' the States concerned shall have agreed to
terminate the provisional application of the treaty. 11

The second clause of this provision is open to objection. It requires the

agreement of the States concel'l1"::c1 in order to terminate provisional application.

It "Would accordingly have been impossible for a State to relinquish the obligation

to apply the treaty provisionally unless the other contracting states agreed,

whereas most treaties contain a unilateral denunciation clause. To take an extreme

case, it would be sufficient for a signatory State, under this provision of the

former article 24-, to fail to ratify a treaty 11hich had not yet entered into force

in order to ensure its immediate application.

It would be advisable to provide a means by which the provisional application

of a treaty not yet ratified could be terminated uni~erally. YTould it not be

possible to include a clause similar to tlJat in article 15 Cb) and say that

provisional application shall continue until the State concerned shall have made

its intention clear not to become a party to the treaty?

Similarly, provision mic;ht be made fer the parties to enter reservations

concerning the ending of prcvisi.!~nal application or it cculd be stipulated that in

the absence of an agreement to that end, provisional application of a treaty might

be terminated unilaterally after due notice.

(Letter of 19 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United Nations

(A/6827, p. 6»



Sweden agreed with Belgium that there should be an express provision concerning

the termination of treaties provisionally in force. According to commentary (4)
on article 22, the Commission had left the matter to be settled by agreement between

the parties, but there might be a need to allow States the freedom to terminate

sucp. treaties unilaterally without prior notic.e.

(Mr. Blix, XXIInd session, 980th meeting, para. 13)

; ,<
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Sweden

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

See document A/6827/Add.l, quoted supra under part 11, section 3.

I· ..



Netherlands

France

MEl'/JBER STATES
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PART III - OBSERVANCE, APPLICNrION AND INTERPRETATION OF TREATIES

See XXIInd session) 969th meeting, para. 2) quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

LRUles relating to the law of treatie~ included what might be described as

logical rules, such as those in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of article 26, on the

application of' successive treaties relating to the same sUbject-matter but not

always to the same group of' participating States. The principles which governed

in connexion with the general rule pacta tertiis non nocent (explicitly contained

in article 31) and the relative priority of rights and obligations born at

successive moments Here maxims of legal logic and belonged as such to any legal

system) whether municipal or io'ternational.

(Mr. Tammes, XXlst session, 903rd meeting, para. 12)
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SECTION 1 - OBSERVANd1""ei' TREATIES

ARTICLE 23

Pacta sunt servanda

Iv:EMFER STATES

~rgentina

~. . ..,

,."

His delegation fully sUPPQrted the provisions of article 23 regarding the

strict application of the rule pacta sunt servanda, which'was one of the basic

principles of international law and was explicitly referred .. to in the Preamble

and the second paragraph Article 2 of the United Nations Charter.. In view of

its importance, his delegation favoured the suggestion that it should be stressed

in the preamble to the convention. As stated in the commentary on article 23,
the principle of good faith, although applicable throughout international

relations, was of particular importance in treaty law arid was therefore

reiterated in article 27, in connexion with the interpretation of treaties.

(Mr. Buceta, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 14)

Australia

Much had been said about tlunequal treaties f1, but it would be unfortunate

if considerations of that kindled to the inclusion, in an instrument of general

scope, of provisions that endangered the basic principle of pacta sunt servanda.

The principle that treaties were binding on the parties and must be carried out

by them in good faith was vital to the real interests of all countries and

particularly to those of the smaller and medium-sized States.

(§ir Kenneth Bailey, XXllnd session, 98lst meeting, para. 12)

/ ' ....
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Austria
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See XXlst session, 911tb meeting, para. 8, quoted~ under aJ:·ticle 50.

BoliVia

With regard to article 23, his delegation supported the principle pacta sunt

servanda, on which the law of treaties was based, but considered that the

expression "treaty in forcel! could not be applied to a treaty which was void

ab . initio or unjust. Other delegations had discussed adequately the question

.of' invalid treaties. He would like, therefore to stress the problem of unjust

treaties, which was indistinguishable from that of unjust legislative enactments

:in domestic law. A treaty was simply an expression of general legal principles

:in the form of legally binding rules; and those general legal principles laid

down certain limits which treaties must not overstep. A treaty that was

:incompatible with a general legal principle was an unjust treaty, The concept

of the unjust treaty, if carelessly applied, could of course lead to international

anarchy; but the fear of such an extreme case should not be allowed to prevent

the peaceful rectification of situations arising out of positive law that were

notoriously unjust.

CMr, Terceros BanzE?r, XXIst session, 909th meeting, para, 32)

The principle pacta sunt servanda stated in article 23 must never be used

to enforce an unjust treaty or one .which had been imposed by the use of force

or by threat, since in that case the treaty was void ab initio, or, in 0ther

words, non-existent, . The principle in question Ivas valid only with re.lpect to

treaties which had been entered into in complete freedom and in good faith. He

asked what could be the moral authority for req.uiring the performance in good

~aith of a treaty if the agreement had been achieved as a result of weakness

caused by a military defeat or by force.

(Mr. Morales Aguilar, XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 28)

/ ...
:,'
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Bulgaria
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The Commission had achieved distinct success in formulating the principle

pacta sunt servanda, which was one of the corner-stones of contemporary

international law. It was obvious that the origin of most international conflicts

was to be found in the violation of international treaties.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIst session, 910th meeting" para. 9)

The trend towards flexibility was well balanced by the provisions relating

to the observance of treaties by the parties. The rule pacta sunt servanda, which

constituted the corner-stone and the fundamental principle of the law of treaties

as a whole, was rightly stressed in the draft with the authority of a peremptory

norm of international law. The rule that treaties were binding upon the parties

and must be performed by them in good faith was a safeguard against any unjustified

recourse to the rebus sic stantibus clause.

(Mr. Yankov, XXIlnd session, 979th meeting, para. 6)

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

The principle of good faith was an essential element of the basic norm

pacta sunt servanda, which the Commisnlon had rightly reaffirmed in article 23

. in the following terms: "Every treat,y in force is binding upon the parties to it

and must be performed by them in good faith 11 • The importance of good faith

emerged also from article 27, paragraph 1.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 14)

A treaty was binding on the parties ~i.,0. \It: st be faithfully implemented by

them, and it was the task of the United Nations collectively to ensure absolute

respect for that important principle. A basic phenomenon of the contemporary

I
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international scene was the existence of sovereign States; that gave rise to the

important principle of good faith, stated in article 23, whereby' in their mutual

dealings states were bound only by their own will. Accordingly, international (

treaties must be interpreted in such a way as to ensure that they achieved the

e~~ects desired by the contracting parties themselves. The basis for any such

interpretation must be the principle of pacta sunt servanda, and the text of a

treaty must be taken ,as the main proof that it reflected the intent of the

parties. Any other approach to the interpretation of a treaty might result

in the violation of the rights of a party.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIlnd session, 975th meeting, para. 3)

China

The principle pacta sunt servanda, which had long been honoured by his

people, was essential to the legal order of the international community, and his

delegation was gratified to see it reaffirmed in article 23. His delegation's

support of that principle, however, should not be construed as meaning that it

opposed any change in the status quo; it had no desire to perpetuate any

unreasonable international situation, and in view of the swiftness with'which

the modern world was changing, it favoured the application of the doctrine

rebus sic stantibus whenever and wherever the demand for equity was justified.

Almost all modern jurists, however reluctantly, admitted that doctrine's existence

in international law; it served to balance the principle pacta sunt servand~, and

his delegation considered that in article 59 the Commission had had the right,

approach to the matter.

(Mr. Chen, XXlst session, 909th meeting, para. 2)

••• , he wished to confirm his Government's approval of the inclusion of the

principle of pacta sunt servanda in article 23. China t s approval reflected not

Duly the ethical teachings of its sages and the moral traditions of its people

/ ...
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Cuba

See XXIst session, 907th meeting, para. 10, quoted infra und er article 58.

but also its firm belief that the principle represented the main stabilizing force

in the legal order of the international community. However, China's advocacy of

that principle did not prevent it from supporting the doctrine of rebus sic

stantibus, as set out in article 59. The latter doctrine should provide a

balance to the principle of pacta Bunt servanda, so that the international

community could enjoy stability and progress simultaneously.

(Mr. Chen, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 30)

It wquld be dangerous to carry the principle of pacta sunt servanda to the

extreme of sacrificing the higher ideals of international justice for the sake of

the security of treaties which brought privileges for a few only and insecurity for

others. Pacta sunt servanda was not an absolute principle; on the contrary, it was

modified by the so-called rebus sic stantibus clause, which was receiving constant~

increasing emphasis. The definition of pacta sunt servanda in article 23 was

simple and clear, but should be made more precise. The words "every treaty in

force ll should be interpreted to mean that the treaty had been freely entered into

and did not conflict with fundamental principles of international law, and that

the consent of the parties had not been procured by fraud or coercion. The

principle of pacta sunt servanda was indissolubly linked with the fundamental norms

of general public international law. iqi thout the additional safeguard afforded by

,the higher principles of ~us cogens, the application of the pacta sunt servanda

,rule might lead to absurdity. The objective of every treaty should be to

strengthen the international legal order, not to destroy it .. For those reasons,

the provision prepared by the Commission should be elaborated somewhat further, so

as to reflect more accurately other principles recognized in the draft articles.

The main point was to prevent agreements from being concluded in unequal conditions,
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or with abuse and discrimination. The meaning of the words "in force ll should be

clarified, particularly in the sense that a new rule of jus cogens automatically

depri ved a treaty incompatible with it of any force. Moreover, the principle of

fidelity to the agreement had its limits in good faith, which implied not only

that ~he parties must abstain from acts which might frustrate the performance of

the agreement but also that there must be eCluali ty of consideration. To impose

obligations involving a derisory quid pro quo was contrary to good faith. Good

faith mitigated the harshness of an agreement when its performance became

excessively burdensome. Similarly, the agreement should be deemed to be breached

When its true underlying purpose conflicted with the essential norms of

international law, even though its apparent purpose was legitimate. An example

of that kind of agreement was a treaty which used a legal formality to conceal

a perpetual military occupation.

(Mr. Alvarez Tabio~ XXIInd session, 974th meeting, para. 22)

CY'pr\;.s

In his view, the Commission had been right to specify in draft article 23 that

the rule pacta sunt servanda should apply only to treaties "in force ll
; that rule

should not be applied without qualification and should be interpreted in the light

of other rules under which a treaty might be considered as not "in forcet!,

particularly the draft articles relating to invalidity and termination.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXIst session~ 9l0th meeting, para. 46)

His delegation considered that the Commission had taken the right course in

specifying, in article 23, that the rule pacta sunt servanda should apply only to

trea ties Ilin foree l1
• Consequently, the rule stated in article 23 must be read

subject to all the other rules under which a treaty might not be "in force ll
, such

as those dealing with entry into force or entry into force provisionally, and to

the articles dealing with the invalidity and termination of treaties, including

articles 49, 50, 57 and 59.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXIInd session, 980th meeting, para. 54)
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Czechoslovakia

The conclusion of treaties was not enough; consistent and faithful observance

of obligations emanating from international treaties was also a necessity for the

development of international co-operation in the economic, technical, social and

cultural fields and for the strengthening of peaceful coexistence itself.

Czechoslovakia was convinced of that necessity, as its history demonstrated .•••

It would be desirable for the principle pacta sunt servanda, a most important

principle of international law dealt \~i th in article 23, to be set out in the

preamble to the proposed convention as well.

His delegation thought that in the final text of article 23 itself account

should be taken of the results of the General Assembly's consideration of the

question of codification and progressive development of the principle that states

should fulfil in good faith the obligations as surned 'by them in accordance with the

Charter. It would also like to have it made clear in that article that the Ittreaty

in force ll to which the principle pacta sunt servanda applied referred only to an

international treaty concluded freely and on the basis of equality, in accordance

wi th international law. That principle could not apply to treaties which had been

concluded by means of coercion. Such treaties were, in fact, declared void

ab initio in draft article 49, but his delegation would like the final text of that

article to state that the idea of coercion covered not only the threat or use of

force but such other forms of coercion as economic pressure.

(Mr. Potocny, XXlst session, 906th meeting, paras. 13-15)

See also ibid., para. 16, quoted ~nf~~under article 50.

Czechoslovakia naturally regarded the rule of 'pacta sunt servanda as a

funCl amental principle of international law, but one closely related to other such
" i

principles; it also had to be taken in conjunction with jus cogens.

(Mr. Smejkal, :XXUnd session, 976th meeting, para. 23)

See also doct®ent A/6827, quoted infra under article 24.
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His delegation strongly reaffirmed the views which it had expressed at the

twentieth session of the General Assembly concerning the rule pacta sunt servanda

(A/CN.4/182, chap. 11). That rule of customary law remained in force as a

guarantee that contractual obligations would be carried out, but its effects

were limited by the peremptory legal norms of the United Nations Charter. Good

faith was a condition sine Que non in the conclusion of international treaties

and indivisible; if it were lacking in the act that created the obligations it

could not be partially invoked in order to demand their fulfilment; lack of good

faith compromised the honour of states, and honour was not divisible.

Under draft article 23, only treaties in force were binding upon the parties,

and whether a treaty was in force depended not only on formal requirements but

on the substantive question of the treaty's legal validity. Consequently, the

Commission had tied draft article 23 to Article 2, paragraph 2 of the Charter,

which established that the obligations that Members should fulfil in good faith

were those assumed by them in accordance with the Charter. The prohibition of

the threat or use of force, respect for the territorial integrity and political

independence of States,the principle of the self-determination of peoples,

the sovereign equality of States, the prohibition of intervention in matters

which were essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of states, respect for

human rights and for fundamental freedoms - all those were peremptory rules of

international public policy embodied in the Charter to which there could be no

exceptions and which had acquired the character of jus cogens and the status of

constitutional precepts. The rule pacta sunt servanda could not redeem an

international treaty that violated the legal norms of the United Nations Charter.

(Mr. Alcivar, XXIst session, 914th meeting, paras. 20-21)

See also ibid., para. 34, quoted infra under Comments and observations on

the draft articles as a whole.

Article 23 pacta sunt servanda established a norm which was the second facet

of the twofold function that modern doctrine had assigned to the treaty; the first

/ ...



Finland

The final draft of the International Law Commission gives cause to repeat

some previously made suggestions, which the Commission has not been able to

take into consideration •. As an example may be cited the addition suggested to

article 23, according to which the states parties are expressly obliged to

refrain from acts tending to frustrate the object and purpose of the treaty.

As such an obligation would exist already while the treaty is under preparation

(article 15), it may even have greater significance when the treaty has already

entered into force, especially as it cannot be taken for granted that the principle

of pacta sunt servanda contains this obligation as well.

(Note verbale of 11 July 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827, p. 18)

function being to impose obligations upon the parties and grant them rights .

••• In the commentary, paras (1) and (2), article 23, the International Law

Commission had indicated (see A/6309/Rev.l, part 11, chap. 11, pp. 42 and 43) that

that article was based on the principle of good faith enunciated in Article 2 (2)

of the United Nations Charter and had involved the jurisprudence of international

tribunals to support the theory that that principle was a legal principle which

formed an integral part of the rule pacta sunt servanda. Good faith was an

essential characteristic of a contractual instrument, in internal civil law and

international law alike. In the latter case, however, the good faith of the

parties was presumed at the time of the conclusion of the treaty, and that

perhaps explained why the United Nations Charter and article 23 of the draft

articles mentioned it only as a factor in the application of a treaty. In his

delegation's view, the meaning of the provisions of article 23 was that the

parties should carry out a treaty in good faith, just as they had concluded it

in good faith. The application ofthe principle pacta sunt servanda was also

subject to the imperative provisions of the United Nations Charter, and

particularly those of Article 2 (2) on good faith and those of Article 103, which

provided tha~in the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members

of the United Nations under the Charter and their obligations under any other

international agreement, the former would prevail.

(Mr. Alclvar, XXIlnd session, 981st meeting, para. 29)

Part Ill, section 1, article 23
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Guinea

Part Ill, section 1, article 23

Article 23, dealing with the principle of pacta sunt servanda, was of

capital importance and would play a decisive role in securing the confidence and

efficacity necessary to an international treaty. It would be a test of the

goodwill of States in establishing and harmonizing the rules of conduct governing

their relations. It was not enough merely to negotiate, sign and ratify an

agreement; most important of all was that the parties should faithfully carry

out their treaty obligations as long as the agreement was in force. His delegation

therefore fully approved of the way in which that article had been drafted.

(Mr. Savane, XXllnd session, 982nd meeting, para. 27)

Hungary

The principle rebus sic stantibus had an important bearing on the application

of the principle pacta sunt servanda, and neither of them can be made an absolute

truth in itself.

(Mr. Prandler, XXIlnd session, 978th meeting, para. 6)

India

The draft articles reflected the ideas on the law of treaties which were

generally accepted in contemporary international law. In particular, they rightly

recognized the need to protect newly independent States against the tyranny which

might result from excessive and unqualified reliance on the principle pacta sunt

servanda. Article 23, which dealt with that subject, concerned only treaties

in force and stipulated that they must be performed /tin good faith". It was

gratifying to find the principle of good faith firmly entrenched in the Commission1s

draft. In article 23, and in such articles as article 48 on the invalidity of

treaties concluded under coercion of a State by the threat or use of force) the

Commission had recognized that the principle pacta sunt servanda should not be

used asa means of insisting on the implementation of obsolete) unjust, invidiously

discriminatory or otherwise objectionable treaty rights.'

(Mr. Rao J XXIlnd ses,sion, 979th meeting , para. 12)



Pakistan

Peru

Netherlands

Mongolia

Part Ill, section 1, article 23

I···

See XXIst session, 91lth meeting, para. 17, quoted infra under article 59.

Nigeria
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See XXlInd session, 977th meeting, para. 2, quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

See XXIlnd session, 978th meeting, para. 11, quoted~ under Comments

and observations on the draft articles as a whole.

His delegation also wished to stress the importance of reaffirming, in draft

article 23, the fundamental principle pacta sunt servanda.

(Mr. Khashbat, XXlst session, 9llth meeting, para. 33)

~A-7 question that had been neglected in the droft articles was the Isycho

legal aspect of treaties, i.e., the intent of the parties. The parties to a treaty

might wish, on the one hand) to give expression to common interests or achieve a

common objective or, on the other hand, to subject their sUbsequent conduct to a

rule of law, whether that rule was explicitly stated in the treaty or tacitly

accepted by the parties. Thus, many treaties concluded between Latin American

states for the purpose of settling territorial questions were implicitly based
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on the principle of self-determination, which was the very fountain-head of

nationality. That distinction "l1'"8S important, for if a treaty expres.sed the wishes

of the parties and at the same time embodied an existing principle of law which

was accepted by the.parties, it then enjoyed a twofold legitimacy. In such

treaties, which, properly speaking, were lawmaking treaties, the contractual

obligation was of value both because it reflected the wishes of the parties

(pacta sunt servanda) and because it reflected the principle on which the treaty

was based. That fact was all the more important because contemporary international

law, as it evolved, tended to assimilate principles resulting from the philosophical

and historical progress of mankind and to incorporate them into the multilateral

treaties that today constituted positive international law. Prior to that twofold

process of evolution, treaties had represented only the transitory interests of

states. Today, when several states discussed a problem that was facing them,

they sought not only to reconcile their respective interests but to define the

principles that could provide a basis for doing so. If they concluded a treaty

embodying such principles, the treaty was inviolable; for even if the wishes of

the parties changed, the principle remained.

(Mr. Belaunde, XXIst session, 907th ~eeting, para. 28)

Philippines

The second corner-stone of the law of treaties, after consent, namely, the

principle of good faith, which was the sUbject of article 23 of the text, was a

fundamental norm of the law of nations. His delegation nevertheless agreed with

those who maintained that that norm must not be used to perpetuate rule by

domination or oppression or to procure the execution of unequal, unjust, perpetual

and colonial treaties. The principle of pacta sunt servanda was increasingly

tempered by the rebus sic stantibus clause, to which the newly independent and

the developing countries attached so much importance.

(Mr. Espejo, XXIInd session, 981st meeting, para. 20)

/ ...



Thailand

Sierra Leone

Poland

Part Ill, section 1, article 23

/ ~ • I

See XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. la, quoted infra under article 50.

Sweden

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 35, quoted supra under article 15.

See XXIlnd session, 982nd meeting, para. 24, quoted infra under article 59-

See XXlst session, 913th meeting, para. 14, quoted infra under article 59.
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In view of the need to ensure the stability of international agreements and

the maintenance of the fundamental principle pacta sunt servanda, the Commission

had been well advised to make provision only for objectively well-founded

exceptions to that principle.

(Mr. Osiecki, XXIlnd session, 977th meeting, para. 11)

Too often, in the colonial past, the princple pacta sunt servanda had been

imbued with an unwarranted sacrosanctity and had been invoked by more powerful

nations to impose their will on smaller and weaker ones, to the detriment of the
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latter I S vital interests or natural growth. Article 23 of the draft commendably

brought the inflated concept of the principle pacta sunt servanda back to its

proper proportions.

(Mr. Sucharitkul, xxrlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 13)

See also ibid., paras. 14-15, Quoted infra under articles 50 and 59.

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

•••any rule, no matter how well formulated, was of value only in so far

as it was applied in practice. The law of treaties, which was one of the

keystones of international law, was based in turn on the essential principle

formulated in article 23 of the draft articles, namely, that every treaty in

force was binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good

faith (see A/6309) ••••

It should also be stressed that the principle pacta sunt servanda applied

to treaties only in so far as they were binding.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIst session, 905th meeting, paras. 2-3)

See also ibid., para. 4, ~uoted infra under article 50 •

• • •the adoption of article 23, which laid down the principle of pacta sunt

servanda, would certainly furnish additional means of taking action against those

who jeopardized international peace and security.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIlnd session, 978th meeting, para. 19)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

.•. the principle pacta sunt servanda, stated in draft article 23, was very

important for the maintenance of normal relations among States. It was embodied

in the Preamble and paragraph 2 of Article 2 of the United Nations Charter.

Non-observance of that principle was considered by contemporary international law

/ ...



United Arab Republic

I··,

His Government firmly believed that article 23, which embodied the rule

pacta sunt servanda, was the natural pivot, not only of the law of treaties,

but of stable and orderly international relations as a whole. No unilateral

derogation from international obligations should be tolerated, and his delegaticL

fully endorsed the remarks of the United Kingdom representative on the importance

of preserving the stability of the international legal order. Nevertheless, the

rule pacta sunt servanda should not be invoked to enforce unequal treaties impos~j

by the use of coercion. Such treaties could never be other than detrimental to

friendly relations between States.

(Mr. El Araby, XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 43)

Part Ill, section 1, article 23
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as a violation of international law, and the responsibility both for the violation

of the treaty and for its effects rested with the offending state •.••

The USSR viewed the principle pacta sunt servanda as an important means of

ensuring peace and peaceful coexistence and developing wide co~operation among

peoples. All states must realize that the principle must be applied by all not

only in word but in deed, failing which normal peaceful intercourse among StatesJ

and indeed the existence of international law itself, would be impossible.

Accordingly, his delegation considered that further study should be given to ways

of strengthening the provisions relating to the duty of States to observe

international treaties, with a view to drawing up legal statements which would

encourage absolute observance of international treaties by all States, large and

small.

(Mr. Khlestov, XXIst session, 910th meeting, paras. 19-20)

See also ibid., para. 18, quoted supra under Comments and observations on

the draft articles as a whole.
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Yugoslavia
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United Republic of Tanzania

Part Ill, section 1~ article 23

Uruguay

See document A/6827/Add.2, quoted infra under part V.

With regard to the matter of unequal treaties, which had been so ably dealt

with by the USSR representative, his Government, which had suffered from

colonialist exploitation, contended that the principle pacta sunt servanda should

never be used to oppress new States. That vas in conformity .Tith the policy set

forth in the letter of 9 t€cember 1961 from President Julius Nyerere to the

Secretary~Generalof the United Nations.

(Mr. Maliti, mst session, 9l2th meeting, para. 48)

See also, ibid., para. 47, quoted supra under Comments and observations on

the draft articles as a whole.

LHi~ delegation felt that consideration must be given to the effects

ot jus cogens on the lmf of treaties. In that connexion, the Yugoslav Government

in its written comments on article 23 (see A/68~~7, p. 29), had asked for more

His delegation .•• noted with satisfaction that although article 23 had been

devoted to the principle pacta sunt servanda - a principle which some Governments

could accept only with certain reservations - the Commission had very properly

~alified that article in part V, which dealt with the invalidity, tennination

and suspension of the operation of treaties.

(~. Paysse Reyes, XXIst session, 909th meeting, para. 27)
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detail(d explanations concerning the relationshi~ between the principle pacta

sunt servanda and other fundamental principles of international law laid down in

the United Nations Charter and other international instruments, particularly where

jus cogens was concerned.

(Mr. Sahovic, XXllnd session, 975th meeting, para. 18)

In its earlier comments, the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia had stressed the principle pacta sunt servanda as one of the fundamental

principles of international law and the need to include in the commentary on that

article explanations concerning the substance and effects of the principle

in relation to other fundamental principles of international law laid down in

the United Nations Charter and other international instruments, particularly

where juS cogens was concerned.

Part Ill, section 1, article 23
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In the opinion of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia, the principle pacta sunt servanda is one of the fundamental principles

of treaty law in the sense that it provides a basis for the application of the

other principles laid down in the United Nations Charter, including the principles

of the sovereign eCluality and independence of States, the right of self

determination of peoples, etc.

In the given circumstances, application of the pacta sunt servanda principle

would not suffice to ensure observance of an international treaty in a case where

peremptory norms of international law or other accepted general rules of

international law were not observed: in case of nullity or absence of mutual

agreement of the contracting parties.

ConseCluently, for the reasons stated, the Yugoslav Government again draws

attention to this unresolved question.

(~etter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (A/6827, p. 29))
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MEMBER STATES

Ghana

Part Ill, section 2

SECTION 2 - APPLICATION OF TREATIES

/ ...

See XXIst session, 905th meeting, para. 11, quoted supra under article 1.

See XXIst session, ~U5th meeting, para. 15, quoted infra under article 69.

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 45, quoted supra under article 1.

It was remarkable that in many places, for obvious reasons of legal certainty,

the draft fell back on the presumption of consent, 1.(:., on probable consent

instead of proved consent. The presumptions of the non-retroactivity of treaties

(article 24)) of the application of treaties to the entire territory of each

party (article 25)) and 01' the assent of a third State to a right accorded by a

treaty to which it was not a rarty (article 32) ,rere all based on the presumed

agreement of the parties as to their intention and purposes.

(Mr. Tammes, XXIst ses::don, 903rd meeting, para. 13)
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Czechoslovakia

llEffectiveness of treaties

"Article 23

/

Canada

ARTICLE 24

MEMBER STATES

Non-retroactivity of treaties

Part 111 2 section 2, article 24

Ill. Unless otherwise provided in the treaty} it becomes effective
on the date of its entry into force.
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See XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 4, quoted infra under article 62,

Article 24 deals only with the question of retroactivity of treaties while

the question of their becoming effective in the general sense has been left

unsolved. Because of its nature the substance of that article should be included

in part II of the draft and the question of treaties becoming effective should

be dealt with in the general sense in respective provision. Retroactivity should

always derive from a treaty because it is a factor of considerable importance.

It is therefore suggested that article 24 as formulated in the draft be

deleted from part Ill, and in part 11 article 23 substituted for article 22 as

follows:

Article 24 dealt exclusively with the question of retroactivity of treaties}

without settling the question of the date on which they took effect. It would

be advisable to insert an article stipulating that, unless otherwise provided

in the treaty, it should become effective on the date of its entry into force,

(Mr. Smejkal, XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 24)



1/2. Unless a different intention appears from the treaty, its
provisions do not bind a party in relation to any act or fact which
took place or any situation which ceased to exist before the date of
the entry into force of the treaty with respect to that party. 11

Part Ill, section 2, articles 24 and 25
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/ ...

The present article 23 in part III to be designated as article 24.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affairs ad interim to the

United Nations (A!6827, p. 11))

Netherlands

See XXIlnd session, 977th meeting, para. 2; quoted~ under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

United states of America

•••{Somi! sections of the draft convention are replete with provisions which

will resultin disputes. To list but a few:

••••••• 41 •

(c) What determines whether a lIfact or act took place or a situation ceased

to exist ' ! under article 241

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827!Add.2, p. 12))

ARTICLE 25

Application of treaties to territory

MEMBER STATES

Algeria

With regard to article 25 of the draft, his delegation regretted that the

International Law Commission had made the treaties applicable to the entire



Mali

Canada

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

Part Ill, section 2, article 25
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/ ...

See XXllnd session, 976th meeting, para. 4, quoted infra under article 62.

With regard to the application rf treaties to the entire territory of each

party (draft article 25), his delegation wished to draw attention to the case of

colonial Powers that forced sUbject peoples to sign treaties designed to defend

the selfish interests of the metropolitan country. The colonized peoples would

declare those treaties void as soon as they attained their independence, and his

delegation hoped that it would be possible to achieve general and complete

decolonization before the conferenc,:: of plE:!'J~ -potentiaries convened.

(II1r. Roita, XXlst session, 914th meeti~~·.1 ,'8. 4o)

The Commission pointed out correctly in article 25 that the application of

a treaty extended only to the entire territory of each party.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 15)

territory of the signatory parties, since that might result in the application

to subject peoples of the clauses and effects of treaties to which they had not

consented. On attaining sovereignty, those peoples would be compelled to denounce

such treaties, a consequence that followed, moreover, from article 30, which

provided that a treaty did not create either obligations or rights for a third

state without its consent.

(Mr. Baddad, XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 34)
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Poland

Spain

I· ..
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Netherlands

Part Ill, section 2, article 25

..•it emerged from article 25) d~aling with the application of treaties to

territory, and article 30" which stated that a treaty did not create either

obligations or right 5 for a third State without the latter I s consent, that the

International Law Conunission had repudiated the so-called colonial clause by

which certain obligations under treaties concluded by some States were extended

to the territories under the rule of' those States" even after those territories

had become independent.

(Mr. Koroma, XXIst session, 9llth meeting, para. 45)

See XXI~t session, 9l3th meeting, para. 10, quoted~ under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

See XXIInd session" 977th meeting" para. 2" qt~oted supra under Comments

and observations on the draft articles as a whole.

One might wonder why the Commission had spent so much time on draft article 25,

which simply stated that the application of a treaty extended to the entire

territory of each party. In fact, -the Commission had devised that wording to

replace the phrase lIall the territory or tarritories for which the parties are

internationally responsible 11 J in order to avoid the unfortunate associations of

the So-called colonial clause (see A/6309, a.rticle 25, commentary, para. 3).

(~. de Luna, XJCIst session, 912th n:eeting, para. 37)
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International Telecommunication Union

as:

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Part III, section 2, article 25

I ...

"group of territories represented by •.• "

It •••provinces in Africa lt

11 •••overseas provinces 11

"territories of ..• 1l

The lTU membership includes groups of territories which are described various.

The presumption expressed in this article, to the effect that the application

of a treaty extends to the entire territory of each party, applies to the FAO

Constitution. It likewise applies to conventions and agreements concluded under

article XIV of the FAO Constitution, it being understood that contracting states

may on signature, ratification, accession or acceptance, make a declaration

regarding territorial application. In addition, it is specified in the Principles

and Procedures governing Conventions and Agreements that each instrument should

contain a clause regarding its territorial application, i.e., its geographical

ltoverseas territories for the international relations of which the... are

responsible ll
•

Some of the signatories provided at the time of ratification a list of the

territories included which is published by the ITU Secretariat.

There is one case of a federal union where some members, but not all, sign

separately and have the right to vote. It has always been assumed that the

scope.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Feed and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A/6827/Add.l, p. 24))
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y

signature of the union as a whole is for all the constituent parts except those

members which sign separately.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A/6827/Add.l, p. 35))

ARTICLE 26

A~plication of successive treaties relating to the same subject-matter

MEMBER STATES

Australia

See XXIst session, g12th meeting, para. 24, quoted infra under article 50.

Bulgaria

See XXllnd session, 979th meeting, para. 3, quoted supra under article 1.

Chile

See XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 27, quoted~ under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

Colombia

The Commission ... deserved. special praise for article 26 of its draft, which

dealt satisfactorily with the difficult question of successive treaties relating to

the same subject-matter.

(Mr. Rerran-Medina, XXlst session, g07th meeting, para. 9)



India

Cyprus

Part III~ section 2~ article 26
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Netherlands

/ ...

Ecuador

See XXIst session, 914th meeting, para. 30, quoted infra under article 49.

See XXIst session, 906th meeting, para. 4; quoted supra under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

With regard to article 26, his delegation approved of the stress which was

laid in paragraph 1 on the fact that the rules governing the rights and

obligations of States parties to successive treaties relating to the same

subject-matter were subject to Article 103 of the United Nations Charter.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 55)

... it might be relevant to draw attention to the fact that in several places

the draft referred explicitly to the Charter of the United Nations, e.g., in

articles 26, 49 and 70. The commentary on the often discussed article concerning

jus cogens cited the example of a treaty contemplating an unlawful use of force

contrary to the principles of the Charter. The obvious conclusion, therefore,

was that for the development of the law of treaties the work already done and

remaining to be done on principles concerning friendly relations in accordance

with the Charter might prove very helpful ty clc:rifyir..g points of consensus

and disagreement on fundamental issues and thus prepare the ground for better

understanding.

(Mr. Tammes, XXIst session, 903rd meeting, para. 16)

DE
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
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•..he ••• felt that article 26 (Application'of successive treaties relating

to the same subject matter) should resolve the ~uestion of the relationship

between the obligations imposed by multilateral treaties and those imposed by

cilateral treaties.

(Mr. Kozhevnikov) XXIInd session) 971st meeting, para. 8)

It would be appropriate in this article to specify how the question of the

relationship of a State's obligations under a multilateral treaty and those under

a bilateral treaty should be solved.

SUb-paragraph 4 (c) should also be made more precise.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827) p. 26))

United Arab Republic

See XXIst session) 91lth meeting} para. 25} quoted su~ra under Ccmments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

International Telecommunication Union

The Montreux Oonvention contains the following provisions:

1'266. This Convention shall abrogate and replace, in relations between
the Oontracting Governments} the International Telecommunication Convention
(Geneva) 1959).

"267. The administrative regulations referred to in 203 are those in force
at the time of signature of this Convention. They shall be regarded as
annexed to this Convention and shall remain valid, subject to such partial

/ ...
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rev~slons as may be adopted in consequence of the provlslons of 52 until
the time of entry into force of new regulations drawn up by the ccmpetent
world administrative conferences to replace them as annexes to this
Convention. It

All the countries or groups of territories listed as Members in the Montreux

Convention either signed and ratified or acceded to the previous convention

(Geneva 1959) except for five. Of these five: one is still bound by the Madrid

Convention (1932), one by the Atlantic City Convention (1947), and three by the

Buenos Aires Convention (1952). Three of them have signed some or all of the

regulations all of which were completely revised after 1952.

As has been mentioned above, in practice the rules of the current convention

are applied to these Members, e.g~, choice and value of unit of contribution.

In one regional agreement it is provided that it and its plan shall be

abrogated between all the contracting parties from the entry into force of a new

plan. In the event of a contracting Government not approving the new plan the

agreement shall be abrogated in relation to such Government as from the entry

into force of the new plan.

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ac interim of the

International Telecommunication Union (A/6827/Add.l, p. 36))

SECTION 3 - INTERPRETATION OF TREATIES

MEMBER STATES

On the difficult problem of the interpretation of treaties, the Commission

had opted for the will of the parties expressed objectively in the text rather

than for the intention of the parties reconstructed subjectively from the

preparatory work. That provision und'.. ubtedly would furnish added certainty

and security, which were essential in law.

(Mr. de Luna, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 38)

/ ...
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On the important subject of the interpretation of treaties, the Tunisian

delegation thought that international law provided no absolute rules but merely

a set of flexibile guidelines. Articles 27-29 might constitute a consensus

that w~uld obviate the problems and disputes arising from differences of

interpretation and thus facilitate the application of international treaties.

(Mr. Gastli, XXllnd session, 981st rr.eeting, para. 6)

United Kingdom

See XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 26, quoted~ under Comments

and observations on the draft articles as a whole.

Yugoslavia

See XXlst session, 907th meeting, para. 22j quoted~ under part V.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

The interpretation of the FAO Constitution and of the conventions and

agreements concluded under article XIV of the Constitution is dealt with in

article XVII of the Constitution and in paragraphs 13 and 16 of the principles,

respectively. The first two provisions place the emphasis on procedural aspects

(with special reference to settlement of disputes) rather than on the substantive

criteria for interpretation. Paragraph 16 of the Principles states that the

languages in which the conventions and agreements are drawn up shall be e~ually

authentic. It may be p~esumed that the methods of interpretation laid down in

I . ..



articles 27 to 29 of the law of treaties could also be applied in regard to treaties

concluded within the FAO.

(Letter of 7 July 1967 from the Legal Counsel of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (A!6827!Add.l, pp. 24-25))
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International Telecommunication Union

The Montreux Convention contains the following provisions:

1123L~. The official languages of the Union shall be Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish.

11235. The working languages of the Union shall be English, French and Spanish.

"236. In case of dispute, the French text shall be authentic.

11237. The final documents of the plenipotentiary and administrative
conferences, their final acts, protocols, resolutions, recommendations
and opinions, shall be drawn up in the official languages of the Union,
in versions equivalent in form and content. tl

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the International

Telecommunication Union (A!6827!Add.l, pp. 36-37))

ARTICLE 27

General rule of interpretation

MEMBER STATES

Argentina

See XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 14, quoted~ under article 23.

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

See XXIst session, 908th meeting, para. 14, quoted supra under article 23.

/ ...



UnfortunatelyJ article 27 (General rule of interpretation), paragraph 1,

did not contain either a general provision to the effect that the interpretation

of a treaty must clarify the intentions of the parties or a provision stating

that a treaty must be interpreted in accordance with the generally recognized

norms of international law. There undoubtedly existed, with respect to the

legitimacy of international treaties, a principle that no treaty could conflict

with recognized norms and principles of international law.

The Byelorussian SSR did not subscribe to the view that a treaty in force

had an existence of its own, independent of its contracting parties, and that

it should therefore be interpreted not in accordance with the will of the parties

but in the light of changing world conditions.

(Mr. Stankevich, XXIlnd session, 975th meeting, paras. 3-4)

Part Ill, section 3, article 27
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Canada

See XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 4, quoted infra under article 62.

Czechoslovakia

In respect of paragraph 1 f<)f article 217, it is recommended that a general

principle be expressed to the effect that the purpose of the interpretation of

a treaty lies in ascertaining the intentions of the parties.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827, p. 11»

Hungary

In dealing with articles 27 and 28 concerning the interpretation of treaties

the International Law Commission had concluded that tithe elucidation of the meaning

of the text rather than an investigation ab initio of the supposed intentions

/ ...
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of the parties constitutes the object of interpretation" (see A/6309/Rev.l,

part 11, chap. 11, p. 53, commentary (18) on article 28). Admittedly, that

position reflected the practice of many countries but equal importance should be

given to the original intention of the parties as indicated in the travaux

preparatoires, which should be considered not only as a supplementary means of

interpretation but as an element just as important as that mentioned, for example,

in article 27 (3) (£) on subsequent practice in the application of the treaty.

(Mr. Prandler, XXIlnd session, 978th meeting, para. 5)

See documents A/6827 and Corr.l, quoted infra under article 62.

Netherlands

See XXlst session, 903rd meeting, para. 15, quoted infra under part V.

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

Article 27 (1) should be supplemented by a provision to the effect that

treaties could also be interpreted in the light of the generally accepted rules

of international law.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 19)

See also ibid., para. 18, quoted supra under article 15.

/ ...
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See XXIst session, 910th meeting, para. 18, quoted ~~ under Comments

and observations on the draft articles as a whole.

Paragraph 1 of ... article 27 should likewise state that a treaty should

also be interpreted in accordance with the generally accepted rules of

international law.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827, P' 26))

United Arab Republic

.•• the International Law Commission had conscientiously taken account of

the observations offered by various Governments. That, for instance, had been

its approach to the matter of the interpretation of treaties, when it had

reversed its previous position of referring to the rules of law in effect at the

time of the conclusion of the treaty and had introduced a broader application of

so-called intertemporal law (article 27, para. 3 (~))

(Mr. El-Erian, XXlst session, 91lth meeting, para~ 27)

United States of America

"0' the articles dealing with the interpretation of treaties) ..• were

based on rules which did not take into account the actual practice of states

and seemed too conservative. Article 27 provided that a treaty should be

interpreted according to the "ordinary meaning ll of the terms employed; but since,

outside their context, words did not usually have any "ordinary meaning", it was

the intention of the parties that must be determined and not some alleged

"ordinary meaning" 0 All the available sources of evidence must be open for the

/ ...
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purposes of interpretation, and to relegate the preparatory work or the

circumstances of the treaty's conclusion to a secondary position, as did

article 28, would make it more difficUlt, instead of easier, to resolve a dispute.

It was the common practice of foreign offices to take these matters into

consideration when a problem of interpretation arose; and even the international

tribunals which excluded all reference to the preparatory work on the grounds

that the meaning of the disputed term was clear were accustomed to add that there

was nothing in the preparatory work which would cause them to change thej.r opinion.

(Mr. Kearney, XXIlnd session, 977th meeting, para. 19)

The United States Government considers that articles 27 and 28 on the

interpretation of treaties lay down overly rigid and unnecessary restricted

requirements. One criterion of interpretation trin accordance with the ordinary

meaning to be given the terms of the treatyll is accorded primacy over all other

criteria. But as Lord McNair succinctly states: tr ••• this so-called rule of

interpretation like others is merely a starting point, a prima facie gUide, and

cannot be allowed to obstruct the essential question in the application of

treaties, namely, to search for the real intention of the contracting parties

in using the language employed by them".

The draft articles, unfortunately, do obstruct the essential quest to

determine what was the common intent of the parties in using particular language

because the ordinary meaning of terms in the treaty is made, not a starting point,

but the centre point about which all other aspects of the process of interpretation

must revolve like satellites. Thus, consideration of context and of the object

and purpose of the treaty as provided in paragraph 1 of article 27 is specifically

limited to determining the ordinary meaning to be given the treaty terms while

investigation into the factors indicating the genuine purpose of the parties in

selecting those terms and the community context in which they are employed is

implicitly excluded.

The subordinate position to which "preparatory work" on the treaty !land the

circumstances of its conclusion" are relegated by article 28 aptly illustrates th~

extent to which the Commission's rule of irrcerpretation ignores the intentions of

Part Ill, section 3, article 27
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the parties. What guides can be more helpful in deciding the effect a particular

clause in a treaty was intended to produce than the official records of the

negotiations in which the language was agreed and the documents rela·l~.Lng to the

clause which were submitted or produced in the course of negotiations as well as

the other circumstances of its conclusion? This is the almost invariable practice

of Foreign Offices in the interpretation and application of treaties. The basic

problem is that words can have many meanings, and what may be an ordinary meaning

in one set of circumstances may be an extraordinary one in another. To resolve

this difficulty there should be free access to all pertinent sources of information.

But article 27 permits recourse only to the treaty, to documents made part thereof

by agreement of all the parties, subseQuent practice in the application of the

treaty, or to relevant rules of international law. This narrow definition of the

context that may be examined in determining the meaning of the treaty terms serves

to reduce drastically the means available for determining what is the true meaning

of a particular word or phrase or clause while broadening considerably the field

of choice in which any of several available meanings can be applied to a treaty

term. as the "ordinary" meaning.

The Government of the United states considers that this series of restrictions

upon the interpretation process should be eliminated and that the artificial

separation between articles 27 and 28 should be discarded. All of the various

elements o£ articles 27 and 28 should be arranged to avoid any fixed hierarchy so

that whatever elements of interpretation are of importance in a particular set

of circumstances may be given their appropriate weight, whether it be tlordinary

meaning ll or lI subsequent practice ll or Ilpreparatory work'l or any of the other

elements that £acilitate correct interpretation.

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827/Add.2, pp. 5-6))
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United States of America

Thailand

Hungary

ARTICLE 28

MEMBER STATES

Part Ill, section 3, article 28

Supplementary means of interpretation

/ ...

See XXllnd session, 978th meeting, para. 5, quoted supra under article 27.

See also document A/6827/Add.2, quoted supra under article 27·
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See XXllnd session, 977th meeting, para. 19, quoted supra under

article 27.

He wished ••• to point out that a line of distinction was not always clearly

drawn between the circumstances of the conclusion of a treaty as a supplementary

means of interpretation under article 28 and the possibility of the modification

of treaties by subsequent practice under article 38.
(Mr. Sucharitkul, XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 17)
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Interpretation of treaties in two or more languages

MEMBER STATES

Czechoslovakia

It is felt that the principle expressed in paragraph 3 LOf article 227 is

at variance with the general principle of ascertaining the intentions of parties

through interpretation) viz.) when a difference in meaning exists which cannot be

removed either under articles 27 or 28 rra meaning which as far as possible

reconciles the texts shall be adopted". The application of that provision may

lead to an interpretation not intended by parties at the time of the conclusion

of the treaty. Should a difference in meaning not be removed in accordance with

articles 27 and 28) it would be apparently necessary to remove discrepancy by

negotiations between parties. It is therefore suggested that paragraph 3 be

deleted.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge dlAffaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827,p. 11»

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

International Telecommunication Union

See document A/6827/Add.l) quoted supra under part Ill, Section 3.

/ ...
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Czechoslovakia

Iran

MEMBER STATES

Afghanistan

Part Ill, section 4

SECTION 4 - TREATIES AND THIRD STATES
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The Government of Afghanistan fully supports the principles underlying

these articles in regard to the rights and obligations of third States, with the

understanding that these rules are based on Upacta tertiis nee nocent nee prosunt"

and thus agreements neither impose obligations nor confer rights upon third

parties and that a right for a third State cannot arise from a treaty which makes

no provision for such a right.

(Note verbale of 29 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827/Add.l, p. 3))

Czechoslovakia supported the principles stated in articles 30-32 concerning

the rights and obligations of third States, on the understanding that the rules

were based on the principle pacta tertiis nee nocent nee prosunt. It would

therefore be best consistently to apply the general principle that treaties had

no effect on third States without the latter's expli~it consent, and his

delegation would propose the deletion of article 32, paragraph 1, last sentence.

(Mr. Smejkal, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 25)

Although the question of rights and obligations created for third States

.was dealt with in the draft (articles 30-33), the most-favoured-nation clause had

been omitted, for the reasons given by the International Law Commission in its

1964 report • That clause was of great importance to his country ••••

(Mr. Fartash, XXIst session, 913th meeting, para. 26) I .. ·



See XXIlnd session, 977th meeting, para. 7, quoted~ under article 41.

Part III~ section 4
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Poland

The principle of equality necessarily had certain effects with regard to the

rights and obligations of so-called third states. If the basic premise that all

interested parties should be represented at negotiations were accepted, the notion

of third States would gradually lose its raison d'gtre.

(Mr. Lachs, XXlst session, 913th meeting, para. 11)

Thailand

His delegation endorsed the strict interpretation of the privity of treaties,

as set out in article 30, and considered that articles 31-34 adequately stated

its qualifications. His delegation did not think that state succession could be

an exception to article 30.

(Mr. Sucharitkul, XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 17)

Tunisia

On the subject of part Ill, section 4 (Treaties and third States), the Tunisian

delegation supported the principle that a treaty applied only between the parties

in virtue of another fundamental principle - namely, the sovereign equality of

States.

(Mr. Gastli, XXIlnd session, 981st meeting, para. 7)

/ ...
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SPECIALIZED AGENCI ES

International Telecommunication Union

. .'~;

The Montreux Convention provides as follows:

"268. Each Member and Associate Member reserves to itself and to the
recognized private operating agencies the right to fix the conditions
under which it admits telecommunications exchanged with a State which
is not a party to this Convention.

"269. If a telecommunication originating in the territory of such a
non-contracting State is accepted by a Member or Associate Member, it
must be transmitted and, in so far as it follows the telecommunication
channels of a Member or Associate Member,the obligatory provisions of'
the Convention and regulations and the usual charges shall apply to it. 1I

The telegraph regulations (Geneva Revision, 1958) contain the following:

"1036. When telegraphic relations are opened with countries which are
neither Members nor Associate Members or with recognized private operating
agencies in regard to which the provisions of' paragraph 2 of' article 19
of the Convention have not been applied by a Member or Associate Member,
the provisions of these regulations shall invariably be applied to
correspondence in the section of the route which lies within the
territories of Members or Associate Members, or which are operated by
a recognized private operating agency.

"1037. The administrations concerned shall f'ix the rate applicable to
this part of the route. This rate shall be added to that of the
non-participating administrations. ll

(Letter of 24 July 1967 from the Secretary-General ad interim of the

International Telecommunication Union (A/6827/Add.l, p. 37))

. I: .•
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ARTICLE 30

Algeria

llJEMBER STATES

Part Ill, section 4, article 30

General rule regarding third States

See XXIst session, 900th meeting, para. 34, quoted supra under article 25.

His delegation... wished to stress the importance of the rule reflected in

~aft articles 30 and 31, which provided that a treaty did not create either

obligations or rights for a third State without its consent. That rule derived

from the maxim pacta tertiis nec nocent nee prosunt and was based on the concepts

of the independence and sovereignty of States.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXlst session, 910th meeting, para. 47)

His delegation was in general agreement with the wording of article 30,

which spelt out what the Coltlllission rightly termed in its commentary (1) on

article 31 "one of the bulwarks of the independence and e~uality of states 11 

the primary rule that the parties to a treaty could not impose an obligation

on a third State without its consent.

(Mr. Jacovides, XXIlnd session, 980th meeting, para. 56)

See XXIst session, 913th meeting, para. 10, ~uoted~ under Comments and

observations on the draft articles as a whole.
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Sierra Leone

See XXIst session, 911th meeting, para. 45, quoted supra under article 25.

Thailand

See XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 17, quoted supra underpart Ill,

Section 4.

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

See XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 18, quoted supra under article 1,.

ARTICLE 31

Treaties providing for obligations for third States

MEMBER STATES

See XXIInd session, 980th meeting, para. 56, quoted supra under article

/ ....
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ARTICLE 32

Part Ill, section It, article 32

/ ...

Iran

It is considered desirable to follow the general principle that treaties

do not affect third States provided those States do not give their express assent.

In accordance with that principle it is suggested to delete the last sentence

in paragraph 1: ~f article 3'5.1 flIts assent shall. be 'Presumed so long as the

contrary is not indicated . 11

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A!6B27, p. 12))

Treaties providing for rights for third States

See XXIInd session, 976th meeting, para. 25, quoted supra under part Ill,

section 4.

See XXIst session, 9l3t.h meeting, para. 26, quoted supra under part Ill)

section 4.

See XXlst session, SD3rd meeting, para. 13, quoted supra under Part III,

Section 2.
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Nigeria

See also XXllnd session, 977th meeting, para. 2, quoted supra under Comments

and observations on the draft articles as a whole.
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His delegation ••• noted the absence of provisions concerning the most

favoured-nation clause - a matter of great importance to the developing countries}

which had succeeded to a considerable number of treaties having such a clause.

(Mr. Ogundere, XXIst session, 904th meeting, para. 12)

Draft article 32 concerning rights for third states was a good example of

the way in which the Commission worked, seeking always to reach a compromise

between the leading points of view. The problem dividing the Commission had not

been political or even ideological; it had been simply a slight difference on a

matter of legal technique. Some members wished to follow the strict French notion

of stipulation pour autrui; but others favoured the German idea that a right,

which was not a mere benefit and could be invoked juridically, could always be

created in favour of a third person, and that the juridical independence of the

third person was not prejudiced thereby, inasmuch as he was free to exercise or

not to exercise that right. In draft article 32 the Commission had squared the

juridical circle by admitting that a right in favour of a third State arose only

through a second collateral agreement and then deciding, nevertheless, that the

third State1s assent should be presumed so long as the contrary was not indicated.

(Mr. de Luna, XXIst session, 912th meeting, para. 39)

/ ...
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See XXlst session, 9l3th meeting, para. 39, ~uoted infra under article 69.

See XXIInd session, 98lst meeting, para. 2, ~uoted infra under article 69.

Uganda

His delegation had noted with regret, however, that the CCITnUssion had
..l

failed to take a stand,inter alia, on the ~uestions of the most-favoured-nation

clause and State succession. Inasmuch as those 'luestions were of great importance

to former d~pendencies, which often found themselves compelled to sign devolution

treaties, he hoped that the Commission would give them due consideration during

its coming session so that they could be considered by the proposed conference

of plenipotentiaries.

(Mr. Isingoma, XXlst session, 910th meeting, vara. 2)

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

••• article 32 should indicate more clearly that the provisions of its

paragraph 1 did not prevent a State party to a treaty from concluding with a State

which was not a party an agreement providing that the treaty would apply to their

mutual relations.

(Mr. Yakimenko, XXIInd session, 978th meeting, para. 19)

/ ...
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United States of America

Yugoslavia

United Republic of Tanzania

Part Ill, section 4, article 32
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•••~ome7 sections of the draft convention are replete with provisions

which will result in dispute. To list but a few:

See XXlst session, 912th meeting, para. 45, quoted supra under article L

It would seem appropriate to specify in •.• article L3~7 that the provisions

of its paragraph 1 do not prevent the parties to the treaty from concluding

agreements with third States under which the third states are granted rights

similar to those arising from the treaty.

(Note verbale of 21 July 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827, p. 26))

As is known, sovereign States may propose to create by treaty rights in

favour of a third State. The question arises of the most suitable conditions to

be laid down for the institution, the exercise and, possibly, the extinction of

such a right. In addition, a beneficiary third State has the sovereign right

to accept or refuse the exercise of such a right.

In order to avoid diviston of opinion as to the acceptance or waiver by a

third state of a right conferred upon it, i~ would be desirable, in the interest

/ ...

(d) How is the intent of the parties to accord third States' rights

determined under article 327

(Note verbale of 2 October 1967 from the Permanent Representative to the United

Nations (A/6827/Add.2, p. 12))



Canada

Poland

MEMBER STATES

/ ...
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See XXIlnd session, 976th meeting, para. 4, quoted infra under article 62.

Revocation or modification of obligations or rights of third States

ARTICLE 33

See XXIst session, 913th meeting, para .10, quoted supra under Comments and

obs~rvations on the draft articles as a lolhole.

of maintaining unrestricted friendly relations among States, to ensure a degree

of certainty in international treaties and, in the given instance, not to proceed

on the assumption of the beneficiary State's consent. In other words, the

Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia considers that a

provision should be included in the text of this article concerning the necessity

for the consent of the third State to '....hich the right is granted as an independent

~ubject of international law, unless all the parties concerned decide otherwise.

(Letter of 28 June 1967 from the Chief I.egal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (A/6827, pp. 29-30))
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ARTICLE 34

Czechoslovakia

Bulgaria

/ ...

The draft convention concerns the international law of treaties. In view

of that the inclusion of an article dealing with establishment of a customary

rule does not accord with the purpose of the convention. The deletion of that

article should be considered.

(Note verbale of 15 August 1967 from the Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the

United Nations (A/6827, p. 12))

It would ••• be desirable to have at the beginning a statement of the

principle that nothing in the convention may be considered as precluding the
.. ti
, application of the customary rules of·international law in a field not regulated

by this convention. In the present draft of the convention, this principle is

expressed only partially in article 34 and might be inferred from the text of

article 3.

(Note verbale of 17 August 1967 from the Permanent Mission to the United Nations

(A/6827/Add.l, p. 5))
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See document A/6827, quoted supra under Comments and observations on the

draft articles as a whole.

Syria

.••~r. Nachabe referred tol the question of the r~es in a treaty becoming

generally binding through international custom, which the Commission had dealt

with in article 62 of its provisional draft and later in article 34 of its final

draft (see A/6309). As his delegation had pointed out at the twentieth session

of the General Assembly, the Commission, in its commentary on article 34, had

stressed the fact that those rules did not become binding on third States unless

they were recognized by those States as rules of customary law (see A/6309).

In the view of his delegation, that was an essential point that ought to be

eA~ressly mentioned in the text of article 34.

(Mr. Nachabe, XXIst session, 906th meeting, para. 24)




